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THE SOFTWARE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT FOR THE TAMU
REAL-TIME FAN BEAM SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSORS
1,0 SUMMARY
The Remote Sensing Center at Texas MM University (TAMU) has devel-
oped a real-time radar signal processor for the NASA fan beam scatter-
ometer system. The development of the system and hardware design of the
real-time processor is documented in Final Report RSC-3556, "The System
and Hardware Design of Real-Time Fan Beam Scatterometer Data Proces-
sors," March 1979 [1]. This current report presents the details of the
development of the software system for the signal processors,
The software package has been designed and written to process in
real-time any one quadrature channel pair of radar scatterometer signals
from the NASA L- or C-Band radar scatterometer systems. The software
has been successfully tested in the C-Band processor breadboard hardware
using recorded radar and NERDAS (NASA Earth Resources Data Annotation
System) signals as the input data sources,
Contained in this report are a brief review of the processor devel-
opment program, a concise yet complete description of the overall
processor theory of operation and design, a detailed description and
documentation of the real-time processor software system, the results of
the laboratory software tests, and recommendations for the efficient
application of the data processing capabilities provided by the TAMU
Real-Time Scatterometer Processing System.
1
In the interest of efficiency and economy, some of the material
presented in this report has been extracted from Final Report RSC-3556
C11 with only minor or no modification. Such material has been included
to provide as nearly complete documentation in this volume of the over-
all processor system as is necessary to fully understand its operation,
capabilities and limitations.
	
For the detailed documentation of the
breadboard hardware and the engineering model design it is still neces-
sary to refer to the earlier report.
2
2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.1 Historical Hack round
The NASA Johnson Space Center operates a set of airborne fan beam
scatterometers for support of various earth and space related programs.
Data from an early system proved helpful in identifying an ocean wind
measurement technique. This work eventually led to the scatterometer
system aboard SCASAT A.
	
Raw scatterometer signals from these early
experiments were post processed into quantitative engineering unit data
using a general purpose computer.	 The time and expense required to
process data caused the delay between data acquisition and data product
delivery to be excessive.
	
As a result, utilization of the scatter-
ometers was limited and they were eventually removed from service.
More recently, radar data requests by the NASA soil moisture pro-
gram provided enough justification to warrant reinstating the 0.4 GHz,
1.6 GHz and 13.3 GHz scatterometers into service, and constructing a new
4.75 GHz scatterometer, The earlier experiences with scatterometer data
processing led to a program to develop faster, cheaper methods of data
handling and processing. The initial thrust of the program produced a
demonstration processor for use with the 13.3 GHz scatterometer. The
philosophy behind this processor was to provide a real-time quick capa-
bility for verifying data characteristics (i.e., system operation) and
2) provide a method of identifying those data to be post processed on a
large computer to the accuracies needed for analysis. 	 This processor
was developed and constructed at TAMU under NASA contract [23 to process
I
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polarization channel over a 'limited set of viewing angles. In addition
to this hardware processor, TAMU developed software routines for general
purpose computers to reduce raw data to ':calibrated engineering units.
Recent advances in signal processing technology have suggested that
by combining analog and digital processing methods into a single proces-
sor, real-time on board processing and real-time rate post time process-
ing of scatterometer data to calibrated engineering units could be
accomplished.	 Such a system could provide all of the capability in
terms of viewing angles, resolution and adaptability that the post time
software systems previously developed could provide, with a potential
for more accurate results as a result of eliminating the analog recorder
when operating in a real-time mode. Such a system would provide experi-
menters with cal'':rratedi data on a timely basis with fewer manhours
from data flight, to del ltvery. This realization provided the basis for
the current efforts reported in this document.
2.2 Design Objective and Overview
Desigm5 for two airborne radar scatterometer prcwessors for use
with the NMA 1.6 GHz and 4.75 GNz scatterometers were identified and
anlayzed.	 A portion of the processor was implemented to evaluate a
"state-of-the-art" component proposed for use in the processor. This
component permitted a standarized design approach which is extendable to
other NASA fan beam scatterometers. The current effort exploited design
experiences from previous hardware and software processors to minimize
4
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significant error contributions and to assure repeatability in perform-
ance. However, innovations were also introduced as a result of the
hybrid sampled analon and digital approach to provide a flexible opera-
tor/experimenter oriented system. As a result of these new insights,
major improvements were also identified for use in the purely software
approaches to processing scatterometer data. This LiLnefitted another
NASA sponsored program to develop a more efficient Waware routine to
process scatterometer data on an interim basis while the hardware
processors undergo development 	 This latter effort ran concurrently
with the processor development program and afforded an opportunity to
also test, anticipate and prove 0e characteristics of the hardware
design.
The hardware design features a chirp Z-transform (CZT) approach to
filtering the Doppler spread radar return. The CZT is implemented with
multiplying digital to analog converters and a charge coupled transver-
sal filter. The filtering operation reduces to that of performing a
discrete Fourier transform (OFT) of the radar return when represented in
complex valued form. As a consequence, no Hilbert transform operation
(sign sensing) is required to separate fore and aft returns. Both are
provided simultaneously with considerable reduction in circuit complex-
ity. The subsequent processing, is actually limited to the aft data;
however, the fore data is available within the processor should future
efforts require it.
There are many advantages in the CZT approach.	 It permits high
frequency resolution of Doppler return. As a consequence, the return
S
I
may be measured with good angular resolution. 	 'This 'tso permits the
processor to adapt with changes in aircraft velocity to track the
desired viewing angles by simply using a different set of spectral out-
puts. It will also permit arbitrary choices in viewing angles desired.
The CZT approach can be readily applied to scatterometers operating at
other wavelengths by altering the sampling frequency.
The power spectral density (PSD) of the total return is formed from
the chirp z-transformed data. The formation of the PSD requires that
the spectral data be detected (squared) and accumulated (averaged) over
a period of time.
	 To achieve the accuracy and the dynamic range
required in scatterometry, the detection and accumulation are accom-
plished digitally.
The detected and averaged data are converted to estima^es of the
scattering coefficients v° at eight viewing angles ove ► Ae aft sector.
The conversion is implemented in software and requires the application
of radar range, pattern data, viewing angle, and transmitted power to
yield a calibrated result.	 In addition, the software permits inter-
active control of the processor. Since the computations and control are
provided by software, any portion of the operating system can be altered
should the need arise.
The design approach was partially evaluated by actually implement-
ing a subsystt-m of the scatterometer processor. An evaluation to this
detail was required to validate the performance and dynamic range of the




An earlier report [13 described the system design theory, the sys-
tem operating rationale and architecture, the harware and software
designs and an e ,!aluation of the CZT approach for the scatterometer
processors profiled above. This report reviews the relevant system and
hardware design considerations and provides detailed documentation of
the newly developed processor software. 	 In particular, Section 3.0
reviews the system design theory background. The characteristitcs of CW
fan beam scatterometers are related to the scatterorreter equation to
identify the measurement theory. It is shown that the angular scatter-
ing characteristic can be resolved by estimating the PSD of the radar
return. The precision by which the PSD estimated is related to the time
bandwidth product by analogy with classical fading theory. The tech-
nique by which the fore and aft spectra are separated using a DFT method
is then identified. The DFT is related to the CZT and the means by
which the CZT may be implemented is then established.
Section 4.0 is dedicated to establishing a suitable operating
vationale for the processor.
	
Trade-offs between angular resolution,
ground resolution, precision and beam resolution are established and
evaluated to identify a suitable operating mode to satisfy user require-
ments and system constraints.
Section 5.0 describes in detail the system architecture and care-
fully distinguishes between the target system and the engineering devel-
opment model. An overview of the internal operation of the system is
also presented.
7
Section 6.0 provides a complete description of the software system
that has been developed for the real-time data processors. The software
system provides fully calibrated normalized radar cross-section data for
eight angles of incidence. The output data are fully annotated with all
relevant aircraft, sensor, and processor ancillary data in a single







Airborne fan beam scatterometers permit simultaneous backscatter
observations over a range of incident angles. By confining the antenna
beam width in the crosstrack dimension and spreading the beam in the
along track dimension, Doppler filtering may be employed in a CW system
to resolve the average return power at various incident angles, each of
which is spanned by a small angular window asIllustrated by Figure
3.1. Combinations of transmit and receive polarizations permit like and
cross polarized scattering properties of distributed targets to be mea-
sured. When the aircraft is flown over the same distributed target at
different headings about the compass, the azimuthal as well as the
incident angular behaviors may be documented.
3.2 The Scatterometer jquation and Fan Beam 5y ,stems
For a large class of distributed targets the returns from slightly
different angular directions are essentially uncorrelated. Where a
particular direction is denoted by («,^) within the coordinte system of
Figure 3.2, the total return power may be described by sunning returns
from patches of the target located in various angular directions (oi,
^j).	 If the radar cross section in direction ( oi,^j) is denoted
by apq(ui,^j), the total return power may be expressed as













































X - radar wavelength
Gtp a transmit pattern directivity for polarization state p
G rq	 receive pattern directivity for polarization state q
Wt = total transmitted power
R i = h/cosoi
h = aircraft altitude
p,q - indices denoting the transmit and receive polarization
states, respectively
In order to primarily discriminate the backscatter within an angular
sector of the incident angle 0, a Doppler filter, whose normalized
transfer function is given by 11(w), is employed (see Figure 3.1). The






F.,	 F	 G tp (O i 94)j) Grq (O i 4j)
i = 1	 ,j=1
apq(Oi 4 ) Ili(wij)12/R
(3.2)
w i j = 41r v sino i coso iA	 (3.3)
is the radian frequency associated with the patch in direction (0i4j).
When the normalized scattering coefficient a 0 (o,^) is introduced, the
pq
double summation may be replace with a double integral given by
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participates within the integration since w is dependent on (0,^). In an
ideal fan beam scatterometer, q) ranges over a small interval about zero
since the crosstrack antenna beam width is small. As a consequence
w :^:47r y sin O/X
	
(3.5)
It 15 then observed that IH(w)l 2 plays the role of a normalized antenna
pattern having discriminatory power in the 0 dimension.
When the bandwidth of the Doppler filter is sufficiently narrow,
apq
 may be regarded as constant over the area A spanned by the Doppler
bandwidth and the crosstrack beat ►►width. The scatterometer equation (3.4)
then reduces to the form




^J0)_r o	 (47r) 3	 h4
ff GtpGrq 1 H( 2 Cos 4OdA
(3.G)
where Oo is the incident angle corresponding to the center frequency w 
of the Doppler filter, i.e.,
wo = 47Tvain00A	 (3.7)
The recovery of a(O0 ) is, therefore, dependent on measurement of W r' Wt
and h and on an estimate of the double integral. In this regard the
integral is often approximated by introducing an effective area Aeff
so that
ff GtGr JHJ 2 cos 4





M Precision in Estimating a q
In order to estimate 
opq 
at a set of incident angles 8 oi , i1,299..,
no a bank of filtors is required. The center frequency of each filter
is chosen in accord with equation (3.7). if S(w) is the Spectral density
of the return signal, then the output of the ith filter hi is given t;y
00
Wr(°oi) = 2 fO jH j (w)j l S(w)df	 (3.9)
An alternative method could, instead, measure (estimate) the power spcC tral




2 f fui S(w)df	 (3.10)
fli
where fui and fli are the upper and lower corner frequencies associated
with the ith angle. In the latter case the measurement of 
opq 
has been
reduced to a problem in estimating the power spectral density.
Regardless of the approach, it is necessary to reduce the variance
in the estimate of the mean power return W  to assure a good estimate of
the average scattering coefficient a0* As is well known, the radar return
pq
is characterized by heavy fading since the signal has a Rayleigh-like
amplitude distribution [3]. As a consequence, it is difficult to estimate
the mean squared statistic of such a signal. The theory for the precision
in the estimating the mean squared statistic appears in references [3], [4]
and others. The extrapolation of this theory to the case where the PSD is
to be estimated can be established on an intutive basis and is made pre-
cise in reference [5]. The PSD is estimated from the periodogram and is
14
defined by
SN(k)	 N	 N-1 s(n) e`j 2ir kn/N I 2	 (3,11}
nu0
for the kth spectral line for a signal represented in sampled form
(s(o), s(l), ... ,s(N.I)}.
In the case where analog filtering, detection and integration is
performed, it is well known that the standard deviation a in the estimate
of Wr is given by (4]
a = Wr/vr—BT	 (3.12)
where B is the pre-detection (effective) bandwidth and T is the integration
period. The dependence of the variance ratio a 2 /Wr2 on the BT product is
illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Although the variance reduction is a good indication of the improve-
ment in the estimate of W r , the precision of a system is better conveyed
by a statistical 90% confidence interval. The 90% confidence interval for
a BT product of 10 or better can be approximated by 161
Wr - 1.645a < Wr c Wr + 1.645a
	
(3.13)
where Wr is the estimate of W r . When the span of this confidence interval
is expressed in dB, it can be written as;
R = 10 Log l + 1.645/ V'_B7	 (3.14)
1 - 1.645J	 BT
The dependence of this precision factor on the time bandwidth product is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.4.
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requires a BT product of $0. Furthermore, it is noted that the improve-
ment in precision becomes less rapid when BT > 100.
The above theory can also be applied to the case where the PSD is
determined from the periodogram. To obtain precision in the estimate
of the PSD, the periodogram must be averaged. This can be accomplished
by averaging spectral estimates from a sequence of records and by smooth-
ing adjacent spectral lines from a single record. To make the association
between the precision for an analog processor with that for a PSD proces-
sor, it should be noted that the PSD estimates are based on the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of the return signal s(t) (see equation (3,18)).





where T is the duration of the signal record, It has been assumed that
the record is unweighted. Therefore, the time bandwidth product associat-
ed with a single line from a single record is simply
BT = AfT	 (3.15)
or 1, Since the spectral estimates from a single record are poorly
correlated, the BT product can be enhanced by averaging over a window of
adjacent spectral lines. The BT product can be further enhanced by
averaging line estimates from a sequence of non-overlapping records.
So, if N f adjacent lines from each record are smoothed and N R non-over-
lapping records are processed, the resulting BT product for a filter of
18
width NF4f is given by
BT x (N FAf) (N RT)
	
(3.17)
or simply N FNN . This result indicates that the precision improvement is
identical for analog and PSD processing.
3.4 Power 5„Dectra, al Estimation Using the Chirp Z-Transform
As indicated above, the estimate of the PSD can be based on the OFT
of a radar return record. If s(n), nx0,1,2,...,N-1 is an N point sequence
representing the return signal s(t) over a time interval T, then the OFT
of s(t) is defined as
k
N-1	 2^rkn/NF ( k ) 




where k e{0,1,2,...,N-1}. F(k) is interpreted as the spectral amplitude of
s(t) at a frequency of k/T when 0 5 k 5 T and at a frequency of -(N-k)/ T
for 7 < k c N - 1. It has been assumed that N is even. The DFT formula-
tion may be modified through the use of the identity
2nk - n2 + k2 .. (k - n) 2 	(3.19)
to permit an implementation of the DFT by hardware. The identity results
in a DFT given by
F(k) = e`37,k2/N Nil s(n)e-j7rn2/N a j7T(k-n)2/N
	 (3.20)
n=o
The implication of the above result is that s(n) must be first down-chirped
with a
-jnn2/N , convolved with an up -chirp ea,irn2/N and then post multi-
plied by a down -chirp e -j7rk2/N. The pre and post multiplications may be
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performed by analog methods and the convolution may be formed with trans-
versal filters using charge coupled devices. The transversal filter
requires 2N-1 stages to implement the OFT. When forming the PSa, the
post chirp may be discarded since it does not affect the amplitude.
A more efficient means for implementing the transversal filter,
requiring only N stages in the transversal filter, is based on the slid-
ing nFT. The sliding transform is defined as
k*N~1
	 -
j2^rn k/NFs (k)	 s(n)e
n=k
(3.21)
and differs from the non-sliding version in that th y; input sequence is
shifted forward one sample for each new spectral estimate. The transform
consequently operates continuously. Spectral estimates on the same line
are updated every N samples since e `airnk/N is modulo N in the parameter
k. As a result of the sliding action, phase information is destroyed;
nevertheless, the magnitude information important to the PS p estimation
is preserved.
It can be shown that through the use of the identity of equation
(3.19), the sliding transform can be rewritten as
Fs(k)	 e -^^ k2/N	 E	 ej7r(m-N) 2 s(k - m + N)e -jir(k - m * N) /N
m=1	 (3.22)
This result implies that the input must be pre-chirped by a factor
e-j1T(m
-N)2/N, convolved with ejiT(m-N)2/N and then post multiplied with
-j7rk/N	
g i.eqe	
2	 to form the slidin
 DF1'. When the P^S p i; requi red, the post
20
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multiplication may be replaced with a squaring operation to yield
IF$ (k)I 2 . Since the pre-multiplication is periodic in m, the CZT filter
can operate on the input signal continuously with the transversal filter
only requiring N stages.
3.5	 The Application of the CZT to Doppler Filtering
3.5.1 Signal Processing Theory
A simplified block diagram of the CW fan beam scatterometer is
illustrated in Figure 3.5. The transmitter illuminates the terrain at a
radian frequency of wo . The backscattered signal arriving at the receiver
may be denoted as
s(t) = a(t) cos (wot + ^(0)	 (3.23)
where a(t) and ^(t) may be regarded as random variables. The spectrum
of s(t) is depicted symbolically in Figure 3.6a. The fore and aft spectra
are distinguished from one another by "coloring" the fore spectrum as a
rectangle and the aft spectrum as a triangle. As indicated in the receiv-
er chain, the return signal is split equally into two channels. This sig-
nal in the upper channel is coherently demodulated with cos wot and low
pass filtered to yield
x(t) =	 a(t) cos^(t)
	
(3.24)
The upper channel is commonly called the cosine channel or the in-phase
(I) channel. Demodulation and low pass filtering in the lower channel
yields
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where product modulation with the quadrature reference sin w ot has
occurred. The lower channel is coimionly called the sine channel or the
quadrature (Q) channel. The spectra of x(t) and y(t) are illustrated
in Figures 3.6b and 3.5c, respectively.
A comparison of Figures 3.6b and 3.6c shows that the aft and fore
spectra can be retrieved simultaneously if a complex signal
	
Z(t)	 x(t) + j Y(t)
	
(3.26)
is formed. An examination of the spectrum of z(t) indicates that the aft
spectrum occurs for w > 0 and the fore spectrum for cj,	 0.
Since the DFT can also be applied to complex signals as well as real
signals, the above result shows that the fore and aft spectra can be
simultaneously filtered using CZT techniques to implement the DFT. The
configuration for implementing the CZT using charge coupled devices and
analog multipliers is described below.
3.5.2 The Implementation Technique
It is advantageous to use the sliding version of the CZT, since
many sequential measurements are required to estimate the PSD. The
actual implementation method is best understood by separating the real
and imaginary parts of the sliding CZT. When the sliding CZT of z(t)




(k)	 =	 E [cos ,a(m-N) 2/N + i sing (m-N)2/N]
m=l
[x(k-m+N) + jy (k-m +N )3,	 (3.27)
^






A careful interpretation of the arguments within the above magnitude
suggests the implc^aentation technique shown in Figure 3.7. Both x(t)
and y(t) are pre-chirped and appropriately summed to form the real and
imaginary valued entries into the transversal filter bank. Four trans-
versal filters are required to form the cross multiplication products of
the complex valued signal entering the filters, The real and imaginary
parts of the C7T without the post-multiplication are formed by differenc-







































4.0 SYSTEM DESIGN RATIONALE
4.1 Introduction
As is the case with any system, the actual design is a compromise
between user requirements and system constraints. The design of real
time processors for the NASA scatterometers is no exception. Ideally
the scatterometer should provide high precision estimates of Q° with
infinitesimal angular and ground resolutions. However, as will be shown
below, the precision, angular resolution and ground resolution interact
in such a way to prevent maximizing all three parameters simultaneously.
In addition to maximizing the precision and resolution parameters, the
user is also interested in achieving a reasonable accuracy to permit
comparative analysis of the processed data at different view angles and
polarizations and with scatterometer data from other sources (also
presumably calibrated).
A list of the factors which can potentially influence the performance
of the scatterometer/processor system is shown in Table 1. The source
of error is described in the left-hand column. The system performance
factors most influenced by the error source is reflected in the middle
column. The origin of the error within the system is identified in the
right-hand columns. Most of the performance parameters are manageable
by the processor provided that the scatterometer has been appropriately
designed. Those that are manageable are treated below as well as in
subsequent chapters to develop the processor design rationale.
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c[i 4 .r6 1-•
y
1.	 Fading Signal Precision X
2.	 Finite Doppler Bandwidth Precision & Angular
Resolution X
3.	 Finite Record Length Ground Resoltuion
b Precision X
4.	 Filter Sidelobe Level Accuracy X
5.	 Bit Truncation Precision X
6.	 Inversion Approximation Accuracy X
7.	 Uncertainty in Altitude Accuracy X






9.	 Transmitted Power Accuracy X
10.	 Polarization ;Accuracy X
11.	 Non-Stationary Return Accuracy X
12,	 Beamwidth Accuracy & Angular
Resolution X
13.	 Pattern Sidelobes Accuracy X




4.2 Definition of System pest n Parameters
To identify the processor's mode of operation it is important to
define various parameters associated with fan beam systems, In this
regard such terms as angular resolution, ground resolution, scan length,
beam resolution, ground track coverage, etc, must be clarified to arrive
at the impact of these parameters on the system design.
Angular Resolution
As indicated in Section 3.2 the angular resolution of a fan beam
scatterometer is dictated by the physical beadwidth in the crosstrack
dimension and by the bandwidth of the Doppler filter in the intrack di-
mension. If H(w) denotes the normalized voltage transfer function of
the Doppler filter, then an affective bandwidth may be defined as
00





where the normalization has been applied so that max {) H(w) ^} = 1
when H(w) represented in low pass form. An effective intrack beadwidth
may be related to the effective bandwidth through the Doppler relationship
Ao	 ZVCQS®	 (4'2)
when ^ = 0. AO is defined to be the angular resolution.
Beam Resolution
The beam resolution in the cross track dimension is given by
p c
	(h tano) A^	 (4.3)
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where A^ is the crosstrack angle subtended by th e two way beam when pro-
Jected on the ground plane. The beam resolution in the intrack dimen-
sion is
pa co o A	 (4.4)
See Figure 4,1 to clarify these definitions.
Scan Length
Scan length is simply the ground track distance vT traversed by the
aircraft during a single integration period T where v is the ground
velocity. See Figure 4.2.
Ground Track Coverage
The ground track coverage L c
 is that entire length over which a
radar return was observed. The coverage includes the scan length as





The ground resolution may be defined in several ways. However,
for the purposes of this design effort the ground resolution is defined
as an effective ground length over which radar returns have primarily
contributed to the measurement as implied in Figure 4.2. It consequent-
ly emphasizes that portion ot the ground track which is repeatedly in





FIGURE 4.1 VARIOUS RESOLUTION PARAMETERS
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vT
vT - scan length
Ae w angular resolution
p a effective ground
resolution
P B , beam resolution
L
c

















vT I < t} I < p6
VT 2 x p2 = pg
vT 3= p 3> pG
FIGURE 4.3 COMPARISON OF THE RESOLUTION PARAMETERS WHEN
(a) vT I < pG , (b) VT  = p  and (c) a3 > 4'R
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Three cases may be identified as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The
ground resolution is therefore defined as
vT*p
— 2 if vT p8
P
	 P8	 if vT w p8	(4,5)
vT	 if vT > p8
From the above definitions an important observation can be with-
drawn. When the three ground resolution cases are ordered as implied
in Figure 4.3 it may be shown that








where pi is the ground resolution corresponding to T i . For a constant
Doppler bandwidth these results imply the following conclusions
Case 2 maximizes the ground resolution consistent with maximizing
the precision. It is also interesting to note that Case 2 maxim kes the
precision for a given coverage interval L c as demonstrated in Appendix A.
In this case the design criterion requires that
I
(4.8)ps - vT
at any incident angle. This conclusion will be used in identifying
appropriate design theories below.
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4.3 The Theory for Ponstant Precisions Constant Argular Resolution
and .Constant Ground Resolution Desi ns
Among the many system designs which could be considered i ,!,, is
helpful to limit considerations to three basic design approaches:
(1) constant precision, (2) constant angular resolution and (3) constant
ground resolution. The theory for each is presented below and *heir
characteristics are compared in a final subsection.
4.3.1 A Constant Precision Design
A constant precision design approach requires a constant BT product
at each incident angle to be processed. The implication deduced from
Section 4.2 is helpful in assigning B and T so as to achieve an accept-
able BT product. At the smallest incident angle 
0  
the BT product may
be maximized for a given coverage L c by requiring
pB i - VT	 (4.9)
T 
=
h G_	 0 1	
(4.10)
v cos et
B = 2v cose i
 oe i fa	 (4.11)
The viewing window at e, is therefore specified as
3T a coslei
A6 1 =	 2h	 (4.12)
where BT is chosen to achieve the desired precision. When A0
1 
is with-







{1	 cos 3 1 }	 (4.15)
cos ek
ahB
Pk :: 4vcos i
(4.10) and (4.11), respectively. On pragmatic grounds the integration
time must be constant at all viewing angles. Therefore B is also constant.
As a result, the angular resolution, beam resolution, and ground resolution





pBk x ZVCOS40 k
(4.13)
(4.14)
From the above results it is noted that the angular resolution is inverse-
ly proportional to v cose k , the beam resolution is proportional to h/vcoslek
and the ground resolution is proportional to h {1 * cow--)
cos ek
4.3.2 Constant Angular Resolution
A constant angular resolution approach requires that Qe k be constant
at all viewing angles, say AO. Once AO is assigned, the bandwidth at each
6  is given by
2v cose D8
Bk =	 ^ k	 (4.16)








The precision and ground resolution require a rationale to assign T.
Once again it is convenient to maximize OT at the smallest incident
angle for a given coverage. This requires that
pB 1 = v'r
The remaining parameters then become
hAe
T = vv css461-
2hcose k Ate







{ 1 + cow i }
pk = 2cosz81	 cos ek
(4.21)
at each viewing angle 0  > 61
4.3.3 Constant Ground Resolution
A constant ground resolution approach requires that p be constant
at each incident angle. With p specified, the precision may be maximized
at each incident angle by requiring p = pg = vT in accord with Section 4.2.
As a result of this imposition







 2p' cos'O k/X h
	
(4,24)
4.4 A Comparison of the Design Approaches
To evaluate the three design approaches, the nominal design guide-
lines shown in Table 4.2 were employed for C band and L band systems,
The guidelines were primarily applied at the smallest incident
angle and were allowed to vary at the larger incident angles depending
on the design approach. The results of this evalution are shown graph-
ically in Figures 4.4 and 4.11.
The first four graphs apply to the C band processor whereas the
latter four apply to the L band processor.. Each figure identifies and
compares a single system performance parameter over the entire range of
incident angles for the three design approaches. The graphs are para-
metrically identified by the design approach: CP = constant precision,
CGR = constant ground resolution and CAR = constant angular resolution.
Table 4.2 Nominal Design Guidelines
Parameter
	 Value 	 Units
Aircraft velocity 150 knots
Aircraft altitude 1500 feet
Angular resolution (nominal)
C band 3 degrees
L band 6 degrees
Ground resolution(nominal)
C band 25 meters
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From these graphs the following features are noted;
1). When constant precision is imposed, the angular, boar and
ground resolutions degrade with incident angle; however, the degrada-
tions are only significant for angles greater than 454.
2). When constant ground resolution is imposed, constant beam
resolution is also realized. The precision, however, degrades at the
larger incident angles but is useable to 50 1 . The angular resolution
increases rapidly at the large incident angles. The very high angular
resolution at the large incident angles may preclude selecting a correct
pattern gain at the large incident angles when converting to c°.
3). When constant angular resolution is imposed, the beam res p 1u-
tion and ground resolution degrade at large incident angles. The per-
formance, in general, lies between the constant ground resolution and
constant precision design approaches.
If a single design approach were to be selected among the three,
it is apparent that the constant angular resolution approach represents
a good compromise between constant precision and constant ground resol.
ution. The constant precision and constant ground resolution designs
may, however, suit some experiments better. The constant precision design
is attractive in those cases where high precision is required on a single
cell, particularly at the larger viewing angles. The constant precision
approach may also be helpful in those cases where a large spatial average
is required. The constant ground resolution approach is attractive for
those applications where well metered - high resolution data are required
along the intrack dimension. This design approach is consequently attrac-
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Live for those targets which are highly nonhomogeneous.
Since the scatterometer processor is under software control, it
is conceivable to provide an experimenter with any design option. The
constant angular resolution design represents a good compromise among
the approaches, however, when a single approach must be taken,
1
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5.0 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND OVERVIEW
5.1 Target and Development System Architectures
The objective of the scatterometer processing system is to
provide real and post time conversion of two channels of scatterometer
data, like and cross polarized signals, into a0 estimates at eight (8)
viewing angles: 50 , 100 , 15 0 , 200 , 300 0 400 , 500 and 600 . Processor designs
were to be developed for the NASA 4.75 GHz and 1.6 GHz fan beam
scatteromet;ers, The efforts were 1) to emphasize a standardize design
approach suitable for use with these scatterometers as well as future
scatterometer systems and 2) to utilize design experience from the
previous 13.3 GHz scatterometer processor project. An appropriate target
system architecture using the CZT approach to Doppler processing and
meeting the above stated objectives is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The
system consists of two major subsystems, viz., the PSD estimation subsystem
and the micro-processing subsystem. A number of interface units are
also provided to permit control of the system, entry of data and storago
of processed data. Also a special alignment generator not required
during operation but helpful in aligning the CZT filtering unit prior
operation is shown.
The PSD estimation subsystem has two channels to handle like and
cross polarized return signals. Each channel converts the quadrature
signals into discrete PSD estimates over the fore and aft Doppler spectra
simultaneously. The estimation technique is based on the CZT technique
which may be regarded as an analog technique of implementing the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT). The detection (squaring) and accumulation
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The micro-processing subsystem is composed of a digital micro-
computer, memory and associated software. The role of the micro-pro-
cessing subsystem is 1) to control the scatterometer processor through
a software operating system, 2) to select apj,4u j ate PSp estimates and
to use them within the radar scatterometer equation to invert for ao
values on the eight viewing angles'd it to accept, store and transfer
A
various data required by the processor ur the experimenter.
Communication between the micro-processor and various peripheral
systems is provided by the interface units indicated in Figure 5.1.
Among these interface units is the operator interface and display. All
system functions are initiated through this interface by the operator.
The display is also used by the micro,-processor.
The system of Figure 5.1 represents but a single architecture for
the target system. It may not be the architecture of the final system
but it will be close. Implied in Figure 5.1 is a single micro-processor
to service both scatterometer channels. However, in view of the amounts
of data and the number of computations involved, a single micro-processor
may be unable to convert both channels of scatterometer to Cr0 values at
eight angles without large gaps between success'lve ground cells. A
fast floating point processor such as the Advanced Micro Computer
95/4000 may permit use of a single processor. However, it may be
necessary to dedicate a micro-processor to each scatterometer channel.
To make an assessment of the number of processors requires that the




In view of this uncertainty and with full realization that a complete
design effort requires an iterative effort between paper design (called
for in this contract) and laboratory evaluation, an engineering model
which is expandable to the target system was actually designed. The
architecture of the proposed design is illustrated by the block diagram
of Figure 5.2. The development model is restricted to single PSD
estimation channel and a single micro-processor. The software is suffi-
ciently general to permit processing of like or cross polarized data for
any transmit polarization. However, the processor^ must be cued
externally as to which polarization channel the PSD estimation subsystem
is connected. A single channel processor of this type is sufficiently
simple to fully evaluate the total system design. It can be readily
expanded to a two channel system, terminating in either a single micro-
processor or two micro-processors. The expansion simply requires that the
controller signals be routed to two channels and that simple modifications
be incorporated into the software whether one or two micro-processors
be required.
5.2 An Overv iew of the Operation of the System
As indicated above,the scatterometer processing system consists of
two major subsystems together with the necessary interfaces to permit
communication with various peripheral devices. The relationships among
the major subsystems and interface units was shown in Figure 5.2. An
alignment generator, although not required during operation, was also
shown.
When the system is powered, software control of the system is













































this mode the aircraft, operator and output interface units, and the
CZT filtering unit within the PSD estimation subsystem are active (see
Figure 5.2). When the system is within this mode, the o-aerator may over-
ride certain aircraft parameters arriving at the aircraft interface
should they be inaccurate or missing in the aircraft data stream. From
the RESET mode, scatterometer data may be processed nn a flight line by
entering the RUN mode.
Within the RUN mode, the software controller determines the number
of 512 point sub-records to be processed to form an average return from
the 512 beam resolution cells in view by the CZT filters. The number of
sub-records NR and the address to which the accumulated reserves are to
be stored are transferred to the PSD controller (see Figure 5.2). Upon
this initialization, the accumulator and detector are activated at the
beginning of a CZT cycle. The PSD estimation subsystem then accumulates
NR estimates in each spectral channel. At the end of the N R sub-records
the detector and accumulator are halted and a DMA (direct memory access)
transfer is made from the accumulator to the micro-processor memory. If
the processor has not been halted by the operator, the detection and
accumulation cycle is re-initiated by the micro-processor once the DMA
has been completed. It should be noted that the filtering sub-section
operates continuously between accumulations to avoid start up transients.
A closer look at the PSD estimation subsystem will indicate that
this subsystem filters the fore and aft Doppler spectra of the radar
return to form estimates of the return power is 512 parallel spectral
channels. Of these channels, 256 are available to characterize the
fore spectrum and 255 the aft spectrum. The remaining channel monitors
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the return from the nadir point (this return is suppressed by the radar
and the processor). A sliding CZT algorithm, as discussed in Section 3.5,
is employed tc form repeated estimates of the power return within each
channel. Several estimates are summed to form an improved estimate of
the average power.
The format of the summed spectral estimates in the 512 channels is
illustrated in Figure 5.3. When the forward CZT is formed on the complex
signal x + jy, the aft spectrum .appears in the first 257 accumulation bins
(channels) and the fore spectrum in reverse order in the latter 255
accumulation bins. Some of the spectral channels among the 512 channels
are reserved for the calibration and polarization tones. The effective
bandwidth of each channel is given by B = f s/512 where fs is the sampling
frequency. The frequency resolution, i.e., the separation between spectral
estimates is also equal to B. The normalized frequency response of each
filter in dB is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The filter efficiency to the
first sidelobes is 90.3% and through the first sidelobes is 95.5%*. The
effective bandwidth is also equivalent to the width of the mainlobe.
The average spectral estimates together with calibration and polari-
zation tone levels are transferred from the PSD estimation subsystem to
the micro-processing subsystem through a DMA process initiated by the
*It is possible to increase the mainlobe efficiency by weighting
the tap points on the CZT transversal filter. Such a device is available.
However, this design is not recommended since 1) the precision will be
reduced by a factor of two (the adjacent Channel outputs are highly
correlated) and 2) the S/N ratio referred to the output of the weighted
transversal filter degrades by a factor of two (the noise is primarily





















































































































































PSO controller. Once the detector and accumulator are re-initiated, the
micro-processor, using data from the aircraft interface together with
invariant calibration constants stored in ROMs (Read Only Memories),
converts the spectral and calibration data to a  estimates at the required
eight viewing angles. Adjacent spectral estimates are summed about each
viewing angle to form a total return within the desired annular resolution.
The spectral lines are chosen dynamically to track the specified viewing
angle.
The processed scatterometer data and other parameters are stored in
an array of the micro-processor memory for each of the viewing angles.
The co estimates at the eight angles are stored in memory in an askewed
fashion to provide near collocation of thi returns on a single cell.
When the re-ordered data is available on a single cell at all angles,
it is written out to the output interface which in turn transfers it to
magnetic tape. The transfer of the data continues until the operator
halts the processor. When halted, the processor places an end of file
indicator within the output array, transfers the partially filled array
to tape and enters the RESET mode to await instructions from the operator.
At the beginning of each accumulation cycle, appropriate parameters are
withdrawn from the aircraft data channel for use in the computations
and for transmittal to the output tape,
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6.0 Software Development For C41nd/L-Band Real-Time Radar Data
Processor
6.1 Background
During 1979, under NASA Contract NAS9-15311, the analysis and
design of a 'real-time' software algorithm for processing fan-beam
radar data was completed. The product of the 1979 work was a newtech-
nique for producing aligned, digital scattering coefficient values for
up to eight aft viewing angles at the same time the raw data was being
acquired. The increased capability of this data reduction technique
was due mainly to the use of a hardware chirp Z-transform (CZT) to
simultaneously produce all the filtered frequency domain data from the
analog I and Q channel inputs.
	 A previous hardware processor used
individual analog filters which were sampled sequentially.
	 This
processor was designed to perform only a quick look, data validation
function, rather than provide fully reduced cross section data. The
sequential filtering technique was inadequate for full rPNI , time pro-
cessing in that it could not provide adequate along track coverage
while maintaining an acceptable time bandwidth product C1].
The current production techniques used for processing radar data
to scattering coefficients utilize several stages of computer process-
ing, all of which require expensive digital Fourier transforms to con-
vert the data from the time domain to the frequency domain.
	
The
objective of the effort during this contract period was to demonstrate
59
I	 to
that	 this entire process	 could	 be accomplished with micro-processor
technology along with a relatively inexpensive CCD transversal	 filter




The computational sequence used for sigma-zero calculations is
essentially the same as that described in Section 8.0 of reference
Eta. Some minor changes were made in the way some of the individual
parameters are developed, and in the order and refresh rate of the
aircraft data input. The most significant difference in the overall
system is in the number of options available to the operator when set-
ting the mode of operation.
6.2.2 System Initialization and Set-Up
In its simplest form the system logic is as illustrated in
Figure 6.1. The initialize task opens the I/O port for the CRT, the
serial port for the Bi-Phase L, and sets the CZT board for mapping the
frequency domain data to micro-processor memory. Also initialized are
the NERDAS port and the Interrupt Controller on the SBC 80/20. Table
6.1 defines the I/O Ports used by the system.
After initilization, the software begins a series of queries to
the operator to determine the exact set-up and run mode options to be
used.	 The system software is designed to process either C-Band or
60
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Read NERDAS, set CZT-
board, evaluate To' values.
Read CZT-board, evaluate
power ratio and To values



































SBC 80/20	 Interrupt Controller,
Control
SBC 80/20	 Interrupt Controller,
Control
SBC 80/20 Bi-phase -L, Data Rort A
SBC 80/20 Bi -phase-k, Data Port C
SBC 80/20 Bi-.phase-J., Control PI/O
SBC 80/20 NERDAS, Data IN
SBC 80/20 USRT Control Port
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L-Band input data of any desired polarization combination, Consider-
able flexibility has been given to the operator regarding use of sys-
tem constants and aircraft data inputs.	 Further, the operator is
allowed to change the grounI cell resolution and thus may make inter-
pretive analysis of resolution effect , ,  t.s sigma-zero for repeated pas-
ses through the same data set.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the general system layout from the opera-
tor's point of view.
	
System communication ar,-J control is provided.
through the keyboard/CRT. One ty pe of input data may be selected and
processed; e.g., wt ^ical, cross-polarized, L-band„ The system may be
operated in various combinations of 'Open-Loop' or 'Timed' modes,
During 'Open-loop' operations, no defined start time is given and no
defined stop time is given. The system begins processing on permis-
sion of the operator and continues until the operator gives the stop
command.	 In the 'Timed' mode the system is given a data set start
time; e.g., 14:16:21, and a data set length in seconds.
	 The system
begins processing on permission of the operator and on detection of
the desired sta4 vt time in the NERDAS R i-phase-L input frame. Proces-
sing continues until the specified number of seconds of data have been
acquired.
Specific: options given the operator during operation vary
according to whether the first data set is about to be taken or sub-
sequent sets are being acquired. The Flow charts in Appendix A give
complete details on all available options and exactly how they are




FIGURE 6.2 General System Layout,
Real Time Processor.
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a. Band {L/C}, select L or C
b. Polarization {HH/HV/VV/VH), select one combination
C. Cell Resolution Over-ride' YES/NO}
d. System Constant Over-ride YES/NO







f. Start Time Select {YES/NO)
g. Run Time Select [YES/NO)
h. Display Set-up Data {YES/NO)
On the second and subsequent data sets the operator may choose
whether the above set-up is retained or whether a new set-up is used.
All necessary data for calculating the sigma-zero values is requested
from the operator during the set-up phase of the program.
As each operation is initiated, appropriate pointer settings are
computed for accessing the correct beamwidth, wavelength, filter size,
calibration
	
frequency, noise frequency band, antenna gain table,
roll-off function, processing constant, and aircraft data. 	 In
addition, flags are set (which are later put in the output data frame)
that indicate to the data user which options were selected and which
over-rides were used. Finally, after the start and stop times are set
(if selected) and the option to display the set-up has been made, the
operator is given the option to start taking data. 	 If the operator
response is 'Y', the system begins reading and processing the raw
input data. As each set is processed it is placed in the output data
buffer for transfer to the Bi•-phase-L output port.
To ease the formatting burden, especially in the set-up module,
the main driver program was coded in FORTRAN, using an INTEL MDS230 to
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enter and prepare the source code for the INTEL FORT80 compiler.
Although the FORTRAN was used extensively for internal data format-
ting, all 1/0 is handled by special device service routines, each
written in assembler language.
In the set-up module all mathematical expression were accom-
plished using the INTEL floating point software library routines.
Since speed in this po- ,tion of the system was not critical, the time
saved in coding was considered a good trade-off for additional core-
usage and slower Qxecution. However, all floating-point evaluations
in the data processing and output modules are done using the AMC 95/
6011 hardware arithmetic unit. Special device service routines were
written in assembler language to perform all the required operations.
Appendix D lists all AM9511 routines and defines their particular
function.
6.2.3 'RUN' Mode of Operation
After all set-up data has been acquired, the 'RUN' mode is
initiated by an operator 'Y' response to the system query. The 'RUN'
imode reads NERDAS, sets integration time and starts integration by the
CZT-board. Initial data is processed to calculate a 0 ' values for each
of the eight viewing angles.
6.2.3.1 Calculating a°'
The expression which must be evaluated for each of the eight
viewing angles is
a m i ; (4,r)' CL Zw(fdci) R`'(nLi) PR(eDi)	 (6.1)
a 2	 K GG(e' i i)^A(eLi )	 PT
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Iwhere:	 00i = estimated scattering coefficient.
a = wavelength.
CL = cable loss term.




	 function of doppler frequency,
fdci, for each filter center.




= target cell	 range, function of viewing angle.
A(©Li) = cell	 area, also function of viewing angle.
PR(opi)
	
= received power, function of each doppler angle.
PT = transmitted power,
i = index for viewing angle, 	 i = 1,	 8.
Note that after integration is started, all the terms in the
above expression can be evaluated except the power; ratio, PR/PT-
After arranging the equation so that




(40 1 CL Zw R4
	(6.3)
K GG A
it can be seen that a°' may be evaluated while the CZT-band is per-
forming the integration. This is done in the SIGMAI code module for
each of the eight viewing angles. The value (4w) 3/X2 is a stored-
constant value, one for each band.
	
Similarly, CL/K are ^+ored
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values. However, there are eight values in all, four for each band.
The roll-off, Zw, is calculated using an appropriate expression for
the band and polarization being processed. The antenna gain, GG, is
acquired by table look-up using an appropriate table of values for the
band and polarization in use.	 The L-band tables have values for
angles ranging over -70 to +10 dc;grees, while the C-band tables range
from -60 to 0 degrees.
The R `'/A term is evaluated as two separate values, R'' and A. The
range, R, is evaluated using the expression
	
Ri = H/cose i
	
(6.4)
where	 H = altitude, and
of = viewing angle
The above expression is derived from the system geometry shown in Fig-
ure 6.3.	 The range expression is not exact, but is sufficiently
accurate aa> jusified in Reference C11, Section 8.0. The area term, A,
is evaluated using the expression
	
A = W'(Yz - Y 1 )/cos^	 (6.5)
where
W' = cell width, function of altitude, beamwidth, viewing angles
and aircraft roll.
Y 1
 = Y-coordinate of doppler contour, lower frequency.
Yz = Y-coordinate of doppler contour, upper frequency.












FIGURE 6.3 System Geometry.
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Retail justification for the above expression is available in Referen-
ces [71 and [83.	 The software encoding of the above expression
requires the upper and lower Doppler frequencies that define the cell
boundary; therefore, they are evaluated before area, A. The upper and
lower Doppler frequency defining each cell require in turn, each cell
center coordinate, Doppler angles and bandwidth.
The cell center coordinates are calculated using the two coordi-
nate transformation vectors
X	 0	 0 X11
Y'	 °-	 cosy	 si nT Y" + 0 (6.6)
Z	 wsin'Y
	
C OST Z" H
and
1 X I	 Jcosh -sink	 0	 X'
Y	 =	 sink	 cosh	 0	 Y'	 (6.7)
Z
I
	0	 0	 1 
IVI
where Y = aircraft roll angle and	 = aircraft drift angle.
From the above, the viewing point coordinates in Figure 6.4 are
X i = (-H/cosT)taneLi 'cosh + HtanTsin^ 	 (6.8)
and
Yi	 (-H/cosfl taneLi'sin^ - HtanTcos^	 (6.9)
where tane'Li = -(tan 2 eU - tan2y ) 1 /2cosT.	 Software checks are
provided to guard against negative frequency solution where OWYr;





















FIGURE 6.4 Module Test Set-Up.
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The desired bandwidth is calculated using the expression
Bi - (2VLicos 3 npi)/AN 	 (6.10)
where	 V x aircraft velocity (ground speed)
Li - cell length (along ground track vector)
ON w doppler angle to cell center
a a wavelength, and
N = altitude of aircraft.
Actual bandwidth is then
BWi = Af[5i/Af + 0,5)I	 (6.11)
where Af is the spectral line width of the filters and the nearest
integer value is represented by [Bi/Af + 0.5]I.
Finally, actual bandwidth is used to evaluate upper and lower
pointers used to derive power from the filter bank.
6.2.3.2 Calculating co
After all v° s values have been evaluated and after the CZT inte-
gration has been completed, the calculation of the power ratio values,
PROPT may be calculated to complete the solution for each ao.
This is done in the SIGMA2 module for each of the eight viewing
angles.
First, the results of the CZT band integration are transferred to
the memory as 512 integers, 32-bits each. Using the pointers derived
in the SIGMAI module, power ratio values, PRi/PT, are calculated
for each viewing angle by summing appropriate sets of the 32-bit
integers.	 Next, each upi is calculated using the expression in
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Equation (6.2).	 Finally, the inner execution loop is completed by
buffering all the output data quantities and writing the appropriate
buffer line to the Bi-Phase-L output port.
The output data frame produced on the Bi-Phase-L output port for
each pass through the processing loop is shown in Appendix C. The
first 54 bytes (108 4-bit BCD characters) are copies of the aircraft
NERDAS data as received by the system. These 108 characters contain
all the time, altitude, location and mission data. Characters 109-172
contain the processed viewing angles and scattering coefficients for
each of the eight aft angles. Characters 173-176 and 177-180 contain
the calibration and noise power respectively. 	 Flag bits and alarm
words are grouped into the characters 181-187. Characters 188-256 are
fill data, each containing a hexidecimal 'D', binary 12.
6.2.3.3 'RUN' Termination
Tha+ inner-most execution loop is terminated only by 1) reset of
the micro-processor, 2) completing the specified number of seconds of
data, or 3) operator input of the 'ESC' character on the keyboard.
The first type of termination is a hardware reset and provides no
logical data set close-out functions. 	 The latter two terminations
both cause an orderly close-out of the output buffer and the data file
being transferred to the Bi-Phase-L output port.
6.2.4 Testing and Evaluation
Testing was performed in two stages. First, as each executable
module or svb rom!tine was completed, independent verification wa.;
performed.	 In general, this was accomplished by preparing special
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purpose "drivers" which supplied the parameter and/or buffer
requirements of the module being tested. This stage constituted the
bulk of the project schedule. Secondly, an "all-up" systems test was
performed using all modules and sub-routines. This second stage took
approximately 1/6th of the total schedule.
Module testing was initially accomplished using the hardware set-
up illustrated in Figure 6.4. The ICE80 (in-circuit emulator) and its
associated software package in the INTEL MDS230 allowed the software
being evaluated to be run at almost real-time while residing in PAM
space provided as part of the engineering breadboard system hardware,
or within RAM space in the MDS230. Both modes were used, where the
selection depended on the particular module being tested.
Over-all system testing was accomplished using the set-up illus-
trated in Figure 6.5. Aircraft and radar data inputs were provided by
the Bi-Phase-L input from the 14-Track AMPEX Tape Unit. Bi-Phase-L
output was captured by the TI980, partially decoded and recorded on
the 9-track TI979A Tape Unit., Final decoding of the Bi-Phase-L output
data was done as a post-run task and the results printed on the print-
er for analysis. During early May 1980, several demonstration runs
were made using the system shown in Figure 6.5. These runs all demon-
strated the capability of the system to process C-Band data at a rate
of one data frame per 1.5 seconds. The output data quality was com-
pared to data generated by NASA for the same input data set. The
results of the over-all system tests showed that the micro-processor
based system can produce comparable data (±2.Odb) to that produced by













L„ .r.. ._..	 J	 L_
AMPEX 14-TK
TI979A 9-TK
FIGURE 6.5 System Test Set-UP.
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Subsequent to the above tests, two tests were run to find out
approximately how much time was required to execute each major portion
of the software.
	
First, the software inner loop was modified to
delete area, range, roll-off, and gain calculations. Those deletions,
reduced cycle time from approximately 1.5 seconds to 1.05 seconds.
Next, the loop was further modified to delete the power-ratio evalua-
tions. This change further reduced the execution loop time to approx-
imately 0.55 seconds. The effect of varying the cycle time, tc, is
only on the effective repetition rate of the viewing cells occurring
within the field of view of the radar.	 This repetition rate also
varies with viewing angle, producing greater overlap between succes-
sive cells for greater viewing angles. Figure 6.6 shows the geometry
of the effect. Using the following expression for cell overlap,
L=C+vti 
-vtc	 (5.12)
where	 ti = integration time
tc = cycle time
v = velocity of the aircraft,
the parameter plot in Figure 6.7 can be calculated. Note that a cycle
time of very near 0.5 seconds is required to always have positive
overlap.	 Negative overlap is produced when the successive ground
cells for a given viewing angle are spaced apart. From the parameter
plot it can also be shown that for a cycle time of 0.75 seconds cell
overlaps will all be greater than -50%, giving a ground coverage of
more than 66%.	 The above timing tests Wicate tht if closer cell
spacing is required, the present system could be used to produce par-







E = overlap between successive ground cells
S + C = effective ground cell length
C = instantaneous cell size
S = VtI, smear length
P = Vt 	 cycle length; i.e., start of integration for
ce^(l i to start of integration for cell i+1
FIGURE 6.6 Cell Overlap Geometry.
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FIGURE 6.7 Cell Overlap vs Cycle-Time
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integration times., set and integrate using the CZT board, recover the
frequency domain data, place the time correlated power spectral den-
sity data on the output port. Also, such a system could operate with
a cycle time of approximately 0.6 to 0.7 seconds of which approxi-
mately 0.3 seconds is integration time.	 A small amount of post
processing would then be required to yield complete sigma-zero esti-
mates for each ground cell.
Another and perhaps more flexible, alternative to f^ % o proces-
sing (full or partial) would be to use fewer viewing angles, say 10,
20, 30, and 45 degrees, or a set selectable by the operator. Approxi-
mately half the overhead and buffering tasks would be saved. Such a
system could likely run at very near 1.0 second cycle time while
producing fully reduced sigma-zero data. Using selectable angles and
multiple passes, analysis to any depth desired could be made.
6.2.5 Memory Requirements
As illustrated in Figure 6.8, a large amount of ROM (AOOOH) will
be required to store the data tables and code. A large portion of
this space (4000H) is required for inter-communications formatting;
i.e., the I/O formatting of communications between the operator and
the system. Figure 6.5 also shows the suggested board arrangement to
accomplish the appropriate program alignment within the ROM/RAM struc-
tare.
6.3 Interrupt Structure
The inner-loop (SIGMAI, SIGMAR) execution uses four interrupt
lines.	 The associated software interrupt jump table is located at
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0000	 Restart and Interrupt	 4K ROM






















FIGURE 6.8 Program A1'ignment within ROM and RAM.
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4000H. The table is loaded under the module name LDJMPS. A level G
interrupt is generated when the CZT-board completes a timed integra-
tion. The subroutine CZTINT handles these interrupts. It rsnuses a
flag, IEOC, to be set in the main program, Figure 6.9. The main pro-
gram, after completing its SIGMAI tasks, is held in , ait-loop until
the IEOC flag is set. After the flag is set, cGi, ,, passes from the
SIGMAI module to the SIGMA2 module where power ratios are calculated
us fig data from the CZT board.
Level 1 interrupts are used for Qi-Phase-L output. A level 1
interrupt signals acknowledge/receipt by the 5255 of the outgoing
byte.
Level 3 and Level 4 interrupts are used in NERDAS data inputs.
The level 3 interrupt signals a byte is pending. The level 4 inter-
rupt signals that the byte is on the data base.
6.4 Sub-routine Definition s
Most of the inner-loop operations, SIGMAI and SIGMA2 modules,
are accomplished using the subroutine calls defined below.
AFIX(X,I): converts floating point number, X, to integer and
places result in I.
AFLOAT(IN,FP): converts integer value, IN, to floating point
format and place result in FP.
AINDIX(IN,I80,TEN,AGL,RAD): calculates an index value, IX,
using t e expression:





FIGURE 6.9 CZT Interrupt Structure.
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where	 AGL = angle in radians
RAD constant, 57.3
TEN = constant, 10.0
180 = constant, 80
Index value is used as a pointer into the L-Band antenna table.
ALTFP(ALT, CALT ITN, IHD, ITH, IUN): evaluates altitude of the
aircraft  n"meters, using the following expression
ALT = FLOAT(IUN + 10*(ITN + 10*(IHD + 10*ITH)))*CALT
where
	
IUN = NERDAS UNITS digit
ITN = NERDAS TENS digit
IHD = NERDAS HUNDREDS digit
ITH = NERDAS THOUSANDS digit
CALT = constant, 0.3048
Routine is called by DECODA module when decoding NERDAS data.
AMDADD(R,A1,A2): evaluates the result of addition of two
Mating point numbers, places result in R:
R = Al+A2
AM9IV(R,A1,A2): evaluates the result of dividing two floating
point numbers:
R = Al /x'12
AMDGN ( DGN ,TWO ,DG ,TEN , I1 ,12) : calculates interpolation value
N accor ing to the expression:







upper table i r.-iex
lower table index
10.0, constant
ABS(AGL*57.3) - FLOAT(IFIX((AGL*57.3 + 0.5)/2.))*2
where AGL = viewing angle through the antenna
2,,0, constant
AMDCSQ(GSQ,DGN,IGT,TEN): evaluates final gain value by adding
terpo ation value DGN to table value using the
expression:
GSQ = FLOAT(IGT)/TEN + DGN
where	 IGT = table value of gain
TEN = constant, 10
DGN = interpolation adjustment
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AMDMUL(R A1,A2): computes product of floating point numbers
A' and A2 according to the expression:
R = Al*A2
AMDSUB(R, A1,A2) : evalutes difference of two floating point
numbers:
R=A1 -A2
CRNDW(BNDW,NFEL, DELF): calculates actual filter bandwidth
according to the expression:
BNDW = FLOAT(NFEL,DELF)*DELF
where	 NFEL	 number of filter elements in the band
DELF = spectral lime width of the filter
CCELL(CELL,DIFF,SUM,Ai.T): evaluates ground cell length according
to the expression:




SUM = viewing angle plus one-half the resolution
angle
DIFF = viewing angle minus one-half the resolution
angle
CELCNT(ICNT,VEL,TC,ALT,THET8): computes the number of cells in
view reequ^red-buffer siza) for a given altitude and
viewing angle range•
ICNT = IFIX(ALT*TAN(THET8))/(VEL*TC) + 0.5
where	 ALT v aircraft altitude, meters
VEL = velocity of aircraft (ground speed), meters/sec
TC = processes , ycle time, seconds
CINDX ( IX,II, TWO,HALF,D): calculates the index value IX using the
the expression:






Routine is called by
ABS(AGL*57.3)




GAIN when evaluating C-Band antenna gain.
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CLNPT(IBPT LT PC,PN XT,YI ANGTD,ALT): calculates buffer
loading pointers for viewing angle according
to the procedure:
ANGTD = ASIN(ANGTD)
XT = (ALT*ALT + YI*YI)*TAN(ANGTD)**2
IBPT = LT - IFIX(PC*(TAN(ANGTD) - PN))
where	 ANGTD = doppler angle
XT = X-AXIS INTERCEPT OF DOPPLER CONTOUR
IBPT = number of cells aft of nadir to place
the ao for the given viewing angle
LT = current nadir position in buffer
YI = viewing point y-coordinate
PC - (ALT/VEL)/TC
PN = (TI/PC)*0.5
TI = integration time
CNFILT(NFEL,DEL,BNDW,CELL FDOP,ANGLD YI,XI,XT,S): cal(. rates
number of filter elements  requ^ rye —to represent each
viewing angle band. Routine implements the following:
XT = (2.*VEL)/SLMDA
ANGLD = ATAN(SQRT((XI*XI)/(ALT*ALT + YI*YI*)))
FDOP = XI*SIN(ANGLD)
BNDW = (CELL*XT/ALT)*COS(ANGLD)***3
NFEL = IFIX(BNDW/DEL + 0.5)
where	 SLMD = wavelength
ANGLD = doppler angle
XI,YI = viewing point coordinates
FDOP = doppler cetiter frequency
CRG4(RG4,FRTY,ALT,ANGTL): evaluates the range of the cell cen-
ter from a antenna. Value, RG4, is returned in db




FRTY = constant, 40.0
ALT = altitude, meters
ANGTL = viewing angle, radians
CZT(N): set and start integration of N sub-records
CZTR: start DMA transfer of 512 filter elements from the CZT
board
DAREA(AL,TEN,TRMI,TRM2,TRM3): computes the area of a ground
cell - according to the expression:
AL = 10.*ALOG10(TRM1*(TRM2 - TRM3))
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where	 AL = area in db
TRM1 = width of ground cell
(TRM2 - TRM3) = length of ground cell
DECODA(IOV,NERZ T1,PARM): Decodes NERDAS frame. Uses subrou-
ti nes as follows:
ALTFP: decodes altitude up to 9999. feet
DRPFP: decodes drift, roll, pitch up to 99.9 degrees
VELFP: decodes velocity up to 999. knots
MINHR: decodes minutes, hours
TSECS: decodes seconds
DRPFP(DRP,CRAD,ISGN,ITN,IHD,IUN): converts NERDAS digits to
drift, roll, or pff-ch in radians:
DRP = FLOAT((IUN + 10*(ITN + 10*IHD))*ISGN)/CRAD
where	 CRAD = 57.3
IUN = units digit of NERDAS
ITN = TES a digit of NERDAS
1HD HUNDREDS digit of NERDAS
IS^N = sign digit of NERDAS
DVERIF(ICNT,IBUFF): edits a buffer, IBUFF, containing ICNT bytes
for ASCII decimal characters. Any character, other
than decimal or leading unary, is converted to a
blank.
DWAIT: a linkage routine for FORTRAN error recovery. Assumes
control of program counter until a machine reset.
FDLEV(IFDL,NFEL,NE'^,FDOP,DEL'F): evaluates starting pointer for
summing spectral power when the number of filter
elements in the filter band is even and uses the
expression:
IFDL = IFIX(FDOP/DELF) + NEV - NFEL/Z
where	 FDOP = doppler center frequency
DELF = spectral line width
NEV = constant, 3
NFEL = number of filter elements in the filter
FDLOD(IFDL,NFEL,NOD,FDOP,DELF):
	
evaluates starting pointer for
r'	 summing spectral power when the umber of filter
elements in the filter band is odd. 	 It uses the
expression:
IFDL = IFIX(FDOP/DELF + 0.5) + NOD - (NFEL - 1)/2
where NOD = constant, 2.
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GAIN(ANG PCH,IGTBL IGTBC,NPZN IBND GS ): calcM aces antenna gain,
GSQ, for either L- Band or -Band using a table look-
up and interpolation procedure. Input parameters Pre:
ANG = antenna view angle in radians
PCH - aircraft pitch, in radians
IGTBL = L-Band gain table
IGTBC = C-Band gain table
NPZN - polarization identifier, W=1, VH =2, HH-3, 1104
IBND = band identifier, L-1, C=2
GAML(Z,C1,C4,C5,CZ,F,C3): evaluates the value of Z, roll-off, in
db or	 and using the expression.
Z = -(C1 + F*(CZ + C3*F) + (C4 + C5/F)/F)
where
	
	 F = frequency/10.
C1, ..., C5 = constants
GAMC(Z,C1,CZ,C3,C4,CS,C6,C7,F): evaluates tht , value of Z, roll-
off, in db for -Band using the P",, scion:
Z = C1 + F*(CZ + F*(C3 + F*(C4 + CS*F))) + (C6 + C7/F)/F
where	 F	 frequency/10.
C1, ..., C7 = constants
GAMMA(FRQ,IB,NPZ,Z): 	 evaluates roll-off, Z, using subroutine
calls to GAML. or GAMC depending on band identifier,
IB. Computes F = FRQ/10.	 before calling subrou-
tine. NPZ is the polarization identifier.
GETVLU(CIOBUF,IOBUFF,N10,N20,IERR,X^IUM): acquires from console
t eoat`^i'ng point number, XNUM. CIOBUF and IOBUFF
are the input buffers, N10 = constant, 10, and N20 =
constant, 20.















GXT(XT,RL,ANGL,ALT): evaluates XT, used in the above subroutine,
using the expression:
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XT = SQRT(ALT*TAN(ANGL))**2 - (ALT*TAN(RL))**)
where ANGL = viewing angle.
GYI(YI XT,ALT RL DR): calculates the Y-coordinate of the viewingp i; 	YI, using the expression:
YI % XT*SIN(DR) - ALT*TAN(RL)*COS(DR)
where XT is as calculated by the subroutine GXT above.
IBELL: sends bell character to CRT. No calling parameters.
IBFILL(L,IBUFF): fills 128 byte buffer lines with 99H, L - line
count and IBUFF = buffer starting address.
IBIPHL(IBUFF):	 move 128 bytes beginning at IBUFF to the 8255
serial port.
ICRLF: routine to output a carriage return and line-feed to the
CRT.
IKEYI: sets flag for keyboard 'ESC' input. Called by KEYCK.
INIPIO: initializes parallel I/O port on the SBC 80/20 board.
INIC T(IPSD): initializes CZT board with DMA address, IPSD.
INI259: initializes the 8259 interrupt controller for the vested
mode at 4 uyte intervals. Call table set at 4000H.
Leaves interrupts enabled but all masked.
INTGT(ICNT,1'I,DELF):	 calculates the number of subrecords over
w is tc integrate. Uses expression:
ICNT	 IFTX(TI*DELF + 0.5)
where	 TI = integration time, seconds
DELF = spectral line width of CZT




	 a set of 'IV' 32-bit
ti egers beginning at NV(i), and extending to
NV(IV). The result in db is placed in PX, and uses
the expression:
PX = 10.*ALOG10(FLOAT(NV(1) + NV(2) * ... + NV(IV))
KBPHAL(IOUT):
	 control routine for handing Bi-Phase-L output.
Sends out a 128 byte line from IOUT then backfills
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senses the keyboard for an escape character.	 If no
character is pending or if character is not alp 'ESC',
no action is taken. If 'ESC' is found, a branch is
taken to subroutine IKEYI to set a main program flag,
KESC.
KEYIN(N,IB): key board input routine. Reads keyboard to place
N characters in IB, left justified. As each charac-
ter is read, it is echoed to the CRT; `ESC' is echoed
as a '$'.
MSKSET(MSK): sets 8269 interrupt mask to the value MSK.
MI NHR(IMH,NU NT): Livaluates minutes or hours from NERDAS digits
using the expression:
IMH = NT*10 + NU
where	 NT = tens digit
NU = units digit
MFL.AG(IC,IOF,IOUT ,IB,NZ) : moves flag data words to output buffer
line.
IC = column count in buffer
IOF = flag ward buffer
TOUT = output buffer
IB = band identifier
NZ = polarization identifier
Seven flag words are placed in the output line then the line is
finished by filling it with DDH.
MFPNUM(FPNBR,ICOL,IBPT,IOUT,IBCD,NK):
	
moves up to 8 floating +
point numbers into a output buffer after they have
p een converted to BCD (binary coded decimal). NK =
number values to convert and dove. FPNBR = buffer of
floating point numbers. the numbers, starting at
FPNBR, are converted one at a time into a BCD buffer
IBCO, then moved to a location in 'the output buffer.
ICOL and IB are pointers into the output buffer,
IOUT.
NERD(ICNT) 	 reads B1-Phase-L for ICNT bytes of NERDAS data.
OUTPUT(N,IBUFF): outputs a character string 0 N bytes beginning




PCPN(PNTT PC TC ALTVEL): calculates the parameters PC and PN




RUNLMT(PREV IOVER PARM): checks aircraft data (altitude, drift,
roll,	 chi', velocity) to verify that it is within
prescribed limits. The prescribed limits are set by
monitoring a limited number of previous values. The
previous values ha ,ie also been monitored against a
preset standard.
SIGSIJM(SG!MA ZW,AL,GSQ,SYSK RG4 FP):
	 computes the final value
o ao. uses the exp ession:
SGMA = FP + R04 + SYSK - GSQ - AL - ZW
where all parameters are in db,
FP = (403 A2
RG4 = R ``, range parameter
SYSK - CL/K, system constant
GSQ = GG( Li), antenna gain
AL = area of ground cell
ZW = roll-off function value
TIMEFP(T1 ,ITS,IM,IH): computes floating point value of time in
se^` con3s by:
T1 = FLOAT(IH*60 + I 00*60. + FLOAT(ITS)/10.
where	 IH = NERDAS hours
IM = NERDAS minutes
ITS = NERDAS tenths of seconds
TMP12(TMPI,VEL,X12):	 evaluates the ground cell parameter TMP1
using the expression:
TMP1 = X12*(VEL**2)
where X12 = XK1 or XK2, as defined in Reference (2).
TRM1(T1BMW,ANG,ALT,RL): evaluates the ground cell area term T1
using tide expression:
T1 = 2.*TAN(BMW/2.)*(ALT**2)/COS(RL)/COS(ANG)
where	 BMW = beamwidth




TRM23 (TRM,TMP1 ,RL ,DR) : calculates the ground cell area term TRM
accor ng to the expression:
TRM = (-TAN(DR)*TAN(RL) + SQR'T(TAN(RL)**2*(TMPI 	 1.)
+ TMP1*COS(DR)**2 - (1. - TMP1*COS(DR)**2)
where TRM
	
TRM2 or TRM3 of the area equation.
'1"'t."S(ITS,ITN,IHD,IUN): evaluates seconds from NERDAS date by
ITS = 10*(ITN + 10*IHD) + TUN
where	 ITN = tens digit
IHD = hundreds digit
TUN = units digit
UNPACK(INN,INB): unpacks a frame of 58 NERDAS NIBS at INN (2 BCD
va ues per byte) into a buffer at IWd with 1 BCD
value per byte. INB is 55 bytes in length. First 2
NIBS are skipped.
VALID(DL,DF,IOV,IVAL,PARM): validates NERDAS data values unles
the override flag is sit, if value is outside preset
limits, the default value is used. Whenever default
values are used an appropriate flag is set in the
output buffer. Calling parameters are
DL = preset limit values (buffer of 10 values)
DF = preset default values (buffer a,' 5 values)
IOV = override flag buffer
IVAL = flag byte
PARM = buffer of NERDAS parameters; i.e., alt., pitch,
roll, drift, velocity
VELFP(VEL,CVEL,ITN,IP#D,IUN): 	 computes velocity of the aircraft
in meters per second using the expression
VEL = FLOAT(IUN + 10*(ITN + 10*IHD))*CVEL
where	 CVEL = 0.514
IHD = NERDAS hundreds digit
ITN = NERDAS tens digit
IUN = NERDAS units digit
XK12(XK2,XKI,SLMDA,BNDW,FDOP): evaluates the two area terms XK1,
XK2, using the expressions:
XK1 = 4./(SLMDA*(FDOF - BNDW/2.)**2
XK2 = 4./(SLMDA*(FDOP + BNDW/2.)**2
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where	 SLMDA wavelength, meters.




6.5.0 AMC95/6011 Arithmetic Unit Operations
All inner-loop arithmetic, except indexing, is accomplished using
the hardware floating point arithmetic board. These operations
are all accomplished using the following set of device calls:
AMDCMD: routiric to send a command in the A-register to the AMC
VF7 tW1 R
AMDLOO:	 loads a floating point number at the address in
register-pair BC into the AMC 95/6011.
AMDSTR: stores a floating point number in INTEL format from the
AMC 99 /6011 internal register. Storage address is expected to be
in register pair DC.
GET: gets a floating point number in AMC 95/6011 internal regis-
Ter and stores it at the address in register pair DER
GIVE: gives a floating point number in AMC format located at the
aaccdi^ess in register pair DE to the AMC 95/6011 internal register.
INTLOD: loads a 16-bit integer at address in register pair BC
n-fo—the AMC 95/6011 internal register.
INTSTR: stores a 16-bit integer at the address in register pair
1%'. -` integer is retrieved from the AMC 95/6011 internal register.
I32LOD: loads a 32-bit integer at the address in register pair
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c (C) w lnput character
Echo character to CRT
SET c (KESC) - 210
115




Set flag signalling that
Integration is done
Set Interrupt Mask to
inhibit CZT -board
Send End of Interrupt
a
SUBROUTINE MVNERD(IOUT, IOBUF^




























-------i f (I NUM, LT . -999) I NUM=-999.
If(INUM,CT. 999)IN121-999.
IRCD(4)=10	 Insert OAN for '+'









CD	 Convert integer to 3 dig + sign
(71,,IBCD)	 in IBCD(1,..4)
15
ILOAD	 Merge into 2 bytes
(IOUT,ICOL,	 put into output buffer
K,IBPT,IBCD)
SUBROUTINE RUNLMT PREV,PARM,IOVER)












































































IOF 3) =System Constant O/R
IOF 4 =Over-rides










SC BC adds of char.count
ENTRY )
	




C HL) C(DE), sets pointer
C A) C^C(BC)), gets count







Get a character from the buffer.














 MC)=adds of buffer length(value of NUR)
E)=adds of destination buffer (value
of IBUFF)
C(HL)-C(DE),set buffer pointer
C A {C(C(BC)),get count value
Set pointer &
	
C D <C(A ,save initial count value




































Get Character from Input Terminal
Registers;
C(HL) m
 Input buffer adds pointer
C0) = current char, count




























WIL) = pointer to input buffer
C(IBNT) a initial character count
CM = current initial character count
C C ) = input char. value ('DS')
Increment character counter by on.
Set pointer to prior input buffer character.
Get prior char. from buffer.




















ASCII to BCD Converter, ASCBCO ( NBR, IBUFF)
NAME	 ABCONV I
	
ASCBCD	 Registers upon entry;
	
RTRY	 C(BC) x adds of counts value
COE) m adds of buffer containing
string
Set pointer	 C(HL)AC DE),)set pointer
	
counter	 C(A) '( CMB ), get count value










< 1 0 1	 or if char-
.










AN I I FH
C(C(11L ) )^' C(A) 
)" 












ASCII Decimal Verification Routine, ASCDV(NBR, IRUFF)
Registers upon entry;
ASCDV	
C(BC)wadds of buffer length
MAY	
(counts)
C(DE) madds of buffer contain-
ing characters
Set pointer	 C HL)+CDE)
& count	 C A +C DE))
Reset flag,	 C C +0































rORTRM, ",un-Time Error Recovery
123
p. 34
Registers:CRO m Error Nbr, X255
C DE) - Adds of statement nearest wf,,ire
error occurred.
Save value of Error Nbr 0 ERNUM
and adds 0 ERML114+1
Set string pointer
Set strina(chai,acter)counter







FORTRAN Run-Time Error Recovery (cont.)
CCTC, sends character string to terminal.
co routine resides in Monitor.
Recd stars
CFTC	 C(I-IL) w pointer to character buffer
C B) w number of bytes to send
{^(NJL) )
	
Put character in Reg C
CO
C(NL)-4-fflIL)+1C(B)+)-I
Send character to console









FORTRAN Run-Rime Error Recovery (cont.)
CETO, converts byte to ASCII character pair
NPOUT routine resides in Monitor
GETReri sters
mm	 C(ft)-pointer to byte brifferC(0) anumber of bytes to process
	
C /kq	 Get byte firo ,,1  buffer
C(C(,I {L) )
NNOUT	 Convert '^ send bete to
console as ASCII pair
	



































































C	 PARAMEl*E3R DEF%NITIONB; 	 C
C	 C
C	 C/L~8AND SCATTEROMETER PROCESSOR 	 Q
C
















































VIEWING ANGLE, ALWAYS AFT/ANTENNA TO GROUND CELL.
VIEWJNG ANGLE, IN DEGREES, USED IN OUTPUT FRAME.
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF AIRCRAFT ROLL, RADIANS.
BEAM WIDTH OF ANTENNA/ BAND DEPENDENT, RADIANS.
BEAM WIDTHCONGTANT/ BAND DEPENDENT/ DEGREES.
BAND WIDTH VARIABLE USED FOR EACH FILTER.
ANTENNA GAIN CONSTANT ' USED FOR ^ B
of	 It
~AND.
of	 It	 11	 of
TWO DIMENSIONAL. CONSTANT BUFFER UISED FOR ROLL-OFF.
CHARACTER BUFFER FOR 'L / AND /C'.





CHARACTER BUFFER FOR /L/ ' /C/.
2/0 8UFFER, EQUIVALENCED TO CREGP.
CHARACTER BUFFER USED FOR OVER-RIDE INPUTs.
POLARIZATION
OPERATOR RESPONSES.
L--BAND ROLL.-OFF POLYNOMIAL CONSTANTS.
CHARACTER BUFFER/ EQUIVALENCED TO CRESP.
"	 ^	 / GENERAL, I/O USAQE
GENERAL k^ONSTANT DATA EUFFER.
FILTER [l?ECTRAL LINE-WIDTH, BAND DEPENDENT.
DATA ACQUISITION AND RUN TIME/ OPERATOR SETS.
AIRCRAFT NERDAS DEFAULT VALUES.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VIEWING AND RLE'SOLUTION ANGLE
LOWERAND UPPER LIMITS FOR INPUT NERDAS DATA,
INPUT VALUE OF RESOLUTION ANGLE, OPERATOR SETS,
RADIAN VALUE OF	 11`/	 USED IN EXECUTION,
DEFAULT VALUE OF RESOLUTION ANGLE, BAND DEPENDENT.
CALIBRATION TONE FREQUENCIES, BAND DEPENDENT,
DOPPLER CENTER FREQUENCY FOR FILTER,
NOISE FIL\ER FREQUENCY, BAND DEPENDENT.
CONSTANT, BAND DEPENDENT, (4*P%)**3/LAMQA**2.
GAIN VALUE IN D8, ANTENNA ANGLE: RELATED.




BUFFER USED WHEN CONVERTING TO BINARY-CODED DECIMAL
MESSAGE BUFFER OF OVER-FLOW UF OUTPUT QUFFER,
ALLOWAB|.E BUFFER LENGTH ' SET TO 70.




0051 Q JBOVF FLAG USED TO SIGNAL BUFFER OVB9FLOW.
0053 Q IBPT POINTER FOR POSITIONING DATA IN OUTPUT BUFFER.
0054 C ]CALW MESSAGE BUFFER FOR CALIBRATION WARNING.
0055 C ICLO CHARACTER BUFFER FOR
QO^6 C ICNT GENERAL~ PURPOSE INTEGER VARIABLE.
0057 C 1EFLQ POINTER USED TO QETERRUA MESSAGES FOR %/O.
00 ,50 C IEOC PLAG USED TO SIGNAL END OF INTEGRATION, 	 CZT BOARQ,
0059 C IERR PLAg USED TO STAN/4L I/O ERRORS.
0060 Q %PAERR ERROR MESSAGE BUFFER.
0061 C IFATAL If	 "	 of
006,^ C lFCAL POINTER TO CALIBRATION TONE FILTER.
0[)63 C IFDL LEFT FILTER POINTER FOR EACH ANGLE.
0[)64 O %AT0C GAIN TABLE FOR C — BAND ANTENNA/	 JNTEQERS,
0065 C IQTBL. If	 "	 "	 L~BAND	 u	 o
0066 C ILC CHARACTER BUFFER FOR	 'L// 'Q/.
0067 C 3MSy\ MASK BUFFER FOR SETTING INTERRUPTS
0068 C INERD CHARACTER BUFFER FOR NERDAG l/O.
0069 C INZ INTTIALl3ATION FLAG.
0070 C INZERR MESSAGE BUFFER FOR NERDAS WARNING.
0071 C IOBQF GENERAL FURPOSE 1/0 BUFFER,
0070 C IOFLQ BUFFER OF FLAG WORDS USED IN OUTPUT DATA SET,
0(}73 C %QUT OUTPUT DATA BUFFER.
0074 C IOVEiR FL.AGS USED TO SIGNAL OVER —RIDE CONDITIONS.
0075 C IOVRQ MESSAGE BUFFERS USED IN ACGUIRJ"g
 OVER —RIDE VALUES,
0076 C IPL% CHARACTER 8UF[ « ER USED TO IDENTIFY POLf4R%ZATION,
0077 C IPOLZ POLARIZATION 1DEWTIFIERS,
4078 C IPGD POWER SPECTRAL DATA BUFFER,
	 512 %NTEQER*4.	
.
0074 C IRESP GENERAL PURPOSE %/O BUFFER.
0080 C IWAIT FLAG TO SIGNAL COMPLETION OF SIQMA1 T/\8KS,
0081 C IYN CHARACTER BUFFER.
0082 C l/J'K DO LOOP INDEXES,
()083 C KESC CHARACTER/	 'ESCAPE'.
0084 C KXP 8%NARY POWER 8UFFER,
0065 C LANT11 L~DAND ANTENNA GAIN QUFFER,
0066 C LANT12 If
	 It	 ',	 It
0087 C LANT13 '/	 "	 "	 n
0088 C LANT14 ^	 ^	 "
0089 C LANT21 "	 "	 v
0090 C LANT22 It	 It	 It	 it
0091 C LANT23 It	 "	 "	 "
0092 C LANT24 it	 "	 ^	 It
0093 O LT LOAD POINTER FOR OUTPUT BUFFER,
0094 C MX OUTPUT POINTER FOR DATA BEING SENT 0JT,
0095 C NC INTEGER CONSTANT TA8LE,
0096 C NFEL NUMBER OF FILTER ELEMENTS TO GUM,
0097 C NPASS FLAG TO SIGNAL PASS NWM0ER.
0098 C NPZN POLARIZATION IDENTIFIER NUM8ER,
0099 C N%E NOISE FILTER ELEMENT CoUNTER,
O1OO C NZL LEFT MOST NOISE FILTER ELEMENT.
(}1O1 C. NZPAS PASS COUNTER USED FOR CHECKING NERDAG DATA,











































C P(';mCAL.IB POWER,	 PN=NOISE POWER,	 rR-RECEIVE POWER
C	 PREV ROOFER TO SAVE PREVIOUS VALUES OF AIRCRAFT DATA
c	 RCAL CA(.IBRATION FREOUENCY USED, 	 HAND DFPENDENT
c	 R04 RANGE VALUE IN DI3
c	 SIGMA SIOMA-0 VALUES FOR EACH VIEWING ANGL,E.
C	 SLMDA WAVE
C	 START TIME IN SECONDS AT WHICH DATA SET STARTS.
C	 sum POWER SPECTRAL SUM OVER FILTER SET FOR ANGLE,
C	 SYSK SYSTEM  PROCESSING CONSTANT.C	 70 TIME IN SECONDS 
AT 
WHICH DATA SE1 STARTS.
C	 T1 CURRENT NERDAS TIME IN SECONDS.
C	 T,'-' VARIABLE USED IN AREA CALCULATION.
c	 T3 It	 11	 11	 11	 11
c	 TANTL VARIABLE USED IN AREA CALCULATION,
c	 TC MlCR0---PRQCESS(JR CYCLE TIME IN SECONDS.
Q	 TDEI, ELAPSED TIME COUNTER.
c	 THETA DE9TRED VIEWING ANGLES,
	 RADIANS,
C	 TI INTEGRATION TIME,	 SECONDS.
C	 TP11 AR0,'A CALCULATION VARIABLE'.
C	 XDELF F It ll R LINE WIDTH, 	 HAND DEPENDENT,
C	 XT X-C'nORD.	 OF GROUND CELL. POSITION
C	 XKI ANI-.A CALCULATION VARIABLE.
c	 XKIZC	 XK2
Xl-MDA WAYE-l.KNGTI+	 BAND DEPENDENT.
t.	 X S YS) K Cr)NSTANT YAI...UES,	 B AND iPOLARIZATION DUP.
C	 XT VARIABLf.' USED IN EVALUATION Or- CUIJ. LOCA110N.
k:	 yx OF GROUND CELL r-1051TION,
c	 7W Rnt.i.--OFF









COMPILER MEMORY USED = 6960






FORTRAN-80 V2.0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM UNIT INTCOM
OBJET MODULE PLACED IN :Fl#'SIGMAO.OBJ
CO,	 LER INVOKED BY. FOR 60 'Fl,*SIGMAO,SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH( 75) PAGEWIDTH(90) XREr
1	 C FLOATINGRPOINTTVARIABLES
C
2	 DIMENSION CELL( 8)rFNOIZ(2 ) r TANTL( 0 7)oANGT(8)rXLMDA( 2)PDTHETA(2 )r
d	 ETA 8)i TAT(^3 rX^1 IL. 2 p	 to >r ^' A	 S>,FCAL(3>r
S, PREV( S )r SIGMA(8 )
C I/O BUFFERS AND FLAGB
3	 C	 INTEGERSI, IOBUF( 50 ) P INERD( ^O ) r IOVER(S ) P IRESP(30 ) r IOUT( 120P70 )P
& IFATAL(SP25)rNC(8)PIYN(2)PILC(2)PIBCD(4)r
S IOVRQ( 5PS )PKXP( 5 )r IWAITP IFAERN 10 ) NPASSrKESCP IDLr IAUTRr
C
S IAUTPYIBOVFrIMSKY10FLG(5)rINZ•RR(1 )
C ttt IOFLG = IV'AL0oSALARMrISYSKrIOVRBrITHE to
C
4	 INTEGER*2 LANT11(40)PLANT21(40)PLANTI2( 40)rLAN'r22(40) r
d LANT13(40 )PL NT23( 40 )PLANT14( 40)PLANT24( 40 )
5	 INTEGER*2 C4TI(31) r CANT2(31) r CANT3(31 )s CANT4(31)
6	 INTEGER*2 IPLZ P IPOLZ(4) P IPSD(2 ► 512) r IGTBL(80 r 4) P IGTBC(31 r 4)
7	 C	 INTEGER" ICL.Ct2)rNPZNrIBNDPICNTPNFEL(8>rI!•I,L(9>rlx^Fl(8}rlt^Z
G	 CHARACTER*5 CIOVRn!(5)PCFATAL( 10)
9	 CHARACTER** CIYNP( k ILCPCI°OLX( At )rCCLC(2 )
10	 CHAR CTER*10 RIAEWR(4 )
11	
C	 t t t 
CHAR ALP R gAC
tBU FERPCALIf)RATION	 t t t
12	 CHARACTER*60 CIOBUFvCNERD
C
13	 EQUIVALENCE (CIOBUF r IOOOF )P (CNERD P INERD) r (INERD r IRESh') r
6 (CRESPrIRESP)r(CIYNrIYN)P(CILCPILC)r(IPLZrIRESP)P(CIF'OL7rIPOLZ)r
4 (CIOVR f) r IOVRQ) r (CFAERR(1 ) r IFAERR) r (CFATAL P IFATAL) P (CCLC P I CLC) r
S (CFAF»P,R(3) r IBFLW) P (CFAERR(4) r ICALW) r(CFAERR(2) P INZERR )
C
14	 EQUIVALENCE (IGTBC(IrI)PCANTI(I))r(IGTBC(Ir2) ► CANT2(I))P
A ( IGTBC(1 r 3 )PCANT3(1) )r( IGTBC( 1 r4 )P CANT4(1 ) )
15	
C	
EQUIVALENCE (IGTBL(1 r1)rLANT11(1)) P(IGTBL(41 P1)rLANT21(1) )P
4 (IGTBL(1 P2)rLANT12(1))r(IGTBL(41 Pw)oLANT22(1)) ► (IGTRL(1r3) PLANT13(1) )r
& (IGTBL(41 r3)rLANT23(1))r(IGTBL(1r4)rLANT14(1))r(IGTBL( 41r4 )rLANT24(1) )
C
C ttt	 PARM M ALTrDRFPROLPPCHPVEL	 'Ott
C








C tit BANDWIDTH RELATED 	 CONSTANTS ttt
20	 DATA B WID/ .9 3x2.50 r NOIZ/ 2100. ► 35£30./rF'I3L/47 ► 522056.9'4/
C ttt	 CONSTANT RESOLUTION A^1C E = 3.1 DEG FOR L-B Do 2.5 DEG FOR C—BND
C	
THIS GIVES 50 METER AND 40 METER CELLS WITH INTEGRATION
21	 DADA ^LtD I/O ► 18737 P0. 06311/r D'f HETA,'4.105P2 ► SO;rXDELF/0.94531x20.63/
22	 DA A S S^/-1I,9 ► 4r-120.4 ► -117,4v-12, .9P
&	 —119.0r-129.0r-118.0r-128.5/
C
C ttt CALIBP LIMITSP AND DEFAULT VALUES tttt
23	 DATA FCAL/1900. ► 2930 ►► 3380./ ►
S DLIM/304.8P—O.i745r-0.1?'4Sr-0.1745PS1.4P
S	 609.6P 0.1745 ► 0.1745 ► 061745P102.8/
24	 DATA DFALT,1457.2 ► Q.0r0.Qr0.Or77.1/






C	 VIEWING ANGLES (5t101500r2500t4050) IN RADIANS
26	 DATA THETA/0,0873r0.1745tO#2618rO.3491r
S 0,4363 0.5236 t 0 * 69810 47 W




C ::: ANTENNA GAIN TATTLE FOR 166GHZ :Ho EOUIVALENCED TO IGTOL :::
CC	 VALUES ARE ORDERED SETSt 80 DY 4 MATRIX, —70 DEG TO +10 DEG EACH
C
C	 4 a 1.60 :: :















S	 201v2Oiv2Oitl99tl97tl9Svl94PI?5 ► 197rl98r
&	 199t200t2Olv2O5F209t2O7f2O9t2ilt214v216r
2l7 t219t222r,7."2t222v22"^ .t222t221t219t216/
C	 **4 1.6HH :::
32	 DATA L.ANT13/231,234 ► 237t239t242t243+244t244r244r244 ►
6 244,245,246r246v246r246r2469248r249r248r
246r245r244t244t244t244r244r242t239r238t
237r234t231t230t229 ► 226r224 ► 222t219r217/
33 DATA LANT23/214t211r209t206r2O4t2O2t199t195r191t190t
189,188 ► 186r195r184r184 ► 184 ► 184r184t186 ►
189t189ri89r193r197,197 ► 197FI97r197r1979






204 ► 2O5r2D6o2O5v 2O4r2O3,202r202t2Oio2Ol/
	
35	 DATA L.ANT24/202x201 ► 199ti99r 99r199r199r196 ► 194t194r
A 194,193 ► 192t193t1,94r194r194r197r199t200t
202f2O3t204t2O5r207f2O7t2O7f2O6p2O4r2O3t
202r200t197YI93r189r186t184r18Otl76PI75/
C 44	 4.75GHZ ANTENNA GAIN ::r E01JIVALINCED TO IGTDC
C	 ORDERED SET+ 31 BY 4r 0 DEC TO 60 DEG










6	 420+418 ► 411t4O4r39Ot38Ov37Ov36OP35OP33OY310/
	
















^t	 'W	 WOWW r'W0864' x'WO868 'r'UNDEF'/
41
C
DATA CFAERR/'FATAL ERRVr'**NERD ERR' r'44BUFF OVR'r'4*4CAL LOW'/
42 DATA CCLC/'	 L'r'	 C'/xCST/1.25r2o0 ► 57o3x10#OF40.0r 0.5r5731t0.3048PO#514/
C
43 DATA CL/7.71094x-21.6914x14.941 ► 1.11182x-0.0116787 ► 1000./




C>K INITIALIZE I/O BOARD FOR CRT/KEY
45 CALL IUSRT
C :«:	 INITIALIZE BI —PHASE —L I/O BOARD x







C 4>k#	 SEND OUT SIGN —ON MESSAGE
501 5 =IIEFL LFG
52 WRITE(CIOBUFx21rERR=7000)
53 21	 FORMAT( OW NASA L/C—RAND PROCESSOR'r17X)
54






















C Stt SET STARTING POINTERS INTO OUTPUT BUFFER ;;;
63 MX=IBL-10
64 LT=MOD(MX x IBL )+I
C
G PRE—LOAD OUTPUT BUFFER W/0991 .1	 4^k44
65 ICNT=25
66 CALL	 IBFIL.L(ICNTx IOUT(1 x 11) )
C
C SET UP OPTIONS	 4^K4
	
444






72 CALL MSGOUT(NC( 7) p
 IRFc" 1
73 CALL KEYBf D(NC( 1 )^'. slsS
	 )
74 IF( IRESP(1 ).EO,,#1BN) GO TO 5






>k>k	 >K4	 4^k# >k ^k 4
	
^k4444SET BAND IDENTIFIER4 >1t^^00
78 CRESP='	 TYPE OF SCAT( L/C W
79 CALL MSGOUT(NC(7 )? IRESP )
80 CALL KEYBRD(NC(1)r IRESP )
81 IF( IRESP( 1 ).E0, ILC( 2) )IBND=2
G
C BAND RELATED VARIABLES*4***4
8"'
M











86	 C	 NZE=( 6/IH D )*2
G





89	 CALL MSGOUT(NC(7 )r IRESP )
	









94	 IF(NPZN, EQ, 0 )GO TO 160
C
G
	 SET POLARIZATION VARIABLES
	
95	 RCAL=FCAL( IAND )
	
96	 GO TO (200r195)rI8ND
	
97	 195	 GO TO (19frr196r200r200)rNPZN
	
98	 C 196 RCAL= FCAL(3 )
C
	 ANGULAR RESOLUTION OPTION







101	 CALL MSGOUT(NC(7 )r IRESP )
	




104	 C	 IF( IRESP(1), EQ, IYN(2) ) GO TO 255
G>k >K4>k4 > 44	 READ OVERRIDE RESOLUTION
	 ******
IOFLG(5)=2
CALL GETVLU( CRESP r I RESP r NC(2) r NC(6) r IERR r DTHEI )
IF(IERR,NE,O) GO TO 203
GO TO 260
255 DTHE I =DTHETA(I BND )
C :,t SET VALUE OF DTHETA/2 ►
 TO RADIANS :t;
260	 DTHER=(DTHEI/CST(3) )/CST(2)
C





CALL MSGOIJT(NC( `' )r IRESP )
CALL KEYARD(NC(1 )r IRESP )
IF( IRESP(1 ),EQ, IYN(2) ) GO TO 380
IOFLG( 3)=1
>^^k#>k>k# >K^k >w^k 	 RESET SYS CONSTANT 4^k^R
CALL GETVLU( CRESP+ IRESPr NC(2) r NC(6 )r IERRr SYSK )





CRESP='	 ACFT DATA 01
CALL MSGOUT(NC(7 )r IRESP )





C	 IF( IRESP(1 ),EQ, IYN(2) ) GO TO 500
G
	





CALLM,AMSGOIl ' O NRt DING	
A5r' (Y/N)?' r4X )
E8F 
CALL KEYDRD( NC( 1)r IRESP )
IF( IRESP( 1 ).EQ.IYN( 2 ) ) GO TO 473








































R$U^ 141 0FLG( 4)fIOVER(J )4KXP(J >
C





ER( J) # EU # 0 )GO TO 490Z
145 GO TO (481r482r482r482r483)rJ
146 481	 PARM( J)=ACOVR(J)*CST(8 )
1 18 PARMQJI2-AGOVR(482	 J )/CST( 3 )
149 GO TO 490
ISO 483	 PARM( J)=ACOVR(J)*CST(9 )
151 490	 CONTINUEC
G START/STOP TIME OPTIONS	 44441r#4
152 500	 GO TO (5459520)r INZ
153 520	 CONTINUE
154 CRESP='	 CHG START TIME(Y/N)?'
155 CALL MSGOUT(NC(7 )t IRESP )
1 56 CALL KEYBRD(NG(1)r IRESP )
158
IF(IRES7g1).EO # IYN(2)) GO TO 625
GO TO
C
G START TIME OPTION	 >^444#*#444
159 545	 CONTINUE
160 CRESP='	 START TIME CMD(Y/N)?'
161 CALL MSGOUT(NC(7) r IRESP )
162 CALL KEYBRD(NC(1)r IRESP )
163 IF( IRESP(1).ER.IYN(2)) GO TO 620C
G SET START TIME4448444>^>k4
164 570	 CONTINUE
1 62 CALIS.PMSGOIM Ct
	
IRESF^ME(^:HMM5S )'75i
167 CALL KEYBRD(NC(2 )r IRESP )
168 CALL ASCDV( NC(2 )r IRESP )




ART I)#3600# fSTART(2)*60.+START(3 )
175 620	 IAUTR=l
C
C STOP TIME CHANGE OPTIONS	 444




178 CRESP='	 CHG STOP TIME(Y/ N)?'
CALL KEYBRI184 (NC I) r I RPSC )
181 IF( IRESP ( 1).EO.IYN(2)) GO TO 740
182 GO TO 680
C
C STOP TIME OPTION
	 44>^4^k444 ## #4^k
183 655	 CONTINUE
184 CRESP='	 STOP TIME CMD(Y/ N)?'
185 CALL MSGOUT(NC(7 )t IRESP )
186 CALL KEYBRD(NC(1)r IRESP )
187 IF( IRESP(1).Ell.IYN(2)) GO TO 730
C
C SET NUMBER OF SECONDS TO RUN	 4	 44
188 680	 CONTINUE
189 CRESP=' 	 SET RUN TIMEYSECS(F5.0)'
190 CALL MSGOUT(NC( 7 )t IRESP )
191 CA	 KEYBRD(NC(2 )t IRESP )









































740	 CR1 ISP-0D ISPLAY SET-UP(Y/N )7'
CALL MSGOUT(NC(7 )# IRESP )
CALL EYB7D(NC(1)r IRESP )
C	 IF(IR .SP()oEO, IYN(2) ) GO TO 870





	/LN '#F6,4 ► 1X)
CALL
WRITE( CRESP ► 815 ► ERR=7000)DTHEI#SYSK
815	 FORMAT(5X ► 'RESOL='#F6+3 ► iX ► 'SYSK='#F6#1tIX)
CALL MSGOIJT(NC(7 ) ► IRESP )
IEFLG=7
DO 860 J=1#5
IF(IOVER(J)#E().0) GO TO 860
CALL CRLF
WRITE( CRESP ► 850 ► ERR=7000)CIOVRO(J) ► ACOVR(J )
850 CAL
LANSCOUTANG(7 )r IRCSF ) )
C 860 CONTINUE
GO TO (865 ► 862) ► IAUTR
862 IEFLG=8
WRITE( CRESP #864 ► ERR -7000)( START( I ) # I=1 # 3 )
864	 FORMAT( 5X #' START TIME=' ► 3(F3 # 0) ► 5X )
CALL CRLF
CALL MSGOIJT(NC(7) ► IRESP )
C 865 GO TO (870066)#IAUTP
866 IEFLG=9
WRITE( CRESP ► 868#ERR=7000)OELT
868	 FOIrAT(5X#'RUN TIME=' ► F7.1#9X)
CALL CRLF
CALL MSGOUT(NC(7 ) ► IRESP )
G	
^k^k>k>k1<>k##4 	 RE'-START OPTION ^K4.k>k44>K44
870 CRESP= l	READY TO RUN( Y/N )T'
CALL MSGOUT(NC(7 )# IRESP )
CALL KEYBRD(NC(i ) ► IRESP )
IF( IRESP(1).EQ o IYN(2) ) GO TO 40
C
C 4>K >K>k4>k>k4 	 INITIALIZATIONN, COMPLETED 	 >k >k#4
C









=	 C SIGMAL MODULE






=	 C ► 6tt	 SET NERDAS NIB COUNT
243
=	 C *****^*$^^***********>K***********4*RE—ENTRY POINT FROM SIGMA2	 4
—	 C
= C **4*****4*******************CHECK KEYBOARD FOR PENDING CHARACTER
—	 C
244 = 915	 CALL KEYCHK
=	 C LOOP BACK FOR TIME SEARCH ^i4
141
a
FORTRAN COMPILER RAGE 7
C
245 925	 CONTINUE
^	 s1	 ^t	 # ^t	 ak^k^k	 ^k	 ^k	 ^k	 ak ^k^kREATi	 IN A NERDAS FRAME****
246 CALL NERD(J P I OUT(1 P LT) )
msIN
	
^kPA N(^ 1) DECODE	




,4V x CALLL	 A( XO V fI; I E Iii	 RrP kMp^^D	 )
250 = GO TO (93Or940)rIAUTR
251 = 930	 GO TO (9354945)PNPASS
^^n
X553 940	 I (T1 ► LT.TO) GO TO 925=
254 = 945	 GALL AMDSUQ(TDELPTIPTO)
255 = IF(NZPAS,GE,10) GO TO 950
25 CVAL^Q( QLIMPDFALTPIOVERPIOFLG( 1) r PARM )
N PAS= Z ARI`S y
§L
2 1,'S = GO TO 955
259 = 950	 CALL RUNLVIT(PREVrIOVERrPARM)
260 = 955	 DO 960 K=1P5
261 F; )
262 = 950	 COaTINUEPAkM{






IF( IOFLG(1), EQ O) GO TO 965
IF(NZPAS,GE,10S GO TO 965
C SEND OUT NERDAS DARNING MESSAGE
- 	 C
266 = CALL IBEL.L
267 = CALL MSGOUT(NC(2 ) P INZERR )
C
^ 4	 '	 ^ 4	
SKIP TIME CHECK WHEN NERDAS IN ERROR
GO^Tn268 =
259 » 965	 GO TO (977r975)P IAUTP
270 = 975	 IF(DELT,LE,TDEL) GO TO 7777
271 = 977	 GO TG (1000 0777) rKESC
272 =	 1000	 DO 1005 1--1P9
=	 C^c * ***	 EVAL CELL SIZES (DTHER=DTHETA/2, IN RAD)
273 = CALL APIiADrf( SUMP THETA( I) PDTHER )
274 = CALL AMDSUB( DIFFrTHETA( I )rDTHER)
275 = CALL CCELL( CELL( I ) P RIFF P SUMP PARM(1 > )
275 = 1005	 CONTINUE
=	 C
G COMPUTE INTEGRATION TIME
277 = CALL AMDI'V( TI PCELL( i )PPARM(5 ) )




CALL MSKSET( IMSK )
C
C START INTEGRATION#^k
279 = CALL INTGT(ICNTYTIPDELF)







;S;	 SET	 ICNT = NBR OF CELLS IN   	 , ,,
295 = CALL CELCNT( ICNT r FARM( 5 ) r TCr FARM( 1) P THETA( 8 > )
206 = IF( ICNT,LE:.IRL )GO TO 1050
237 = I60VF'=2
288 = ICNT-IRL
289 = IOFLC( 2)=lOFLG( 2).OR,KXP( 3)
290 = GO TO 1060
291 = 1050	 IOFL(^( 2)=IOFLG( 2 ), AND.NC ( 3)
292 _ 1050	 GO TO (1100P1065)PIDQVF
293 = 1065	 CALL CRLF
".94 = CALL MSGOUT(NC(2 )P IBFLW )
295 = 1100	 CONTINUE







Z76 ^ CALL.	 PCPtl( r'(4 t T I ► PCr TCr PARM(I) o PARM(5) )C




ANGLE RELATED VALUES	 ^k>N>KB>>t^>k
270 ^ C DO 1305Im1r s










303 CALL GY I(YI r XT r PARM(1)r PARM(3) rPARM(2) )
304 CALL AMDIV( XTPCELL(1)rCST(2) )
3^)l — IF(XI,LT,XT)XI=XT
- C
C COMPUTE DOPPLER ANGLE AND NBR OF FILTER 4IEMENT S 	 >I~^k>i►
C
306 CAkL CNFILT(NFEL(I)rDELFFBNDWrCELL(I)rFDOPrANGLsYIrXIrXTt$LMDAV
1^	 PA M( 5) r FARM( 1) )
307 IF(NFEL(I),L)',1)NFEL(I)=i
C
W +>k EVALUATE TRUE DANDWID14
.. C
300 = CALL cBNDW( BNDW r NFEL(I) r DELF )
309 = IF(MOD(NFCL(I )r2),EQ,O) GO TO
	 1:00
^
G It!"  ODP=NBR OF ELEMENTS 	 :#t##310
3:11 = CALL	 FL:LOEI(IFDL(I)rNFEL(I )rLrFYIOPr DELF )
312 z GO TO 1210
C EVEN	 NBR OF ELEMENTS	 #';'6t
12000t313 =
314 = CALL FDLEV( IFDL( I ) rNFEL( I )PL rFDOPrDELF )
310 = 1210	 CONTINUE
316 = IF( IFDL( I ),LE,O )IFDL( I )=i
C
C COMPUTE TRUE DOPPLER ANGLE AND LOAD POINTERS 	 B>i^>K ►k^k
= C
— CALL AYDIV(ANGL FDOPrXT)31
7
8 = IF(ANGL,GT,1, )AtGL=i,
31? = CALL CLNPT(IBP'T(I )rLT ► PCrPNrXT ► YIYANGLrPARM(1) )
320 (
	 )= C )IBESTABLISH>^	 M	 >	 OUTPUT LOON ANGLE
C
321 — ANGTL=THETA(I )
I F(ANGTL, LT, AROL )ANGTL=AROL
32 CALL AMDMUL(ANGT( I )rANGTLrCST( 3) )C




326 = 1305	 CONTINUE
327 C1310 IF(IEOC,NE,1) LO TO 1650
328 = IWAIT=2
329 = GO TO 1310







f>F>^>>k>>k SIGMA2	 MODULE	 >>iK>k>^>^>k>K>k>^>>>^8>k>
= C^^^>) ^^>^^^^1^>k>k^^^>^>IK^^^^>k^^ak>k>K>k^^^>^>k^>k>k^>M^>k^^>K^^>K>^^^>k>^^^^k^>kB>^^^>K
l: ENTRY CONDITIONAL ON IEOC FLAG SET BY CZT —BOARD INTERRUPT
= C GZTINT ROUTINE WILL HAVE MASKED ALL INTERRUPTS





x C	 SET ALARM WORD BIT FOR TIME33,1 X	 I0F ,r,(2) ms IOFLG( 2)oORKXP(2)
333 x
x
334 a	 1657	 IOFLG( 22w IOFLG( 2) , AND , NC( 4
335
 a ^1660EADCA ALLC 
T
HT 
ROARD DATA VIA DMA
az 
v C EVALUATE NOISE POWER
336 =	 CALk	 UAA^pIPD(EpN
uC EVAL
	 611PS2VR
337 = 	 WL ifi 	 rx 
k 
lolFCAL)pNZE)
a C	 CHECK FOR CALIP TONE ',*',t NOISE
338 =	 CALL APDSIJB(XTPPC#PN)
N
39 =	 I F XT o ^E ► C8( I F I ) ), ORTOJ689
	






2 =	 CA 4 
0 16
KSG?UT(NC(2)YICALW)
3	 =	 Go	 0
344 =	 1689	 r0FLG( 2)=IDFLG(2),AND,NC(5)
= C PERFORM POWER SUMS OVER EACH BAND
= C	 AND CALCULATE SIGMA VALUES




347 =	 CALL AMDSUB(XTYPRPPC)






 = C********** MOVE ANGLESYSIGMAPNOISE & CAL —PWRva FLAGS TO OUTPUT
=	 ICNT=l
800 K=10




C1800	 ONT I NUE
3	 I=s
356	 1=
357	 1900	 CALL MFPts'UM( SIGMA tIPIBPTPIQUTPIOC[ItICNT)
3S8	 1=87
R8	 IA,tLT=MIFPNUM(PCPIPLTPIOUTtI BCD oICNT)
361	 1=87
362	 CALL MFPt,,'UM(PNPIPLTP TOUT YIBCTItICNT)
363	 1=91
364	 CALL MFLAG( I t IOFLG PIOUT( i f! ' T)r IBNDPNPZN)





C	 REPLACE SYNC BYTE IN OUTPUT LINE
367 	 IOUT( I#ICNT)=#OFBH
36 8 	 IOUT( 2PICNT)=*0FIH





C	 SET LOAD POINTER FOR NEXT LINE
371	 MX=MX+i
372	 IF(MXoLEO)MX=LT
373 =	 LT=MOD( MX v IDL )+I







C	 READ — WRITE ERROR RECOVERY
C




































DEFN ADDR	 SIZE NAMED ATTRIBUTES ► AND REFERENCES
1248 COMMON-BLOCK
16	 17	 18
272 OC28H 1000 LABEL
271	 272
276 OE7HH 1005 L^BEL
2 2	 276
278 OE92H 1030 LABEL
278




292 OFOBH 1060 LABEL
290
	 292
293 OF1AH 1065 LABEL
292	 293
295 OF26H 1100 LABEL
292	 295
76 0352H 115 LABEL
68	 76
313 10ABH 1200 LABEL
309	 313
315 IODOH 1210 LABEL
312	 315
326 11BAH 1305 LABEL
298	 326
32' 11C414 1310 LABEL
327	 329
87 03ECH 160 LABEL
94
331 I1DBH 1650 LABEL
327	 331
34 11FAH 1657 LABEL
331	 334
335 12O4H 1660 LABEL
333	 335
344 126BH 1689 LABEL
339	 344
345 1275H 1690 LABEL
343	 345
349 12DIH 1700 LABEL
345	 349
g3 0440H ISO LABEL
93







357 1331H 1900 4711L
97 0474H 195 LABEL
96	 97
98 0484H 196 LABEL
97	 98
99 048DH 200 LABEL,
96	 97	 99
100 04BSH 203 1LLIA8,
0	 07
53 017 A 21 LABEL
52	 53
107 0520H 255 LABEL
104	 109
110 05 F 260 LABEL
108	 lio
112 054CH 305 LABEL
112	 118
121 05CDH 380 LABEL
115	 121
122 OSEV lies LABEL
120	 122
58 02CEH 40 LABEL
58	 238	 385
129 0628H 415 !ABEL
.'27	 129
134 019DH 430 LABEL
133	 134
138 06BDH 460 LABEL
138	 09
141 06F9H 473 LABEL
137	 141
142 0715H 475 LABEL
131	 142
146 075AH 481 LABEL
145	 146
148 077 CH 482 LABEL
145	 148
150 079EH 483 LABEL
1 ,45	 150
151 07BDH 490 LABEL
143	 144	 147	 149	 151
50 027BH 5 LflEL
50	 74
152 0707 Soo LABEL
130	 152






159 0808H 545 LABEL
142	 155►
164 083AH 570 LABEL
158	 164 170
171 01BEH 600 LABEL
175 090EH 620 LABEL
163	 175
176 0913H 625 LABEL
174 176
177 091F'H 630 LABEL
177
183 0954H 655 LAPEL
126	 183
185 0986H 680 LABEL
192	 188 194
375 144AH 7000 LABEL
.+2	 133 170	 194	 206	 211	 218	 224	 230	 375
19S 01CSH 710 LABEL
194	 145
198 OA04H 730 LABEL
1,87	 198
199 OA09H 740 LABEL
75	 181 197	 199
391 1488H 777 LABEL
386
390 146EH 7777 LABEL
270	 271 380
207 0100H 790 LABEL
206	 207
212 OV0 815 LABEL
211	 212
69 0312H 85 LABEL	
69




223 OBB3H 862 LABEL
222	 223
25 022EH 864 LABEL
224	 225
228 OESH 865 LABEL
."22	 228
229 OC34H 866 LABEL
228	 229









244 0CD2H 915 LABEL
344	 374
245 0CD5H 925 LABEL
245	 253
251 0D23H 930 LABEL
250	 251
252 OD32W 935 LABEL
251
	 252
253 0D3BN 940 LABEL
250	 253
354 OD4DH 945 LABEL
251	 254
259 OD88H 950 LABEL
255	 259
260 0D95H 955 LABEL
258	 260
262 ODBBH 960 LABEL
260	 262





270 OE87H 975 LABEL
369	 270










0068H 20 ACOVR REAL*4 DIMENSIONED








254	 274	 338	 347
2Cr[H 4 ANCL REAL*4
299	 308	 301	 306	 317	 318	 319	 324
0040H 32 ANQT REAL*4 DIMENSIONED 
2	 3%3	 353






321 322 323 324




2CA4H 4 BMW REAL*4
82
0044H 8 PMUID REAL*4 DIMENSIONED COMMON
2	 16	 20	 82
2DOEH 4 BNDU REAL*4
306	 308
OOEBH 62 CANT1 INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
5	 14	 36
0129H 62 CANT2 INTEGER A' DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED;
0167H 62 CANTS INTEGERDIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED*2
5	 18
01A5H 62 CANTO INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
CBND4' EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
.3x08




000H 4 CCLC CHARACTER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
9	 13	 16	 42	 206
CELCNT EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
285




0495H 40 CFAERR CHARACTER*10 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
10	 13	 16	 41
0463H 50 CFATAL CHARACTER*5111IMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
8	 13 6	 40
00D3H 2 CILC CHARACTER*2 COMMON EQUIVALENCED
9	 13	 16	 27
0008H 60 CIOBUF CHARACTER*60 EQUIVALENCED
12	 13	 52
00B8H 25 CIOVRQ CHARACTER*5 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
8	 13	 16	 25	 133	 218
00D5H 8 CIPOL? CHARACIER42 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
9	 3	 16	 27	 206
00D1H 2 CIYN CHARACTER*2 COMMON EQUIVALENCED
9	 13	 16	 23




































	11 	 13	 70	 78	 88 100 106 112 117 123 133
138 154 160 165 170 178 184 189 194 200 yob
211 218 224 230 235
EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
2so 2 3 3 1 3^1
 37l 
244 209 217 226 232 23465
REAL*4 DIMENSIONED COMMON
	


















2	 16 23 256
REAL*4
106 109 110 211
REAL*4
110 273 274
REAL*4 i DIMENSIONED COMMON
EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE37?
REAL*4 DIMENSIONED COMMON






306 311 314 317
REAL*4 DIMENSIONED COMMON
	

























2CD4H O I EG	 2
224	 212	 273	 274	 275 298 29? 300 306 307 308
309	 3 1	 314	 316	 319 320 321 323 325 345 346
348	 352	 353	 356	 357 358 360 361 362 363 364
1328UM EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
336	 337	 346
244DH 1 IAUTP INTEQER*1
3	 196	 198	 228	 269
244CH 1 IAUTR INTECER*1
3	 172	 175
	 222	 250
2445H 4 IBCU INTEQEN*1 DIMENSIONED





009H 2 IBFLW INTECW62 COMMON EQUIUALENCED
13	 2f4
24011 1 1 D IN EQER*l
3	 57	 63	 64	 286 288 320 365 366 373 380
382
2C56H 2 IQND IN ECE
	
2
7	 77	 81	 82	 83 84 85 86 95 96 99
iOY	 121	 206	 364
244EH I IBOUF INTEQER*l
3	 282	 287	 292
2C7AH 16 IBPT INTEQEW DIMENSIONED
7	 31V	 320	 357
003H 2 ICALQ INTEGER*2 COMMON EQUIVALENCED
{3	 342
04BDH 4 ICLC I@TEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIV&LENOGD
7	 13
2C58H % ICNT IN	 QE	 O





365 366 367 368 369 384 381
382	 384	 385
2C8CH % IEFLG INTECER*2
51	 132	 169	 193	 205 210 214 233 229 377

































106EG1072 117 118 138 139
INTEGER*1 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED










 D1MENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
INTEGER*1 DI8MENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
INTEGER*1 COMMON









7	 56 68 152 176 239





3 103 105 111 116 126 141 256 263 284 289
291 332 334 340 344 364
INTEGER*1 DIMENSIONED
3 66 246 249 353 357 360 362 364 367 368
369 383
INTEGER*1 DIMENSIONED
3 128 140 141 144 216 249 256 259






































INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
6	 13	 92
INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED
6 47 336 337 346
INTEGER*1 DIMENSIONED EQUIVALENCED
3	 13 72
	 7	 74	 7	 79 80 81
	
89	 90
101 102 104 106 113 114 115 117 124 125 130
135 136 137 138 155 156 157 18g6771 1
1
162 163 1666




433 X. 0 113
EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
INTEGER**
3 283 328 331
INTEGER#1 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
3	 13	 75 104 115 130 137 157 163 181 187
203 238
INTEGER*2
127 128 131 133 138 140 141 143 144 145 146
148 150 170 215 216 218 243 246
INTEGER*2




3	 18	 62 271
EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
73	 SO	 90 102 114 125 136 156 162 167 180




3	 16	 27 141 289 332 340
INTEGER*2 
310 311 313 314
INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
4	 15	 28
INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
4	 15	 30
INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
4	 15	 32
INT4EGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
i s 	 4
INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
4	 15 29
INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
4	 15	 31
INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED COMMON EQUIVALENCED
4	 15	 33






























54	 72	 79	 89 t01 113 124 135 155 161 166
179 185 190 20 1 208 213 220 227 233 236 261
294 342 376 377
EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
INTEGER*2
63 64 371 372 373
INTEGCR*l DIMENSIONED COMMON
3	 16 27	 54	 72	 73	 79 80 89
	
90 101
102 106 113 114 117 124 125 135 136 138 155
fl
6 161 162 166 167 168 ,177 180 185 ,186 190
1 192 ^a01 202 208 213 22
	 227 233 236 237




7 306 307 308 309 311 314 346
INTEGER*l
3 61 251 370IN TEGER*2






242 255 257 264
REAL*4 DIMENSIONED
2 146 148 150 249 256 259 261 275 277 285
296 297 301 302 303 306 319
REAL*4

































00ASH 32 SIGMA REAL*4 DIMENSIONED
2	 325	 348	 357
2CA8H 4 SLMDA REAL*4
83	 206	 306
0088H 12 START REAL*4 DIMENSIONED
2	 170	 173	 224
2CE61i 4 SUM REAL*4
273	 275
2CC6H 4 SYSK REAL44
117	 119	 121	 211
2CCCH 4 TO REAL*4
173	 252	 253	 254
2CDCH 4 T1 REAL44
249	 252	 253	 254
0020H 32 TANTL REAL*4 DIMENSIONED
2
2CD6H 4 TC REAL*4
241	 285	 296
2CEOH 4 TDEL REAL*4
254
	 270
00980 32 THETA REAL*4 DIMENSIONED COMMON
2	 16	 26	 473 274	 285	 299	 300	 321






0010H 8 XDELF REAL*4 DIMENSIONED COMMON
2	 16	 21	 84
2DO6H 4 X1 REAL*4
302	 305	 306
OOOOH 8 XLMDA REAL44 DIMENSIONED COMMON
2	 16	 21	 83
0018H 32 XSYSK REAL*4 DIMENSIONED COMMON
2	 16	 :2	 121
2D02H 4 XT


















CODE AREA SIZE	 a 14CFH 53270
VARIABLE AREA SIZE s 2DIEH 115500
fM,AXIIMflSSTRAU
SIZE -% O016H	 22A
0 PROGRAM ERROR(S) IN PROGRAM UNIT INTCOM
0 TOTAL PROGRAM ERROR(S)
END OF FORTRAN COMPILATION
157
?pj%T	 ^E
A	 'OF fNffl69OpY: 5(41?OH) , COLUMNS(2) SYMBOLS i
GV40 DER( CO E i IATA
8^ 
No tQ/ P ' A/ ' MFM0RY )COMAD PP NTI LP I
SYMBOL TABLE OF MODULE SIGMAO
Ok
A	 OMO%EEIF^Iljj5glLI1














































































































































































































































49	 59CEH SYM STEP
CBM9SY IN



















001DH SYM FLOT 0012H SYM MULT
6189H SYM CBNDU
MOD GXI













0003H SYM COS 0019H SYM EXCHG
0011H SYM FSUB 0012H SY MULT
0002H SYM SIN 0004H SYH TAN
61DFH SYM GYl
MOD CLNPT
0005H SYM ASIN 0010 SYM FADD
0012H SYM FMUL 0011H SYM FSUB
0074H 'SYM ICHS 001FH SYM IFIX
006DH SYM ISUB 0017H I"YM PUSHT
0004H SYM TAN 6222H 9YM CLNPT
CB07H SYM HOLD
MOD AMDSUB
0011H SYM SUBT 62A81i SYM AMDSUB
MOD AMDADD
0010H SYM RADD 62DDH SYM AMDADD
MOD INTOT






0010H SYM FADD 0013H SYM FDIV
001FH SYM FIX 006CH SYM IAD
036FH SYM IDIV 006DH SYM ISUB
62F5H SYM FDLOD 6340H SYM HALF
6344H SYM ONE 6346H SYM TWO







OOFOH SYM PORT 637AH SYM INTLOD
SYMPORTTROOFOH 6388H SYM INTSTR
MOD AND LOD
OOFOH SYM PORT 6397H SY0 AMDLOD
63BFH SYM LABELI 63CDH SYH! LABEL2
63CEH SYM LABEL3
MOD ALTFP
00111H SYM FLOAT 006CH SYM IAD
006EH SYM IMULT 0012H SYM MULT
63DIH SYM ALTFP 6425H SYN TEN
0013H SYM 00111H SYll FLOAT





MULT 6427H SYil DRPFP
TEN
MOD VELFP
0013H SYM DIV 001DH SYM FLOAT006CO SYMt^ IAA 0065H SYM IMULT








TgD pO6El^++ SYM IMULT
TEN 64B4N SYM TSECS
MOD PCPN
0013H SYM DIV 0017H SYM ENTR
0019H SYM EXCHG 0012H SYM MULT
OOFOH SYM PORT 6526H SYM HALF
64EUH SYM PCPN
MOD CELCNT
0010H SYM AD 0013H SYM DIV
001FH SYM FIX 0012H SYM MULT















































































MEMORY MAP OF MODULE SIGMAO
READ FROM FILE :FI:SIGMAO.LNK
WRITTEN TO FILE +F1tSIGMA0
MODULE START ADDRESS 4363H




4100H 9EOCH SDODH B CODE
9EODH D184H3378H It DATA
D185S D664P 4EOH B //
D665 D6D8	 74H B ,EGG!
D09H D6DBH	 3H B /A/
D6DCH F6BFH 1FE4H B MEMORY




Bi-Phase L Output Data Format



















(Same As Input NERDAS)
FLIGHT Nbr (Units) 103
FLIGHT Nbr (Tens) 104
LINE	 Nbr (Units) 105
LINE	 Nbr (Tens) 106
RUN	 Nbr (Units) 107
LINE START (Units) 108
ANGLE 1 (Tenths) 109
ANGLE 1 (Units) 110
ANGLE 1 (Tens) 111
164












Iii-Phase L Output Data Format (continued)
ANGLE 8 (Tenths) 137
ANGLE 8 (Units) 138
ANGLE 8 (Tens) 139
ANGLE 8 (Sign) 140
SIGMA 1 (Tenths) 141
SIGMA 1 (Units) 142
SIGMA 1 (Tens) 143
SIGMA 1 (Sign) 144
SIGMA 2 (Tenths) 145
SIGMA 2 (Units) 146





SIGMA 8 (Units) 170
SIGMA 8 (Tens) 171
165
Bi-Phase L Output Data Format (continued)

















DDH Frame End Fill























ASM80 tF1tAFLOATsSRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS—II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3,0	 AFLOAT
LOC OBJ	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT
1	 NAME	 AFLOAT
SUBROUTXNE AFLOAT(INPFP)
4;	 *Wt FP=FLOAT(I N)
5 i













0004 3E1D 16 MVI APFLOAT
0006 C110000
	
E 17 CALL AMDCMD ;FLOAT(IN)
0009 ^44
OOOA 4B 19 MQV C;E
OOOB CDO000	 E 20 CALL AMDSTR ;Fr, = 'LOAT( IN)





AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AFLOAT C 0000	 AMDCMD E 0000
ASSEMBLY CONPLETEr NO ERRORS
INTLOD E 0000
AMDSTR E 0000 FLOAT, A 001D	 INTLOD E 0000
168
n a
ASM80 ,F1 tAINDX#SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH( 77) PAGEWIDTH( 90 )
ISIS-II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3.4 AINDX	 PAGE	 I
LOC OBI LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
I NAME AINDX
2 1
SUBROUTINE AINI^X( IXr ISOvTENrAGLpRAD)
4 i ','.1 	IX » IFIX( AGL*RAC,-TCN)+I80
0012 b MULT EQU 12H
0011 7 SUBT EoU 11H
OO1F 8 FIX EOU 1FH
006C %A A CCU 6CH
01





0000 E1 17 AINDXt POP H iSAVE RTN ADDR
0001 CD0000 E
18
CALL ANDLOD vAGL t
0004 4 2 9
0005 0 20 MOV CIE
0006 CDO000 E 1 GALL ANDLOP IRAD t
0008 CDOOOO CALL A DCMDE ^3 ;AGL*RACE
000E Cl 24 POP B
GOOF CD0000 E 25 CALL AMDLOD tTEN, 	t
0912 3E11 26 MVI AtSUBT
0014 CDO000 E 27 CALL AMDCMD ;AGL*MATE.
0017 3EIF 28 P19I A+FIX
0019 CD0400 E 29 CALL AMDCMD iIFIX(AGL*RAD-TES.)




INTLOD ;I80	 t 0020 D
002: CD0000 E 33 CALL AMDCMD 9	 + ISO
0025 Cl 34 POP B
0026 CD0000 E 35 CALL INTSTR yIX=RCSUL'r






AMDCMD E 0000	 AMOLOD E 0000	 INTLOD E 0000	 INTSTR E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AINDX C 0000	 AMDCMrl E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 FIX	 A OO1F
INTLOD E 0000	 INTSTR E 0000	 MULT A 0012	 SUBT A 0011

















ASMUO tF1 tALTFP SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH( 90)




LOC	 OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 ; SUBROUTINE ALTFP(ALT#CALT ► ITNrIHD ► ITH ► IUN)




} EVALUATES ALTITUDE IN METERSt
8 ALT=FLOAT(IUN+10*(ITNt10*(IHDt,10*ITH)) )*CALT
0012 10 MULT EQU	 120
006C 11 IAD EQU	 6C
006E 12 IMULT EQU	 6EH
0011) 113 FLOAT EQU
	
IDH
15 EXTRN	 INTLOD ► AMDCMD ► AMDSTRrAMDLOD

























































ISIS-II 0080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3#0 	 ALTFF	 PAGE	 2
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000	 INTLOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
ALTFP CA 0000	 AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000	 FLOAT A 001D
IAD	 0060	 IMULT A 006E	 IN'LOD E 0000	 MULT A 0012	 TEN	 C 0054
ASSEMBLY COMPLETED NO ERRORS
171
ASMOO tPitAMDADDo$RC DEBUG
ISIS-II 0080/0085 MACRO ASSEMBLER, V3 ► 0 AMDADD	 PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 NAME AMDADD
3 i SUBROUTINE AMDADD(RrA1rA2)4i W R0102






0060 El 15 AMDADD: POP	 H ;SAVE RETURN ADDR
0001 TOW E 16 CALL	 AMDLOD ;Al,	 t
0004 42 17 MOU	 BrD
0005 4B 1g MOV	 CrE
0006 CDOOOO E 19 CALL	 AMDLOD ;A2 t
0009
000B
3E10 ti0 MV	 ArRADD
CDOOOO E 21 CALL	 AMDCMD ;A1+A2
000E Cl `2
RAILOOOF' CD00p0 E 23 C L 	 AMDSTCc ;R,AI+A2











AMDADD C 0000	 AMDCMD E 0000




AMDSTR E 0000	 RATED A 0010
172
1 0
ASM80 #F1EAMDGSQ,SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75. PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS-11 8080/808; MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3 * 0	 AMDGSQ PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT





0010	 7 AFLOAT EQU	 iDH
0013	 8 ADIV	 EQU	 13H






0000 E1	 1b AMDGSQ: POP	 H	 !SAVE RTN ADDR





AN CMI, IFLOAT(ICT )
0009 42	 20	 MOV	 BID
OOOA 4B
	 21	 MOV	 CIE
000E CD0000 E
	




0010 CD0000 E	 24	 CALL	 AMDCMD IFLOAT(IGT)/TEN








0019 CD0000 E	 28	 CALL	 AMDCMD !'6°
0010 C1
00,110 CD0000 E	 30	 CALL	 AMDSTR ;SAV ^ESULT AT GSQ




A DCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
ADIV A 0013	 AFLOAT A 001D
AMDSTR E 0000	 FADD A 0010
ASSEMBLY COMPLETEY NO ERRORS
AMDSTR E 0000	 INTLOD E 0000
INTLQI E 0000
173








































ASM80 ;F1:AMDGN.SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)





























AMDLOD r IN'TLOD r AMDSTR r AMDCMD
AMDGN
FOP H ;PICK OFF RETURN ADDR








CALL AMDLO11 ;TEN t
MVI
POLL
AM CMI ;FLOAT( I1—I2)/TEN
CALL AMDLOD ;DG t
MVI A+MULT
CALL ABMDCMD iFLOAT(T1—I2)/TEN*DG
CALL AMDLOD ;TWO t
MVI ArADIV
CALL AMDCMIF ; (	 ...	 )*Dr,/TWO
POP










ADIV A 0013	 AFLOAT A 001D
AMDSTR E 0000	 INTLOD F 0000
ASSEMBLY COMPLETEr NO ERRORS
AMDSTR E 0000	 INTLOD E 0000
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDGN C 0000




ASM80 ;F1.AMOMUL#SRC VEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS
—
II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERS V3,0 AMDMUL	 PAGE	 I
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1












0000 E1 14iAMDMULt POP	 H iSAVE RTN ADDR
0001 CD0000 E 15 CALL	 AMDLOD ss"A1	 t
0004 42
0005 4B 17 MOV	 CPE
0005 C110000 E 18 CALL	 AMDLOD W t
0009 3E12 19 MVI	 ArMULT
000E CDOOOO E 20 CALL
	 AMDCMD iA14A2
000E Cl 21 FOP	 B
OOOF CD0000 E 22 CALL	 AMDSTR ;R=AI*A2






AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS







	 MULT A 0012
175
ASM80 tFiO'AMDSUB,SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS-II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER ► V3,0 AMDSUB	 PAGE	 1














0000 E1 14 AMDSUB: POP	 H ',SAVE RTN ADDR
0001 CD0000 E 1 5 CALL	 A DMDLOD W t
0004 42





OOOB CDOOOO E 20 CALL	 AMDCMD ;A1-A2















AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000 , AMDLOD E 0000 	 AMDSTR E 0000	 AMDSUB C 0000	 SUDT V0011





ASM80 tF1:CBNDW.SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTII(7 ; ) PAGEWIDTH( 90 )
ISIS—II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3o0 CBNDW
	 PACE	 1
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 NAME	 CBNDW
2r
3 i SUBROUTINE CBNDW(BNDWrNFELvDELF )4;
5 +" ::: BNDW=FLOAT(NFEL)*DELF









0000 El 16 CBNDW: POP	 H ;SAVE RTN ADDR
0001 CD0000 E 17 CALL
	
INTLOD ;NFEL ?












0010 C110000 E 24 CALL	 AMDCMD ;DELF*FLOAT(NFEL)
0013 Cl 25 POP
0014 C110000 E 26 LLAMDSTR ;BNDW=






AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000	 INTLOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMALOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000	 CBNDW C 0000
INTLOD E 0000	 MULT A 0012
ASSEMBLY COMPLETEr NO ERRORS
FLOT A 001D
177
ASM80 ► F1tCCELL.SRC DEBUG PAGP.LENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS-II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLiERv V3,0 CCELL PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ LI14E SOURCE STATEMENT
1 i SUBROUTINE CCELL(CELLrDIF'FISUMIALT)
3 NAME CCELL
4 ;
OOFO b PORT EQU 00FOH
0004 7 TAN EQU 04H
0011 8 SUET EQU 11H








0000 E1 19 CCELL: POP H $SAVE RETURN ADDRESS
0001 CDOOOO E 20 CALL AMDLOD $SUM t
0004 3E04 21 MVI APTAN
E
22
CALL AMDCD $TANGENT0090lCD0000 3 POP
OOOA CDOOOO E 24 CALL AMDLOD ;DIFF t
OOOD 3E04 25
E AiiSUBT 'TANGENT0012 3E1100 27 MVIL
0014 CD0000 E 28 CALL AMDCMD 1-
0017 42 29 MOV BID
0018 0 30 MOV CIE
0019 CU0000 E 31 CALL AMDLOD ;ALT t
001C 3E12 32 MVI APMULT
001E CDOOOO E 33 CALL AMDCMD ;X
0021 Cl 34 POP B
0022 CDOOOO E 35 CALL AMDSTR $SAVE IT IN CELL





AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000
PORT A OOFO	 SUPT A 0011	 TAN	 A 0004
ASSEMBLY COMPLETEI NO ERRORS




ISIS—II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER? V3.0 	 CELCNT PAGE
	
1




4 ;	 SUBROUTINE CELCNT(ICNTrVELrTCrALTrTHETS)
5 ;
	
t t : ICNT=IFIX((ALT*TAN(THETS))/(VEL*TC)+. S )
OOFO 7 PORT EQU OOFOH
0010 8 AD EQU, 10H
0012 9 NULT EQU 12H
0013 10 DIV EQU 1311














0000 E1 24 CELCNTt POP H ;SAVE RETURN ADDRESS
0001 C0000 E 25 CALL AMDLOD ;ALT t
4B M0005 27 htOV C r E
0006 CDOOOO E 28 CALL AMDLOD ;THETB t
0009 3E04 29 i'VI A ► TAN
080B C110000 E 30 CALL AMDCMD ;TAN('fHETS)
0 OE 3E12 31 MVI ArMULT
0010 0110000 E 32 CALL AMDCMD ;X
00,13 Cl 33 POP H
0014 CDOOOO E 34 CALL AMDLOD ;TC	 t
0017 3E13 35 MVI ArDIV
0019 CDOOOO E 36 CALL AMDCMD
0010 Cl 37 POP B
001D CDOOOO E 38 CALL AMDLOD ;VEL t
0020 3E13 39 MVI ArDIV
0022 CDQ000 E 40 CALL AMDCMD
0025 113AOO C 41 LXI D ► HALF
0028 CDOOOO E 42 CALL GIVE ;15	 )
0028 3E10 43 MVI ArAD
0028 CD0000 E 44 CALL AMDCMD ;+
0030 3E1F 45 MVI ArFI(
0032 CDOOOO E 6 CALL AMDC D ;CONVERT TO INTEGER
0035 Cl 7 POP B
0036 CDOOOO E 48 CALL INTSTR ;SAVE RESULT IN ICNT
0039 E9 49 PCHL ;RETURN






















































	 CINDAV C OOOO	 D I V
	 A 0013
lNTLOD E OOOO	 INTSTR E 0000
181
ISIS-II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER, U3 ^ O CI@DX	 PACE	 1









0000 El 17 CINDX: POP H PSAUE RTN ADDR
000i CDOOOO E 18 CALL ANDLOD PiHALF
	
t`
0004 42 19 vlov BiD
0005 4D 20 m 0 IV, COE
0006 CDOOOO E 21 CALL AVID1.01! D t
E 23 CALL ArDCMD ;DfO^5
WE Cl 24 POP p
E 25 CALL AMDLDII TWU 1
0012 3E13 26 mvi AiDIV
0014 CDOOOO E 27 C ALL ;(Df^5)/2^
0019 CDOOOO [ 29 CALL AVITICK, Y'IFIX\(11f+5)/2°)
001C Cl 30 POP p
0011) CDOOOO E 31 CA L L INTL.Orl y'%1	 t
0022 CDOOOO E 33 CALL AMDCMD IFIX( ,,")f:C1
0025 Cl 34 POP B
0026 CD0OOO E 35 CALL INTSTR IX(-~IFlX( ,^^)fl;






AhDCUD E 0000	 AMDLDD E 0000
ER SYMB OLS
AD	 A 0010	 AMDCMD E OOOO
FIX
	 A 001F	 IAD	 A 006C
ASSEMBLY COMPLETEY	 NO ERRORS
l@TlOD E 0000














ASMSO 2F12CLNPT. SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
















SUBROUTINE CLNPT(IBNPttTrLT ► PC ► PN ► XT ► YI ► ANGTD ►ALT)
:01
 1GTD( AL H61 101)4TAN( ANGTD )4*2















EXTRN AMDLOD ► ANDSTR ► AMDCMD ► INTLOD ► INTSTR ► GIVE ► GET
PUBLIC CLNPT
CSEG
H	 ;SAVE RETURN ADDRESS




DCMD ;ASIN( ANGTD )## --2 --2--
A ► PUSHT
AMDCMD ; ASIN( ANGTD )2ASIN( ANGTD )2 ,•-; --
B
AMDS,T^R ;SAVE IN ANGTD
AMDCMMD ;TAN(ANGTD)2--2--2--
AMDCMDT
I MDCMD ; TAN( ANGTD) 2 TAN( ANGTD) 2 TAN( ANGTD ) --
D PHOLD
GET	 ;SAVE TAN(ANGTD) IN HOLD
A ► FMUL





; YI**2 2ALT*422TAN( ANGTD )**2 2 --
;YI**2+ALT*#22TAN( ANGTD )**22--2--
;(YI*42+ALT**2)*TAN( ANGTD )**2;--2--2---

























ISIS—II 8050/8005 MACRO ASSEMBLERP V3 ► 0	 CLNFT
	
PAGE	 2
LOC O&1	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT
005C Cl 64 POP B
005D CC3DOOiOO E 6^' Lk,C^y AMDLOD i PNt

















r PCB(	 ) •-PN ). ^--.. "- : --
IF
0073 C
CD0000 E 73 CALL AMDCMD X(PC4( TAN(ANGTD )- PN)) t M-:--; --iI
F 1 71
CALL0074 E 7j INTLOD 'LT t
0077 3E6D 76 MVI A#ISUB
0079 CD0000 E 77 CALL AMDCMD i IF'I X(PC4( TAN( ANGTD ) 4PN )')--LT t -- 0 -- 0 	 -
007C 3E74 78 MVI ArICHS
007E CD0000 E 79 CALL AMDCMD ;LT M IFIX ( PC4( TAN(ANGTD )-P)4) ):
0001 Cl 80 POP Ef
000009 8 E 81 CALL INTSTR 'SAVE RESULT IN IBPT








P% IC C Y0000S
EXTERNAL SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000	 GET	 E 0000	 GIVE E 0000
INTLOD E 0000	 INTSTR E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000 AMDLOD E 0000 AMDSTR E 0000	 ASIN	 A 0005	 CLNFT
	
C 0000
FADD A 0010 FMUL A 0012 FSUB A 0011	 GET	 E 0000 GIVE	 E 0000
MOLD D 0000 ICHS A 0071 IFIX A 001E	 INTLOD E 0000 INTSTR E 0000
ISUB A 006D PUSHT A 0017 TAN A 0004



























ASM80 $FIICNFILT,SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS-11 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr 00	 CNFILT	 PAGE	 1
LOC
	
OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
NAME	 CNFILT






GtD=ATAW^S W(A XIBXI )/(ALT*ALT+YI4YI)) )
7 i FDOP=XT*SIN(ANGLD)










15 SORT EQU	 01H
0002 16 SIN EQU02H
001F 17 FIX EQU	 1FH
0017 18 PUSHT EQU	 17N





N	 ;SAVE RTN ADDR
ISAVE
	 ;AT INTERNAL BUFF
HOD











































;SAVE CY OF ANGLA
;SIN(ANGLD )
t2





























ISIS-11 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER, V30	 CNFILT PAGE
	 2














































CD 0000 E 117












ATAN A 0007	 CNFILT C 0000
FIX
	 A O01F
	 GET	 E 0000
ISAVE D 0000	 MULT A 0012
ISIS--II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERP V3+0	 CNFILT RAGE	 3
LOC OBJ	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT
	
OOK CD0000 E 127	 CALL	 AMDCMD iIFIX(BNDWoto )
"A
	 1:!8	 PpOP	 B
	
FS 0000 5 139	 Eo,^^	 XSAO R GETLRTNN ADDR
OOF8 E9
	 131	 PCHL	 iRETURN




















	 FADAOD A 0010
	
GIVE E 0000






ASSEMBLY COMPLETEr NO ERRORS








































ASNSO SF'11CRG4 4RC DEBUG PAGELENGTH ( 75) PAGEWIDTH(90 )
ISIS-11 8050/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V30	 CRG4	 PAGE	 1
LOC	 OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
NAME	 CRG4
3 i SUBROUTINE CR04(RG4rFRTYrALT ► ANGTL)
i It RG4x40,*ALOGIO( ALT/COS(At1GTL) )r WWE E FRTY%40,t
0003 COS EQU	 03H
0013 8 FDIV EQU	 13H
















AMDCMD E 0000	 ANDLOD E 0000
CRG4 C 0000	 FDIV A 0013	 MULT A 0012
ASSEMBLY CONPLETEr NO ERRORS
187
AMDSTR E 0000	 COS	 A 0003
1 o
ASM80 sFlICZTINT ,SRC DEBUG
ISIS—II 5000/8085 MACRO 4SEMSLERY V3o0 CZTINT	 PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
' NAME CZTINT







0000 F5 10 CZTINT+ PUSH PSW ;SAVE






PUSH D ;IN THE CURRENT
3 PUSH H ;STATE OF THE MACHINE
0004 CD0000
	
E 14 CALL IENDI
0007 El 15 POP H ;RESTORE
0008 D1 16 POP D ;REGISTERS
0009 Cl 17 POP B ;TO THEIR ORIG STATE
OOOA 3E20 18 MVI WOH ;RESTORE
OOOC D3118 19 OUT ODBH ;MACHINE TO OPER LEVEL
1700E 3EFF 20 101 Av0FFH ;RESET INTERRUPT MASK





FB 23 iP PSW ; NAB	 IPEN U^TSI_AGs





CZTINTYCB0000	 IENDI E 0000
ASSEMBLY COMPLETED NO ERRORS
188
ASM80 sFllDAREA,SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(79)
ISIS—II 8080/9'085 MACRO ASSEMBLER; V3.0 DAREA
	
PAGE	 i









0008 8 LOG EQU 08H















H ;'HOLD RTN ADDR
E AMDLOD iTRM2 t
0004 42




CALL AMDLOD iTRM3 t
MVI ArFSUB
000E 01
0 000 E 23 CALL ABMDCMD iTRM2-TRM3
OOOF CD0000 E 25 CALL AMDLOD iTRMI t
0012 3E12 26 MVI ArMULT
0014 CD0000 E 27 CALL AMDCMD iTRM1*(I'RM2-TRM3)
0017 3EO8 28 MVI A/LOG
0019 CD0000 E 29 CALL AMDCMD iALOG10(	 "	 )
0010 Cl 30 POP B
0020 3E1000
E AMDLOD i10o	 t
32
muIL
0022 CD0000 E 33 CALL AMDCMD i10,*ALOG10(...)
0025 Cl 34 POP B
0026 CD0000 E 35 CALL AMDSTR iAL=





AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000	 DAREA C 0000	 FSUB A 0011	 LOG	 A 0
MULT A 0012






I I A r1l"', 	 I
ISIS-II rQRIRAN- ,B0 V'I ► O COMPILATION OF PROGRAM Urdl DECODA
OBJECT MODULE PLAcEri m int-PECODA.W





Il	 to PEGODLS NERDA .8) FRA I
	 SUBROU rINLSME US ING AVID
DIMENSION PARM(5)pII(5)
INTEGEr4t	 IOW,-i)YNVRZ(60)
4 COMMON/Gl)'/GL( 6	 f CV ;' y 2 ) P CI,3T(
DECOlf.' fit. r UP
	 TO 9999,	 FEET
r) 10 IF( IQV( I ) o NE,O) GO TO 30
6 DO 20 WY4
7 1 I(K )=NERZ( 27+K
a 20 CONTINUE
9 2S CA'''LL	 ALTFP(Pi4RfO,(l)tCST(B)YII(2)yll(J)Yll(4)YII(I))
Q DECHL LIRIFr#N"OLLvPITCH UP TO 51 9 ► `.7 rcc
c
10 30 DO 50 XIY4
11 TF(IO4'W.NF,0) GO TO 50
12 11(4 )=I
13 33 DO 40 K=1?3
14 L=3' +K+44( J-2
is I I(K )-MCR 71 L,)
16 40 CONTINUE




Q fjFVODL*, VEL. UP 11) 999,	 KNOT$
C
20 60 IF(IOV(S)oNE ' kO) GO TO 80
21 DO "10 K=l Y3
22 II(K)=NER ' 1( fSl+K
23 70 CONTINUE
24 1"All,	 VEL,F'I:'( VARI, 1 ( ti )iCIST( 9 )Y'(l( ^' )vli ,  3 ), lj'( i
TIME 111" TO	 ,!4*3600,	 (,") L`%"UNlQ'
i's 80 DO 85 Km2Y4
26 II(K )=NERZ( K
2,7 65 CONTINUE
241 CALL,	 '(SECS( TI( I )v 11( 3 )111( 4)y,[,[(il
29 IF( 11( 1)X1`0579 )11(1 ) x= 199
30 11(3 )=NERZ( 5 )





33 CALL.	 TIMEF'P(1 * 11,11(1)oll(2)yl,[(', 3 ))
CI n
0 ) roc TURN
•0 END
MODULE INFORMATION:
CODE AREA SIZE	 = 02YIH	 61157D 
VARIWE AREA SIZE = 0018H	 241,
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE = 0000	 top,
57	 1,. NES READ





0 TOTAL PROGRAM ERRGR(S)
END OF FORTRAN COMPILATION
191
ASM80 :F1+DRPFPt$RC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS—II 0080/8085 MACRO ASSEMDLERr V3,0	 DRPFP
	
PAGE	 1
LOC	 OD,J LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 i	 SUBROUTINE DRPFP(DRPrCRADrISGNrITNrINDrIUN)
j NAME	 DRPFP
4 i
5 ;	 EVALUATES DRIFTrROLLrOR PITCH IN RADIANS
7 i	 DRP=FLOAT(( IUN+10*( IT010IND ) )*ISGN)/GRAD
S ;	 WHERE CRAD= 73 ►
r
0013 11 DIV	 EQU	 13H
0012 12 MULT	 EQU	 12H
006C 13 TAD	 EQU	 6CH
006E 14 IMU', T	 EQU	 6EH






































































AMDCMD E 0000000pL5 AMDLOD E 0000 AMDSTR E 0000	 INTLOD E 0000
0	 192
_-1
ISIS-II 8000/8085 MACRO ASSEMDLERP V3,0	 DRPFP	 PAGE	 2
A RM TWO AMDLOD E 0000 	 AMDSTR E 0000
	
DIV	 A 0013
	 DRPFP C 0000FLOAT A 001D	 IAD	 A 0060	 IMULT A 0060
	 INTLOD E 0000
	 MULT A 001:TEN	 C 0049
ASSEMBLY COMPLETEr NO ERRORS
193
ISIS-II 0000/8005 MACRO ASSEMBLER r V3 o 0
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
0031+ 031000 C 55 imp STPO
0041 00 8 cP	 : 41 0






004D C31p00 G 64 imp












; ELSE REPLACE THE CHAR WITH '0'
IADD ` R














ASCBV C 0000U01g CO	 C 0050	 CCO	 C 002A
GC	 C 0005	 $TP	 C 0012	 STPO C 0010






C 0047	 CP2	 C 0042
194
ASMRO tF1tDVERIFo$RC [DEBUG XREF
ISIS—II 8080/5085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3oO DVERIF	 PAGE	 1








8 ! EDITS A BUFFER FOR 'F' FORMAT INPUT DATA *
	LEADING
9 f, '+' OR '-' UNARIES ARE ACCEPTED # BUT OTHERS ARE
11 ALLVOTHER TO BLANK, CHARACTERSFARETCONVERTED TO ZEROoi
12 ! LEADING '+' IS REPLACED WITH BLANKo
	 LEADING '—' UNCHANGED.
13 !
14 ;REGITERS UPON ENTRY!
15 or C( BC )=ADDR OF CHAR COUNT IN BUFFER
16 C(DE)=ADDR OF BUFFER CONTAINING THE CHAR STRING17 i






0000 ED 21 ASCDV! XCHG !SET BUFFER POINTER
0002 0E00
''2 LDAX	 B ;GET BYTE COUNT
23 MVI	 Cr00H ;SET C(C)=O
0004 47 24 MOV	 B#A ;SET BYTE COUNT REGISTER











;CHECK: FOR CHAR	 '0'
C ;IF YES r CHECK FOR A
0008 FE3A 28 CPI	 03AH ;ELSE CHECK FOR t 't'r THEN VERIFY
OOOD DA5000 C 29 JC	 CO r	 THAT THE UNARY FLAG IS SET
0010 3620 30 STPOt MVI	 r020H	 ;ELSE REPLACE CH^R WITH BLANK
HSTP! INX ;STEP BUFFER POINTER
0013 0531'' DCR	 B ;	 AND DECREMENT BYTE COUNT
0014 C20500 C 33 JNZ	 GC ;IF NOT LAST BYTE+ GO GET NEXT
0017 C9 t RET i	 RETURN WHEN DONtooE;
0018 FE2E 36
!
DCt CPI	 02EH ;CHECK FOR '•'
OO1A CA2AOO C 37 Jz	 CCO ;IF CHAR IS '.'r CHECK FOR DECIMAL FLAG SET
00111 FE211 38 CPI	 02DH ;	 CHECK FOR '-'
OO1F CA3900 C 39 Jz	 CPO !IF CHAR IS ' 6'r	 C
RIRST
ECK DECIMAL FLAG
0022 FE2B 40 CPI	 02BH f, FOR A '+'	 CAROT
0024 CA3900 C 41 Jz	 C 0 ;IF '+'	 r CHECK DECIMAL FLAG SET
0027 031000 C 12 JMP	 FPO !IF NOT SETT REPLACE THE CHAR WITH '0'r
002A 79 44 CCOt MOV	 ArC 'rCHECK THE DECIMAL FLAG
0020 FEOO5 CPI	 OOH i	 TO SEE IF IT IS SET
002D CA4700 C b Jz	 CP1 JIF	 0T SET# SET IT
RET#0030 79 7 MOV	 ArC rIF	 CHECK THE UNARY FLAG
0031 FE02 48 CPI	 02k ;IF UNARY FLAG IS SETr THEN
0033 CA4700 C 49 JZ	 CP1 !	 SET THE DECIMAL FLAG
0036 031000 C so JMP	 STPO i	 ELSE REPLACE THE CHAR WITH 10'
5p
0039 79 52 CPO: MOV	 ArC !CHECK DECIMAL FLAG












rfLr IF.TX( l`fl Ofl/r.,CLr)+NLV -liFLI/2
6
0013 7 FDIV EDU 13H
001F 8 FIX EPU IFH
0060 9 IAD cou 6CH
006F 10 EQU 6FH
006D 11
JDIV
SUB cl ou 611H
12 F*










19 FDLC-Vt Pnp H ipicK OF Rr ► A,,rR
0004 42
20 CALL AMDl.OV *f Fr,QP	 t
0005 4B
21 Mo ► BID
22 Mov CyE
0006 CDOOOO E 23 CALL AMDLOV 'DELF t0009 3E13 24 mvi AfFDIV
OOOB CDOOOO E 25 CAL". -A M D C V, D
OOO 3EIF 26 rivi AiFI
Jolo CDOOOO E 27 CAL L AVIDAD ;1[-'IX( ► to
0013 Cl 28 P'Q P B
0014 CDOOOO E 29 CALL INTLor., ;t,,cv	 t
0017 3E6C 30 MVI AoIAD
0019





GALL INTLODE 33 INFEL t
0020 013500 C 34 I.Xi B, TWO
0023 CDOOOO E 35 CALL IN rLOD 12	 t
0026 3E6F 36 ulvi APIDIV
0028 CDOOOO E 37 CALL AMPCMrt I(NFEL/2)002D 3E6rl 38 Mv I AIISUB
002D CDOOOO E 37 CALL ANDCMD V'( IFIX( ► + 	 tNEV -0iFEL/2
0030 Cl 40 POP p
0031 CDOOOO E 41 CALL INTSTR ► IFDL=
0034 E9  4 2 PCHL f RETURN
4 3 p












AMDLOD E 0000	 FDIV A 0013	 FDLEV C 0000	 FIX	 A 001F

























ASM80 tF2 ► FDLOD,SRC DEBUG
ISIS
—II 805018085 MACRO ASSfMBLERY V3,0	 FDLOD	 RAGE	 I
LOC	 ODJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
I NAME	 FDLOD
Mai i
SUBROUTINE FDLOD( IFDL r NFEL r t;OD r FDGP v DELF' )
4
► ', s ; IFDL-IFIX( FDOP/DELF+0, 5 )+NOD-( NFEL w2 )/2
0023 FDIV EQU	 13H
0020 8 FADD EQU	 101i
002F 9 FIX EQU	 IFH
006C 20 IAIi EQU	 6CH
006D 21 ISUB EQU	 6DH
006F 22 IDIV EOU
	 6FH
13r
14 gX TRN AMDLODiAMDCMDrINTLODYINTSTRYGIVE5
15 PUBLIC FDLOD
*DLOD:	 POP H iPULL RTN ADDR OFF STK
CALL
AA NDLOD WDOP t
mov
GALL AMDLOD 4DELF t
CALL AttFLCKE p'FrOP/DELF
LXI DPHALF








CALL INTLOD 'NOD t
MVI AfIAD






CALL INTLOD WE i
MVI ArISUB
LXIL AMDCMD
'( NFEL N-2 )
CALL INTLOD i2	 t
MVI A#IDIV
CALL AMDChDP' (.,#)/2
MVI A ► ISUV
CALL AMDCMD ;IFIXt ► , ► )^t , ► ► )/^"
OP




ISIS-11 8080/8085 MACRO ASISCMPLERY V34
	
FOLOP	 PAGE	 2





0 , 00 54 ?NE fit W	 I













000 004  
AMDLOrl E 0000





























ISIS-II FORTRAN-80 V2,0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM UNIT GAIN
MP LER NV^t;E^A
 Y; I FOKT Uri 1 I i GA^N, SRC DEBUG PAGELEttGTN( 77
1
2
SUERpUTINE 8AIN( At.GrPCHP GTP r IGTBCPNPZNr IBNDPGSQ )
IMTEGERk2 I TD	 OOP4 )vIG' DC(	 l r4 )C
Tf1RERDRFRANGESIN^tSRlOCTHD?,OSAEGKE^S IN EACHv
C INPUT ANG & PCH Its RADIANS
C





(5 r 10) o IBND
5	 OTp
7 CALL AINDX( INDXf INrCST(4 )YAGLvCST( 3) )
S IF(INIDX,LE,O )IN0k l
9 IF(INDX,GE,S1)INDX=IN
10 CALL AFLOAT( IGTEtL( INDX:)IPZN )PGSD )




C TABLE FOR EACH FREWOLZ COMPOv 31 VALUES IN EACHP




10	 CALL AMDMUi.( D t AGL r CST; 3) )
14 D=ABS( D)
15 IN=1
15 CALL CINDX( INDXr INPCST( 2 )vCST( S )YE, )
17 IF(INDX,GE,31 )GO TO 15
15 IF(INDX,LG,O)INDX-1
19 CALL AFLOAT( INDXrDG )
20 CALL AMDMUL( DG F TIG v CST(2) )
21 CALL AMDSUB( DG r DG+CST( 2) )
22 CALL AMDSUEt(DGrDYDG )
23 CALL AMDGN(DGNvCST(2)rDGrCST(4)rIGTDC(INDX+ivhr-` N)rIGTDC(INrlXf"iPzN)
24
CALL AMDGSU( G8Q r DGN ) IGTBC( INDX r NPZN ) r CST( 4) )
26 15	 CALL AFLOAT( IGTPC( 31 rNPZN )vGSQ






VARIABLE EA SIZE = 002t 2H	 4341
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE = OOOCH 	 12D
43 LINES READ
0 PROGRAM ERROR( S) IN PROGRAM UNIT GAIN
0 TOTAL 'PROGRAM ERROR( S )
END OF FORTRAN COMPILATION
P.fk
199
ASKSO *'FllGAMC,SRC; DEBUG PAG6"L[A',*THt77 ,
 t'AGCWHHk'r01'
ISIS-IT 8000/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER't V3.0 GAVIC	 FACE I
LOC ODJ LlNr SOURCE STATE M ENT
I NAME G aplc
2 SUPROUTM
4
5 1 24c1+F*( c2+rc* C3 fF*( N IC$*'. ))'.FHC^ IVil i"
6 Z4-z.
7
0010 8 Wirt EQU 10H
0011 9 SUBT EDO 11H
0012 10 MUL'E' QU I I, H
0013 11 FDIV EQU 13H
0015 12 FC113 COU 15H
13 1






0000 El 20 CAW' POP H Y^^ 'ICK OFF RETURN AZDDR
0001 220000 rf 21 SHLrl ISAVL Y'UA VE IT
0004 62 22 Mov H 111
0005 6D 23 Mov Lyr; iSAVC F AZQR IN Ri'k'( HL
0006 CDOOOO E 24 CALL AMILOD ; C;"	 t
0009 42 .'.5 mov POD
OOOA 4B 26 PIN CYE
0009 CD OOOO E 27 CA LL AMD LOD 'F	 t
OOOE M3 28 mvi AfrDIV
0010 CDOOOO E 27 CALL AMDCMI' Y'C,7/;,
0013 Cl 30 POP p
001 .4, CDOOOO E 31 CALL AMDLOD W6 t
0017 3E1 0 32 MV I A f FADD
0019 CDOOOO E 33 CALL AMCK, Y'( C6+C7/F
0010 44 3 4 Pov B f H
001V 4D 35 mov CYL
001E Cr'0000 E 36 CALL AVIDLOD 'F	 t
0021 3E13 37 M v I AfFDIV
0023 0110000 E 38 CALL ArMCMD 'Y(	 it,	 )/F
0026 Cl 37 POP if
0027 CP0000 E 40 CALL AMMOr► 'F C5	 f
002A 44 41 elov D Y H
002D 4D 42 flov Cf L
002C CD OOOO E 4 3 CAL L A M DLOV W t
002E 3E12 44 rivi AYMULT
0031 CP0000 E 43 CALL AMDCMTI ;C5*F
0034 Cl 46 POP B0035 CDOOOO E 47 CALL AMDLOD ;04	 t
0038 3E10 48 VIVI AYFADD
003A CDOOOO E 47 CALL AMDCVID 1( G4+C5xF
003D 44 50 elov ppli
003E 4D 51 NOV Cit.
003 ; CDOOOO F 52 CALL AMDLOD 'F	 f
0042 E 1 2 53 M v I ADULT
0044 QD0000 E 54 CALL Apiricril l it	 1 1#	 )*F
0047 Cl 55 POP P
0048 CDOOOO E 56 CALL AMDLOV YC3	 t
004B 3E10 57 rl v I A f F ADD
004D CDOV-,- E 58 CALL AMDCPlD ;C3+(	 ► ,,	 )*F
0050 44 57 Mov DI H
0051 4D 60 mov CYL
0052 CDOOOO E 61 CALL AMDLOV W t
0055 3E12 62 mvi AfMULT
0057 CDOOOO E 63 CALL AMIMPID Y' F*(C3+F*(
005A cl 64 POP
p




ISIS-XI 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER ► V3 ► 0
	
GAMC	 PAGE	 2
LOC Ond	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT
005E 3E10	 66	 MVI	 AYFADD
0060 CD0000 E 67 CALL AMDCMD ;C2 MF*(C3+F4t	 ► ► ► 	 ) )
0063 44 68 MOV BrH
0064 4D 69 MOV CrL
006", CD0000 E 70 CALL AMDLOD ;F	 t
0060 3E12 71 MVI APMULT
006A CDOOOO E 72 CALL AMDCrD ;F*(C2+F4t	 ► ► ► ) > )
006D Cl 73 PAP B
006E CD0000 E 74 CALL AMDLOD ;C1	 t
0071 3E10 75 MVI AiFADD
0073 CDOOOO E 76 COLL AMDCKD ;CI+F*tC2+F4t	 ►► .	 )))
0076 3E10 77 m I APFADD
0078 CDOOOO E 78 CALL AMDCMD ;C1+F*t C2+F4{ ► ► ► ?) )fit C0	 ► . ► )IF
007B HIS 79 MVI AIFCHS
007D CDOOOO E 80 CALL AMDCMD ;Z=-Z
0080 Cl 81 POP E
0001 CDO000 E 82 CALL AMDSTR ;SAVE RESULT AT Z
0084 2A000G D 83 L,HLD ISAVE











AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
FDIV A 0013	 GAMC	 C 0000




FADD	 A 0010	 FCHS A 0015
MULT	 A 0012	 SUB'T	 A 0011
201
ASM80 111 #'GAML,SkG DEBUG PAGv`LP4,'TH1 7 x )	 I I I'W -W )
ISIS—II 808018085 MACRO ASSEMPLERY V3,0 GAhL	 F* A G C
LOC UPJ LINU SOURCE STAMMENT
1. NAME GAML
BLIBROUFINE GAPlL(ZpG1iC4.,Cbvc,.Yrrc3)
4 z.=—( ci+r ,*k c2 w3*F m c .,. tcR^/r wr
5
002 6 MUL'I' rou 1211
00' 1 7 SUBT EQU 11H
0010 0 FADP rl ou 10H
0015 Hit, rou 1511
0013 1.0 FDIV E() U 1311
0017 11 Pusvi r EQU 1711
12 1






0000 E 1 19 GAML.! POP H ;SAVE RETURN ADDR
0001 220000 D 20 SHLD ISAVL F'A'I*	 INTLRNAL PUrf`l.',R*
0004 60 21 Mov H f 11
0005 69 22 rMV LiC 801' APPKL,
 OF F'	 IN	 R,"'( HLJ006 CDOOOO C 23 CALL ArIDLOD i F 	t0009 M7 24 Ml V I A I rUSH I'
v,00B CDOOOO E 2. t;) CALL AMDOMI, *v F	 t
OOOE 42 26 mov Boll
mor 0 27 moo CFE
0010 CDOOOO E 20 CALL AMDLori vu- t
000 3C12 127 Mll A v MULT
0015 M000 F. 30 CALL AMMID fla'3* F ol F
0018 cl 31 POP F
0017 CDOOOO E 32 CALL Amb till ;C2	 t
0010 3r.10 33 Mvi A 0 f"Ortri
001E CDOOOO E 34 GALL AMDCMD ; ( [,2+C3*F ),'I"
0021 3E12 35 r, V I A Y MULT
00 123 CD0000 E 36 CALL AMDCMD Y'( C2+03.* F W'
0026 010200 D 37 Lx I P P ISAVC F2










AMMOD 'F C5	 t
0030 44 41 Nov B I H
0031 4D 42 Mov CPL
0032 CDOOOO E 43 CALL ANDLOD W 1
0035 3E13 44 Movi AvFDlV
0037 CDOOOO E 45 CALL AMDCMD 'YC5/F
003A Cl 46 POP rt
003D CDOOOO E 47 CALL AMDLOD 'C4	 t
003E MO 48 riv I AYFADD
0040 CDOOOO E 49 CALL AMDCMr, Y'(C00/r)
0043 44 SO mov PPH
0044 4D 51 mov CYL
0045 CDOOOO E 5 2 CALL AHDLQD or	 t
0048 3E13 53 MVI AYFDIV
004A CDOOOO E 54 CALL AMDCMD P(	 I I I	 )/F
004D 010200 D 53 L,X I B f ISAVE f 2
00s0 CDOOOO E F)6 (:,ALL AMDLOE, "(C2K.W)*F t
0053 3E10 57 P, V I AfFADD
0055 CDOOOO E 58 CALL APDCMll r t	 o , o	 )/F )*F
0058 Cl 551 POP B
0059 CDOOOO E 60 CALL AMMOD oCl	 t
005C MO 61 Mv I A f FADD
005E CDOOOO E 62 CALL Ar,11CMD i,
0061 3E15 63 MV1 AYFCHS
0063 CP0000 E 64 GALL AMDCMD 'f Z	 Z
202
4r..
X SI S-11 8080/8085 MACRO ASSCMBLER r V3 o 0
	 GAM,	 PAGE	 2
LOC OBJ	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT
0067 CD0000 E	 66	 CALL	 AMDSTR ;SAVE RESULT AT Z
006A 2AOOOO D	 67	 LHLD	 ISAVE006D E9	 68	 PCHL	 WETURN6? r70 DiEG710000	 72 ISAVEt D5	 673	 END
PUBLIC SYMBOLSGAML C 0000
AM DCMR AE 0LS	0000 	 AMALOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
	
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
	
FDIV A 0013	 GAML	 C 0000SUBT A 0011
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE ► NO ERRORS
AMDSTR E 0000





ISIS-IX FORTRAN-80 V2,0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM UNIT GAMMA
ODJECT MODULE PLACED IN :F1;GAMMA,O[+J
COMPILER INVOKED BY: FORT80 ► F1LCAMMA ► RRC DEBUG
1	
C	
SUBROUTINE GAMMA(FR0 v l B t NPZ? Z)
C	 r EVALUATES ROLL-OFF FUR FREDUEttit',YFPAt,'DY'OLArilZATIOtd COMBOS
2	 C	 COMMON/GG/CL( 6) r CC( 7  2 ), CST( 9)
3	 CALL AMDIV(F p R0 y CL(6) )
4	 GO TO( 1615 WP
C
C tIIt L
—RAND DATA t ► '
5	 10	 CALL GAML( Z g 0— :f, at, (4)rCL(5)rC!J2)rFwCL(3
6	 RETURN
C
C t t t C^-RAND DATA t t
7	 15	 GO TO (17r17 ► 15rib)iNP





10	 17 CLLR(AMCi;:	 CIrCC(1,1) rCC(21l)fLC(3vt)rCC(4#1)YCC( y` l)Y ^ 6pl)Ycck'x1)rr)
12	 END
MODULE INFORMATION!
COH AREA SIZE	 = OOBIH	 177D
VAR,gBLE AREA 5I21^, = OOOCH	 12D
MAXIMUM a"TACN SIZE q 00101i	 16r,
22 LINES READ
0 PROGRAM ERROR(S) IN PROGRAM U141T GAMMA
U TOTAL PROGRAM ERRORS )




ISIS-II FORTRAN-80 V2+0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM UNIT GETULU
OBJECT MODULE PLACED IN IFIIGETVLU.OBJ
COMPILER INVOKED BYI FORTSO IFIIGETVLU,SRC DEBUG SYMBOLS PAGELENGTH(53)
A GETVLU(CIODUFr IOBUFFr PAO v N20,,ISTAT rIERRrXNUM)fflROUJINE2 E TERN^H+L MSGOUT PKEYBRDrASCDVr CRL




7 5 WRITE( CIOBUFr10rIOSTATeISTATrERR=50)
S 1g FORMAT( 5X r' ffigR VILUE I' r 13X )
2(	 r IOUFF )
10 20 CALL AEYDRD(N10rIOBUFF)
11 25 CALL ASCDV(N 10 r I OBUFF )

















DEFN ADDR SIZE NAMEY ATTRIBUTESv AND REFERENCES
0 OOOOH 10 LABEL
9 000CH 15 LABEL
10 0090H 20 LABEL
11 000H 25 LABEL
12 0080H 30 LABEL
13 0017H 35 LABEL
14 OOFAH 40 LABEL
7 0053H 5 LABEL
15 00FBH 50 LABEL
17 0107H 51 LABEL
19 0113H 52 LABEL
0010H 18 HOPS INTEGER*2 DIMENSIONED
ASCDV EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
0000H " CIOBUF CHARACTER*30 PARAMETER
0002H 2 CIOBUF@ INTEGER**
CRLF EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
000CH 2 IERR INTEGEW PARAMETER
0004H 2 IOBUFF INTEGER*1 PARAMETER DIMENSIONED






0006" 2 N10 INTECER41 PARAMETER
0000" 2 N20 INTEGER#i PARAMETER
000E" 2 XNUM REAL*4 PARAMETER
MODULE INFORMATION$
CODE Aq^EA SIZE	 = 011^HH	 20'B
VARIAP AREA SIZE = 002xN	 34
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE = 000C" 	 12D
24 LINES READ























ASMSO +F i :GXIoSRC DEBUG PAGCLENGTH(77) PAGEWIDTH00 )




OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
i NAME	 GXI
2 i
3 i SUBROUTINE GXI(XIvXTrALriRLff)R)




EQU	 IN0012 S MULT
0004 9 TAN EQU	 04H
0010 10 FADT, EQU	 101
























































MDCMIf iXT*COS( DR )SALT 
fFADD








AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
USER SY^BOLS
AMDCMD 0000	 AMDLOCf E 0000
FADD A 0010	 GXI	 C 0000




COS	 A 0003	 EXCHG A 0019
SIN
	
A 0002	 TAN	 A 0004
208
ASM80 IOF1tGXT.SRC DEBUG
ISIS-II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMDLERP V3.0 GXT	 WAGE
	 I
LOC 08,1 LINE SOURCE STATEMENt
1 NAME GXT
21
3 ' SUBROUTINE GXr(XT:RLFAt-.GLPALT)
4 r' t t t
	
XT=SGRT( ( ALT*TANk ANGL) )442—{ ALT*TAt;t R ik.	 )^^^ )
5 r'
0004 6 TAN EOU 4H
0012 7 MULT EGO 2H
0017 8 PUSHT EOU 17H
0011 9 FSUD E7U 11H
0001 10 SORT EOU 01H
11 '






0000 E1 18 GXT! POP H WICK OF RTN ADDR
0001 CDOOOO E 19 CALL AMDLOI' 'ANGL t
0004 3EO4 20 MVI ArTAN
0006 CDOOOO E 21 CALL AMDCMD 'TAN{ANGL)
0009 42 22 MOV BID
OOOA 4B 23 t40V CYE
000H CDOOOO E 24 CALL AMDLOD 'ALT t
0001. 3E12 25 MVI AthUL'I
0010 CDO000 E 26 CALL AMDCMD ►` ALT4TAN( ANGL)
0013 3E17 27 MVI AYPUSHT
0015 CDOOOO E 28 CALL APIDCMD 'i ATA )!{ ATA )
0018 3E12 29 MVI APMULT
001A CDOOOO E 30 CALL AMDCMD ATA '002
001D Cl 31 POP B
001E CDOOOO E 32 CALL AMDLOD 'RL
	
t
0021 3EO4 33 MVI ArTAt
0023 CDOOOO E 34 CALL AMDCMD ' TAN( RL) t ( 6,442)
0026 42 35 MOV Bpi,
0027 4D 36 MOV CFE
0028 CDOOOO E 37 CALL AMDLOD 'ALT t
0028 3E12 38 MVI ArMULT
002D CD0000 E 39 CALL AMDCMD 'ALT4TANR!(..*42)
0030 3E17 40 MVI AsPUSHT
0032 CDOOOO E 41 CALL AMDCMD 'ATRlATR!(	 ..^-%-2)
0035 3E12 42 M4'I ArMULT
0037 CDOOOO E 43 CALL AMDCMD 'ATR442!(	 ..?)
003A 3E11 44 MVI AYFSUB
003C CDOOOO E 45 CALL AMDCMD 'ATA**2 — ATR*42
003F 3E01 46 MVI AtSORr
0041 CDOOOO E 47 CALL AMDCMD rSORT{	 '°	 )
0044 Cl 48 POP B
0045 CDOOOO E 49 CALL AttDSTR 'Xr	 =	 '















 0 ANDLOD E 0000	 ANDSTR E 0000
SORT
	 A 0001	 TAN	 A 0004
ASSEMBLY COMPLETED	 NO ERRORS
FSUh	 A 0011	 cx r	 C 0000	 MULT	 A
210
co,
6 COS EDU 03H
9 TAN EQU 04H
10 FSUff EQU 11H










22 CALL MD rTAN(RL)
L AMDLOD 'fDR	 t
37 CALL AMDCMD Y'CUG(DR)
28 MVi AvMULT
L	 ANDCMD Y'COSD*TANR
L	 AMDLOrl 'y ALT^ COS U&7ANK
APMULT
WGTR E 0000	 COS	 A 0003	 FXCHG A 0019
ASM80 tF1'#GYI ^ SRC r,.BUG FAG2LFNGTH(77` PAGEW11,710/;
IS2S~Il 8080/8085 MACRO A8JEMBLERv 4 ^ `/	 Qy^	 PAGE
	 1








































ALL AMDLOD IDR f
vi AFSIN
ALL AMDCMll ;8rN(DR) 
OP B














AMDOMD E 0800	 AMDLOD E OOOO
USER SYMBOLS
AHDCMD E 0000	 AM8LOrl E 0000
F8UB A 0011	 GYI	 O OOOO
ASSEMBLY CUMPLETE,	 NO ERRORS
211
ft
ASM80 !FI tlBEI.L#SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(7 ) PAGEWIDTH( 90 )










I a V.	 PUBLIC IBELL
0000 OE07
	











ECHO E 0000	 IBELL C 0000
ASSEMBLY COMFLETEs NO ERRORS
0	 212
ASM80 tF1'oIDFILL,SRC DEBUG PAGE LENGTH (77) PAGE .WIDTH(90)
ISIS-11 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER# V3 ► 0 IDFI'.L	 PAGE	 I
LOC O LINE SOURCE STAICHENT
I NAME IPFILL
I FUNCTION! FILL IOUT BUFFER WITH 099H,
EACH LINE IS 128 BYTES*
LINE COUNT PASSED IN Rr-,(Bg,),
6 1 LIKE COUNT IS LESS THAN 246,
7 1






0000 ED 14 rDFILL,' XCHG
0001 OA 15 LVAX P IGET LINE COUNT IN ACCUM
0002 47 16 r1ov PtA isEr F4LINE COUNT
0003 OOES 17 LLIt rivi CY080H F cjcr cupi,rcR roR VTCS rER LINC
0005 3699 iS LL2 *0 M v I Mr 07911 ' MOVE DfTC OF 79H TO Mcr)GRf
0007 23 19 INX H ;STOP ADE,R POIVER





*1.00r, TILL A LINE 12 DONE
OO 22 DCR YDECREASE' LINE COUNT B(	 01%L
















LLI	 C 0003	 LL2	 C 0005




ISIS-II 0080/0005 MACRO ASSENLLERr V3,O ICRLF	 PAGE	 1
LOC OOJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
NAME ICRLF
FUNCTION IS TO OUTPUT A CARRIAGE-RETURN AND LINE FEED
REGISTERS ALTEREDt C( C )rC( 0 )rc( A )
CSEG
8 PUBLIC CRLFrECHOrCOrDELAY
^E6 POkTC EQU OE6H
OO1D 12 M EQU 018H $ESCAPE CHARACTER
OOOA 4 EQU OAH ILIAEIFEEDRDHAEACT RRACTER
0000 OEOD 16 CRLr: MVI CrODH ;PUT C/R RETURN CHAR INTO REG C










gI MVI rESG i
WE2 CMP $ARE	 ECHOING AN ESCAPE?
OOOA C20FOO C 23 JNZ ECH05 ;IF NO r 9RANCH
OOOD OE24 24 MVI Cr'#' ;IF YESr ._,END OUT A
HOF C
D
D2600 C 25 ECHO; $ CALL ;DO OUTPUT	 RUUGH CO ROUTINE
00jj SE41100 C ^7 MVIL `'&RY fqUT TO PRIN ER
0017 08 28 COP B ;WAS CHAR = CR
0018 022600 C 29 JNZ ECH10 ; IF NO r CONTINUE
CvLF !IF YESr SEND OUT A LINE FEED ALSO
OOiQ DOBbo c 30MVI.L
0020 CD4100 C 32 CALL BUSY ;OUT TO PRINTER












38 A^J I 01H i EE IF XMTk	 gAD
;Q0 - TRY AGA NG 39 JZ CO
002F 79 40 MOV ArC ;ELSE MOVE CHAR TO A FOR OUTPUT









Ar16N ;	 "	 G	 "'	 «
LO
«
0038 00 48 NOR
0039 C23700 C 49 JNZ LOOP
003C OD 50 DCk C
003D 023700 C 51 JNZ LOOP
0040 C9 52 RET
0041 DDE6 `4 BUSY*# IN PORTC ;GET STATUS
214
f
ISIS-11 000018085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3 ► 0 ICRLF
	
PACE	 2
LUC GBJ LINT' SOURCE STATEMENT
0043 E630 55 AANI 300pH !MASK LOWERNIBrUNUSED
8g
00 8 F 0000
D
7 CPI 0 H 1CHECKSFOR"
g
WITCH +BUSY
00 A CA5EOO C 58 JZ PRINT iIF TRUE PRINT




0054 3A0000 D 62 LDA LOC )RECALL STATUS BYTE
0057 E610 63 ANI ION ;MASK OFF SWITCH STATUS
0059 FE00 64 CPI OOH !CHECK FOR BUSY
0058 C24100 C 65 JNZ BUgY
005E 7E 66 PRINT;	 MOV AtM
UPPER BITS
rLOW TRUE
OOSF 2F 67 CMA
0060 D3E4 68 OUT PORTj11
0062 3EOO 69 MVI AtOt ►N
0464 D3E6 70 OUT PORTC

















► SEND HIGH TO PRINTER
PUBLIC SYMBOLS
28 CRLF C 0000
EXTERNAL SYMBOLS





PORTC	 A OOE6 PRINT C 005E
ASSEMBLY COMP1,ETEr NO ERRORS









	 D 0000	 LOOP C 00
(Vic V





PA G C I
ISIS-11 FORTRAN — BO V2 ► 0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM Will IENDI
OWECT MODULE PLACED IN iF1'lENDI,OBJ











CODE AREA SIZE	 = 0007H	 7D





STACK SIZE = 0000H	 011,
15	 ES EAD
0 PROGRAM ERROR(S) IN PROGRAM UNIT IENDI




ISISJI FORTRAN-80 V2,0 COMPILATION 
OF 
PROGRAM UNIT IKEYI
OBJEC MODULE PLACED IN 'FI'IKEYI,OBJ
	














CODE AREA SIZE	 = 0006H	 6D
	VARIABLE AREA SIZE = 00001i	 orl
	
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE = OOOOH	 op
12 LINES READ
0 PROGRAM ERROR! S) IN PROGRAM UW,T IKEYI
0 TOTAL PROGRAM ERROR( O')









































A300 iTii mi1Ro Rc DE BUG 1A0i1.,6„ i.NGtihl!Y ) ;As aG•1 oin;
48 1 3-I1 4')OM ,11'BOIS MACRO 0CEMI L.LPt VJJ



















i	 UT.1;LIT"i ii(JUT,1,1r'C^S ► 	 ROUTINES
INCLULEL ARE:










Iy BIPHL	 4	 lu	 ^.	 yyy	 y	 yyy	 yLy	 yy yy yy	 yI	 T	 X` 1p ^r	 M i	 ^I^	 Ttl^T7` A ixr i^`M1 ' *	 Tilf^lr^.'^•iAi^^i^il
	



















'. 9 U 1ASK
a4. 0 rlA41)PC














4'i0	 MVI At CUB255 KONTROL l:ORD Fury ;	 TEE	 •r T51	 OUT 08255	 WORT E MW 1	 ;;r[119l ? Vii,!' i•ii1, ;i^ F
KARL
000; 3E0S 52 mul
0006 D3EB 53 OUT
0000 3E05 54 T'vi
Q00A 03ED 5 5 OUT
QQQC 3EO9 56 mvi
0000 D;3I B ;;; OUT
0010 3EDD 50 mvi
OO 12 03ES 57 OUT
00 1 4 WO 60 (miv i
A
t
	 INTEA Wi' RLE INT4.4'ticFU.
	 Ul"ON
C8255 W4J% PORT A o
At	 INTER !ENABLE  I^;7M.RRUP!
	 UPON 5TTtUOIL
C9255 i f OR C UR F L




At	 FILL )WITTI FILL :WTA
	 f13 r`	 FIT A
1020 t 1	 I:',L	 LA TA	 N104'








	 a^;}%Iiu%. I« ^.s< r,^r'	
", z	 \ -"
	
,.dd,. , ' •
'I
.f	 1.'J ' :01 / 6 005  tl ^ " 0 A	 !	 "	 ii !•,	 1' It`:!F"	 i.
LOG LTN'E SOURCE S Trl
00 16  r ", 1	y•^ rat O U T 	 4rVi+ 1^)' iA f	 '4 ^.^N	 4r1^ } I	 I luiY	 •1 F^	 I . tJ it I	 ^Y	 .YJ	 .61Y 1 F»1^^	 IlL 1 L»L^	 Yt ".1	 14
^^^,•.	 I H i'ri




C}s'1 1 N I T I A Li t;i; C Il	 1	 k"litiJ”
1^) '^ K'r'•7'TI 11 Y A, b L. ,	 4(^ j^001' ^7 ^!^79 r:1C
^	 (^
Ilt 1 lyl	 ri^C :5L)",	 I	 k).'t f	 ,x 146	 f911^^F)i
,0t
^!'J Lri V1.1 -11, L7^^J /y^ 0	 t'	 ` r4.415."^ 1	 I«"J w` ..	 r	 1	 ^T	 r. -..A	 tii ^^^) 1 "['^ 1^ 1	 ^^^:)	 ^i'	 .41111	 11ra	 I:L	 l^i
001C It „ 0 (lO	 ArI' Yt11J^E	 L	 Jvt 11,)V /	 161	 ft ►^ i	 , Yw
1/UJ L 1.1	i? J	 .L Ou r 1	 "1•;}a: Yl^^^ I	 1	 fi 1	 11 .J a.	 611'	 .l =Ii''	 M+• • ♦ 	 I - 	I•. ^t bi
00JIF C l? r"": RE.T
A





^wr	 yyy	 [	 t
^^M^
	
.• i^l '!< "F T'II R'Q'	 ^ru, r^l 'i4 ^	 ,^, r^,	 ^I.It,A1	 ^. 19 ^. ^.t.4w	 l^Y '11«•Itii^ ► .1 1 	I	 wL^l';1 "°^^.i 4-^.1»i^,	 ': K'K'R",i i	 n,'^ii r; KS 1Y
77 I	 1:25 r I'
00:0 I'3 7 0 i»'7 .	 m	 v „`9^; a,^nA L ^,	 ^^ l i	 ^It Iti 1^14 	 F	 I	 r
^t	 7\ 021 IF"3^	 4 " 4 iJ^	 t
y,(	 »	 1
,1, I.0 r,.i.is I	 I	 A 'r
r; 1••, y.	 ? 1	 " •y'r,'	 1
'on
'r r L	 I




11«R	 ^-^1	 1 w),	 rWI.-F+
^^yy,,ryry
00	 y r	 ^63w"17 '10




1PIA!^41	 nY	 };1	 I"	 1	 ('f[	 1 y{I
002 3E"0 a riv	 A> rl .1 Ge W '4'. F"S'El	 I.IALL,	 I /•t.w l+ ^.	 I11	 '1• ^J 5i llf l ►





' 'I ' a^ „ G.
i3J.	 A l 	 ,1rta1• .	
,.I L,", •	 ER R^ t'Ir'^^;r\	 alt,L	 Xr ", 1 t~l,;++' I .;
00 "E( D'1114 ' ? X34 QV 0M"I! ^Iw i GrtiL	 LEAV I NGC,Y	 ^•	 r"
002 T F  so E1; ,' RE%P;AB I c,	 1it)^3u	 t,t 1 I ^ih ►^'''^ a






!	 >k	 ^^	 ^	 F	 ^'^	 }^%P	 IIFI " il, 	 '50	 R(H.► l	 itl" 	 ?^Ftn1{^'`^	 +1'NPr'rit 	fi	 f^a;^I	 sm;;.91 u rih;`.
 
ET
002E I^1/M '? 29 r IvI~1,1 ^'i /\	 1.' 'Y^I 11,J ^f»	 ^I. i^I JI\	 11.;'M	 It	 1 »I,•	 ' r1V
0030 D3I19 93 OUT 0.*?H
0032 c9 T A. RET ;i:*,r,;•1; kit: 	I•i3 OM 	;,^,,:;r^.;r9c, y
^y6
J 3 MAS" ,L;	 ail, L I	 t'I ^c:4"tC 11 ► " ^ ;,	 r;);3l,;	 '	 ,Yi	 n':{t	 ,^{	 x ^	 r
911:1 Ii' "', ISC.T11
4033 0^ 1';?G L. I:1 AX	 D
011°1
n	 ..r•
y i^^UT	 .i.^'^^;:,^	 C1-'^;a	 1^ ►;;l..farl
0034 FI;01 1;');1 CPI '+y I GI Ia A 1SSE
0036 C !3B00 C	 10 ,11 YL 	DrSABLE i	 C."	 31117	 "a	 Jr,l'
003'4 Fb Iro3 Ll
"
iIr"	 A	 1.	 E , N, 	3 1.	 A ,i	 h', ` 	 1




10w) Irwnr1 E	 r}.• )1• '1 L•„ 41» t	 ,r	 ,.
A	 F	 '}rr	 TT	 I	 r.,V
f .l. l”	 tt ► J 1	 A	 ^	 L	 r	 rL JI"(A.} 1	 I	 I,"	 .1^^^ I w)M AIM




110 BEGIN, IilTlr Gl'SAI10N' RfjUlii r-	4	 Al
111 CZTo
r OA 11 2 LL AX B SMOVE N IN 70 AGCUil
003E D305 113 OUT 1.N '&4%l i OUT PUT	 t1 ►,611;1 } (S	 lJl^	 ISL:i^1,/ ► 1, 11•^	 i,It A'	 1• L 1 i j IC	 1 1Y 1 L.17 r^
ATIdN
oo lro C9 114 RET 1: ET U R4 ERON	 Z i
115 i
116 i
1177 i yy118 yy	 y} y^T	 ^	 T	 TR	 L.l'1 1"'.	 A1	 L[. 	 L)1IIYI	 ^'	 K'T:j"t',I'^'K	 41 41 r'; ^1 K	 rl'1P T 44^:
I19 CZTRS
OUT 11 MA r	 ;	 I;^t	 I . r'^a	 f	 ;Ht^`	 I	 i;^t





C7T	 C 003:	 C.,: T 	 C 004 1
r`U„'(L,TC SYMDOLS
H1" 'CSR C 004E Itllllit C 004;	 IEl"'1:2i . is 5)0.;0
	
LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT
;;^^^^k^^>^>k>k^>^^>k^^>^;^ >^aw.r}MA;:•L JU„'lJ^ R^ a UT,^41: ;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;^^^^^;
IEfI;"'Mtat
3.°T T? f i E LUUN„' r .i 123






 I ATA DUr, ER r,0 r, ",Z
;SEND NON-aPECIl l,w u:t,a; or INTO=
; TO 8259 INTERRUrl CON ROLLER
;REENABLE 8030 I N TLRR'L)Pi'
;DECREMENT BYTE COQ'
;OUTPUT MORE DATA IF ^N.,01' `'`llk^E^	 f!RETURN FROM INTERRUr 1 CRV ICL RUU f IRL
IdEREAa INPUT ROUTINE
;CET lQNT
;I•TVIDE;. ICNT BY 2 TO CHANGE? TO SA YTL. LOUk,)ST'Rip OFF MSB
ri''UT Iw..T IN
;LR•i;A5K OYNI C INTERRUPT
;
;WAIT FOR SYN C
;REENAILE 8000 I NTERRUPTS
xlaF-MASK STRODE I NTERRUPT
;
;WAIT FOR STRODE INTERRUPT
PREENABLE 13000 S^TTE ;l IA"T UPON RETURN
1GEJ A BYTE: Ell" LA TA
;SWAP




!INCREMENT Y OU 1'IJIET l a
P LE" CREMEi4'T ,C^: NT
;iE N E;N, D, 01 ; Iii I RR,JP
;( LEUEL 3)
!GETr MORE LA y ri
; rC:Nr i5l ir, 01" IN T E.l'(RUP T
?(LEVEL 3) STRODE INTERRUPT
i E..EVE:L., Ar) S (Nf. I„T;:Iiit^,IF'T









100 I	 rk'	 F1r	 #^ k^} Il rk r	 l rj rk	 rk	 r	 l rlfi
	










































































1	 MV! At	 UNSYN
2	 OUT ODTH





































TRIS-11 8k)GOi8Q35 MArRO A)SEM;4{L.ERr V31,0
	
16 1T	 PAGE	 ;3
220
EXTERNAL ±.i't	 O La
U nat;R 3YM	 a
















NERT C 0 131 DCU2 A OOPS S	 da l C	 0;^s:,
1313-11 3" /8035 MACRU A :7jXM,;LM'0 V3,0
nr^r, rS^,1•,MPLY COMi"LETE 1
	NP] Et;l- 8131
s K t. r




• Z "'	 H Qi+v` l ^
11i La !i N 
I ^t 1 JE i C 00 3;5u	
^^ i7JU^11^a
UM A 1i;
Gf	 :, + ai^ l}ui'a
x i,l ^
	 A 0007
r,	 • Ii C,	 r)1 ^ 	 ^w i^l')t
Ih71 ^^n{	 ^,^ VVa,^







A8M80 ^F1tlNTCT ^ GRC DEBUG
ISIS--II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLBRt U340 INTQT	 PAGE
	
1






0010 17 F A Dr, EQU 1014





0000 El 17 INTQT^ POP H ;SAVE RTN ADDR
O E is CALL AMDLOD ;TI	 f
0004 42 19 r1ov DID
O E 21 CALL AMDLOD ;DELF f
O OOB CDOOOO E 23 CALL AMDCMD ITI*DB.F
0 E 25 CALL GIVE. 8	 t
O E 27 CALL AMDCMD f'TI*DELF f	 ^5
O E 29 CALL AMDCOID IpIX<TI*DELFf^5)
001E Cl 30 POP B
001F UD8O0O E 31 CALL JNTSTR Y'	 ^
0022 E9 L *f RETURN
33 f









AMDCMD E 0000	 AUDLOD E 0000
USER SY M B OLS
AMDCMD E'0000	 AM8LDD E 0000
INTGT C 0800
INT8TR E 0000	 MU[T	 A 0012










	 E 0008	 HALF C 0023
ol
	 222
ASM80 :FI ► IUSART,SRC DEBUG SYMBOLS XREF
ISIS-II 8090/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERF V3+0 IUSART	 PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 NAME IUSART






OOCE 10 MOUE	 EQU OCEH
OOCD 11 CNCTL	 EQU OCDH
0027 12 CMD	 EQU 027H
13
0000 ECE 14 IUSRTt MVI	 A#MODE ;GET MODE SETTING
0002 ^3CD 15 OUT	 CNCTL ;OUT-PUT IT TO THE USART
0004 3E27 16 MVI	 ArCMD ;GET CMD










CMD	 A 0027	 CNCTL A OOCD
ASSEMBLY COMPLETED NO ERRORS
IUSRT C 0000	 MODE A OOCE
223
ASM80 :FI:I32SUM ► SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75)
ISIS— II 8080!8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3 * 0 I32SUM PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 NAME I32SUM
2;
3 ; SUBROUTINE I32SUM(PXrNVrIV)
5 ; PX=10 R *ALOGIO( FLOAT(NV(1)+NV(2 )+	 +NV(IV)) )
6 i
7;
0008 8 LOG Eau 08H
0012 9 MULT EQU 12H
001C 10 FLOT32 ECRU 1CH








19 I32SUMR POP H ;SAVE RETURN ADDRESS
0001 1A 20 LGAX D ;GET	 COUNT
0002 57 21 MOV DrA ;PUT IN D
0003 CD0000 E 22 CALL I32LOD ;LOAD FIRST ENTRY
0006 15 23 LOOP, DCR D ;IF LAST ENTRY GO TO FLOAT
0007 CA1500 C 24 Jz FLOAT
OOOA CD0000 E 25 CALL I32LOD ;SUM IN NEXT ENTRY
OOOD 3E2C 26 MVI ArIADD32
OOOF CDOOOO E 27 CALL AMDCMD
0012 C30600 C 28 s1MP LOOP
30
FLOAT;
CALL AMDCMD0017 CDOOOO E ;FLOAT RESULT
001A 3E08 31 MVI ArLOG
001C CDOOOO E 32 CALL AMDCMD ;ALOG10(SUM)
001F 112FOO C 33 LXI DrTEN
0022 CDOOOO E 34 CALL GIVE ;10,	 t
0025 3E12 35 MVI ArMULT
0027 CD0000 E 36 CALL AMDCMD ;10.*ALOGIO(SUM)
002A Cl 37 POP B
002B CDOOOO E 38 CALL AMDSTR ;SAVE IN PX
002E E9 39 PCHL ;RETURN
40 i









AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000
I32SUM C 0000
IADD32 A 002C	 LOG	 A 0008











FORTRAN COMPILER 	 PAGE 1
ISIS-11 FORTRAN-50 V2,0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM UNIT KBPHAL
CON ILERO INVOKEDABY; IFORTU0K :F'IIKDPHAL * SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(77) PAGEWIRTH(90 )
1 SUBROUTINE KBPHAL(IOUT )
C #B###	 HANDLES BI-PHASE—L OUTPUTS
	 ?^%^^^###^^
C
2 INTEGER** IOUT( ,125 )














C :: BACK— 	BUFFER LINE JUST WRITTEN WITH #09911 	 t;






CODE AR A IZE
	
r 004CH	 78L,
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE ; 0002H	 20i
20 LINES READ
0 PROGRAM ERRORS) IN PROGRAM UNIT KBPHAL
0 TOTAL PROGRAM ERROR(S )




ISIS-II $080/0005 MACRO ASSEMBLERP V3 ► 0	 KEYCHK PAGE	 1.
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
NAME KEYCHK
FUNCTION: SENSES KEYBOARD FOR
4 ; CHARACTER IS PENDING
5











0000 DBCD 1; KEYCHK: IN OCDH ;GET STATUS 0
0002 E602 16 ANI 02H iRCVR READY?
p004 CA1C00 C 17 JZ XIT
OCCH
fflPTHEN EXIT
; ESP GET CHA0007 DBCC 18 IN
0009 E67F 19 ANI 07FH ;STRIP PARITY
OOOB FE1B 120 CPI 01BH ;IS IT 'ESC'








i ^ ;SAV	 VAL
;Ate	 ECH	 TO
0014 CD0000 E 24 CALL IKEYI ;SET KEY INTF
017 OE07 25 MVI Cs07H ;GET BELL CHA
019 CDOOOO E 26 CALL EC N0 ;SEND IT OUT
0010 C9 27 XIT: RET
28
29 END
AN ESCAPE CHARACTERo IF NO
OR IF FENDING CHARACTER IS NOT
ION IS TAKEN, IF 'ESC' IS F UNIT





ECHO E 0000	 IKEYI E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
ECHO E 0000	 IKEYI E 0000
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE ► NO ERRORS
KEYCHK C 0000	 XIT	 C OO1C
226
ASM00 1F11KEYIN,SRC I-EBUG PAGELENGTH( 77 )












	 Eali	 00H	 $HEX VALUE OF 'BS'0p
^lO
p0g
7	 1 9 ELL	 EU
	 4'H	 I BELL CHARACTER',11 1
13 i	
KEVBOARB INPUT ROUTINE FOR SCAT PROCESSOR
14 $	 REGISTERS UPON INPUTt
15 $	 (BC)=ADDR OF CHARACTER COUNT TO BE ENTERED
16 i
{ DE)w-BUFFER ADDR INTO WHICH THE CHARACTERS GO
0000 ED	 18 tEYBRIAf XCHG	 ;BUFFER POINTER TO HL
0001 0A	 19	 LDAX	 B	 $GET CHARACTER COUNT
0002 57	 20	 MOU	 PpA$CHARACTER COUNT TO D






	 $C( C)=C( A)='CHAR'
0007 FE08	 23	 GPI	 BACK	 ;BACK SPACE?
0009 022100 C




	 $START OF Lltr'Er
000;; BB
	 26	 CMP	 E	 'IF' SOP THEN'BLEEP' AND IGNORE
OOOE C2i940 C
	
27	 JNZ	 BKSPC	 $IF NOT BA CK SPACE POIN TERS AN,',- CURSOR
0011 0E07	 28	 MVI	 CiDELL )GET BELL CHARACTER
















0021 FEOB	 35 SI ls, IC-1 I t CPI	 CR	 ;CARRIAGE RETURN?
0023 023200 C
	 36	 1 Nz	 SNTP2	 )IF NOT SKIP
0026 CDO000 C
	
:37	 CALL	 ECHO	 )IF SOP THEN ECHO CR & LF
0029 3020
	
38	 MvI	 At'	 $ALSO ►
 FILL OTHER BUFFER SPACE WITH BLANKS
0028 77	 39 Flt.L,S	 MOV	 MPA
002C 2:3	 40	 INX	 H	 ;STEP POINTER
002D 15	 41	 DC 	 If
002E C22BOO C	 42	 JNZ	 FILL






0035 71	 45	 MOV
	 MIC	 $PUT IT INTO BUFFER
0036 23	 46	 INX	 H
0037 15	 47	 DCR	 P	 $DECREMENT COUNTER
0038 C20400 C	 4.0	 JNZ	 NEXT	 $LOOP UNTIL END 0- DUFFER
003B C9	 49	 RET
50 )
003C CD 1 300 C	 51 GETCH; CALL	 CI	 :GET CHAR FROM TERMINAL
003F E67F	 52	 ANI	 07FH	 $STRIP OF PARITY
0041 4F	 53	 MOv	 CPA	 ;PUT VALUE IN C REG
4042 C9	 54	 RET
`',i5 r
0043 PBCn	 56 CIS	 IN	 OCD4	 )GET STATUS OF CONSOLE





5a	 JZ	 CI	 ) IFNOT r TRY AGAIN
004A G;<CC	 59	 IN	 OCCI.1	 $ If YES r GET CHARACT"R







IISIS-II 8080/800'. VIAMRO ASSCtIKEFtr V3,0
	
YIN	 PAGE
f'I	 C 4443	 GETCH G 001C	 KEYBRr, C 0040
WERNAL SYMBOLS
E CHn E 0440
USER SYNDOLv S





	 NEXT C 044;
A ^i(:N L Y CfIMPLFTE r
	 NO ERNCf S
Cl	 C 0043	 CR	 A MIA	 ECHO C 0000
SK PI C 002L	 Sr TP2 C 403"
228
4
ASM80 SF1 ILDJMPS #SRC DEBUG PIIGELENGTH(75) PAGCWIDTH( 90 )
ISIS-II 8080/0085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3,0 LDJMPS PAGE	 1











CZTINT ;LEVEL 0 INTERRUPTr CZ'T INTEGRATION TIMER
4004 C9 10 RET ;LEVEL 1 INTERRUPTr 6I ,µPHASE-Lr PARALLEL P
ORT A2
4005 00 11 NOP
4006 00 12 NOP
4007 00 13 NOP
4008 C9 14 RET ;LEVEL 2 INTERRUPTP BUSS INT 2
4009 00 15 NOP
400A 00 16 NOP
400B 00 17 NOP





40OF 00 21 NOP
4010 C9 22 RET ;LEVEL 4 INTERRUPTPSYNCF BUSS INT 1





4014 C9 26 RET ;LEVEL 5 INTERRUPTr GNP
4015 00 27 NOP
4016 00 28 NOP
4017 00 29 NOP
4018 C9 30 RET ;LEVEL 6 INTERRUPTv GNP
401 00 31 NOP
401 00 33 NOP
401C C9 34 RET ;LEVEL 7 INTERRUPTv GNP
401D 00 35 NOP
00401F 37 gap






CZTINT YEB0000 	 LDJMPS A 4020





ISIS -TT FORTRAN-80 V2,0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM UNIT MFLAG
OBJECT 	PLACED IN :Flo'MFL^ t oo, J
	











3	 INTE R*2 IBo PIG
C





OF=	 ROUFFERY IOUT=OUTPUT BUFFER
C
	
4	 DO 10 1 -1 15
	
5	 TOUT( IC-1 I )= IOF( I
10 CONTINUE
	
7	 TOUT( IC+5 )=IB
	
8	 TOUT( IC+6 )=N ►
	











CODE AREA SIZE	 = OOAEH	 174r,
VARIABLE AREA SIZE = OOOEH	 10
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE = 0006H	 6D
23 LINES READ
0 PROGRAM ERROR(S) IN PROGRAM UNIT MFLAG
0 TOTAL PROGRAM ERROReS)





ISIS^II FORTRAN-80 V2.0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM UNIT MFPNUM
COMPILERO INVOKED BY#' 
IN
	 #'FI `:'MF PNUM+SRC DEBUG
II DISEtOUTONEFOMPPIU8()FINHPT1S jOLr IBPTr IOUTrIDCDPNK )
C^^^ NK SPECIFIES HOW MANY INPRS 1TO r CONVERT a MOVE
C UP TO 8 FLTG POINT NDRS CAN BE HANDLED
C
4 DO 30 K=1rNK
S FP=FPNBR( K )
6 IF(FP. LT, —99 x 9 )FP-- -99 s 9
7 IF(FP.GT,99,9) FP»99.9
8 INUM =IFIX(f P410^ )
C	 tit tit	 tit	 SET SIGN OF NDR	 ttt	 ttt
9 IBCD( 4 )=10
10 IF(I NUM, GE 0 )GO TO 5
11 IBCD( 4 )=14
12 INUM—INUM
C
C	 iitt UNPACK INTO BCD DIGITS 	 flit
13 C5 DO 10 J=1 r 2
14 IH=( INUM/10 )*10





C	 t t t PACK INTO BI —PHASE—L OUTPUT	 t t t
19 C15 DO 20 L=1r2
20 INDX=IC9L-1f( K-1 )*2+L
21 J=I+( L-1 )*2
IBCD( J )=IBCD(J )*16+IBCD(JV)








0 PROGRAM ERROR( S >











END OF F'OR'TRAN COMPILATION
232
ASM80 'OFI:MINHR.SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS —II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERP V30 MINHR	 PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT












006C 12 IAD EQU 6CH
006E 13IMULT EQU 6EH






0000 El 20 MINHR' POP H ;SAVE RETURN ADDRESS
0001 CDOOOO E 21 LODBTNTD ;NT	 tCAALL
00564 23 OV C ► E
0006 CDOOOO E 24 CALL INTLOD ;I10 t
0009 3E6E 2 MVI A ► IMULT
OOOB CD0000 E 26 CALL AMDCMD ;X
OOOE Cl 27 POP B
OOOF CDOOOO E 28 CALL INTLOD ;NU t
0012 3E6C 29 iP'l)l A ► IAD
0014 CDOOOO E 30 CALL AMDCMD i4
0017 Cl 31 POP B
0018 CDOOOO E 32 CALL INTSTR ;SAVE IN IMH






AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
INTEO E 0000 INTSTR E 0000
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE ► NO ERRORS
AMDSTR E 0000	 INTLOD E 0000	 INTSTR E 0000
AMDSTR E 0000
	




ASM80 + Fl:OUTPUT+SRC XREF DEBUG PAGELENGTH(53)
ISIS—II 8090/5085 MACRO ASSEMBLERP V3+0 OUTPUT	 PAGE	 1







7 ' EXTRN	 CO
8 ;
190 FUNCTIONOUTPTTS
CHARACTER STRING TO THE C T OR CONSOLE
MI E AT PORT LOCATION OCCM+11 ; LOGG NG
12 i
13 r REGISTERS'
14 r C( BC)=ADDRESS OF (:HARACTER COUNT TO SEND
15 ; C(DE)=ADDRESS OF BUFFER CONTAINING THE STRING
16
17 ; REGISTERS gqLTERED'
18 ; C( HL) r C( BC) v C(A)
19
0000 ED 20 MSr.OUT' XCHG 'SET POINTER TO BYTE BUFFER
0001 OA 21 LDAX	 B ;GET COUNT FROM ADDR IN (BC)
0002 47 22 MOV	 BPA ;SET COU' ER OF BYTES
0003 4E 23 GBYT' MOV	 Com 'GET A C	 RACTER
0004 CDOOOO	 E 24 CALL	 CO 'SEND IT OUT
0007 23 25 INX	 H 'STEP BUFFER POINTER
0008 05 26 DCR	 B ;DROP ONE FROM COUNTER
0009 C20300	 C 27 JNZ	 GBYT ;IF NOT DONE v GET NEXT BYTE
28 ' CLEAR KEY BUFFER
AOOC DBCD 29 IN
	
OCDH ;GET STATUS
000E E602 30 ArI	 02H 'CHECK FOR PENDING CHARACTER
0010 CA1500	 C 31 JZ	 XIT ;IF NOT CONTINUE
IN	 OCCH 'GET CHARACTER







ISYS-II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERv V3,0	 OUTPUT PAGE	 2
CO	 E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
CO	 E 0000	 GBYT C 0003	 MSGOUT C 0000	 XIT	 C 0015





































































AMDSTR ;SAVE IT IN PN
;RETURN
00Hr00Hr00Hv00H
ASM80 tFl tPCPNoSRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH( 75) PAGEWIDTH( r/0 )
ISIS-II 008019055 MACRO ASSEMDLERP V3 ► 0	 PCPN
	 PAGE	 1





































AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDSTR E 0000	 GIVE E 0000
0	 236
ISIS-TT 8480/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERP V3,0
RCHG A 0019 GIUP OB E pQ00
	 HALF
TR 
E OOoEPORT A OOF4
ASSEMBLY COMPLETED NO ERRORS
PCPN
	 PACE	 2





isis—ii rORTRAN-80 V2 ► 0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM UNIT PRIVLU
OBJECT MODULE PLACED IN 'FI'PRTVLUoOBJ
COMPILER INVOKED BY: FORT66 ► ri,'PRTVLU ► SRC DEBUG
SUBROUTINE PRTVLU( CRY IR#NyIERRvX
C PRINTS MESSAGE OF N CHA4CTERS ALREADY IN
C BUFFER IR ► 	 NEXTf PRINTS VALUE or A FLOATING
C POINT NUMBEIR IN F1O ► 3 FORMAT LOCATED IN X ►
C







6 WRITF( CR i 10	 )X
7 to FORMAT(F10,3t`0X)








CODE AREA SIZE	 = 0091H 1455
VARIABLE AREA SIZE = 001EH 301'.1
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE = 000811 But
22 LINES READ
0 PROGRAM ERROR(S) IN PROGRAM ut,, i ,r	 r.,RTvLu
0 TOTAL PROGRAM VRROR(S)




ISIS— II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER# V3+0 DWAIT	 PACE	 1
LOC 0DJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
i
NAME DWAIT








FIR FpRTRAN E ROR R COV RYs
10 i HERE UNTIL TH	 MACH NE	 S RESET#
11 i
12
0000 CDOOOO E 13 DWAITt CALL CRLF
0003 06OF 14 MVI B/OFH iSET COUNT
0005 OE2A 15 LOOPt MVI Cr'*' iGET '*'0007 CD0000 E 16 CALL CO iOUPUT
OOOA OE07 17 MVI CP07H H NSERT BELL CHAR
OOOC CDOOOO E 18 CALL CO ;SEND IT T CRT
OOOF CDOOOO E 19 CALL DELAY ;WAIT AWHILE o ALTERS C(A)t C(C)
0012 05 20 DCR A ;COUNT
0013 C20500 C 2.1 JNZ LOOP i	 DOWN
0016 CD0000 E 2: LP2t CALL DELAY ►` DELAY AND






CO	 E 0000	 CRLF E 0000	 DELAY E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
CO	 E 0000	 CRLF E 0000	 DELAY E 0000
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE ► 	 NO ERRORS





ISIS-II FORTRAN-00 V2,0 COMPILATION BF
QM I^EROIN UR UA
RG It O TOpRU 1  OLM
'TRSRCRPEOUGIT BUNCHY
I	 SUBROUTINE RUNLMT(PREVvIOVER)
"	 DIMENSION PREV(5)rPARM(5 )
3	 INTEIER#I IOVER(5)
4	 LOG AL LZrux
5	 G	 GOMMON TlvPARMvBMW
C # ROUTINE PERFORMS RUNNING LIMIT CHECK ON A/C DATA
IF(xaVER(1).NE.O )GO TO 10
9	 ALPREV(1)w15.^4
8AU=PREV( 1 )x-15.249	 Lx-( PARM(1).LT.AL )
0	 UZ=( ARM(1 ),OT, qU)I	 IF(L .OR. UZ )PAR^i I WREU(1)
3	
10 CONTINUE
 NIL== 	 r 4
4	 IF(IOVER(L ).NE.0) GO TO 20
5	 AL =PREV(L )-0.0873
b	 AU=PREV(L )+0.0873
7	 LM PARO 
L 
>.LT.AL>
8	 UZ-( PAR	 >. T . AU )





.O )GO TO 30
AU=PRRV 5 4 .^^i7
4	 Lx»(PARg(5 ). LT. AL )





	 M 01AEH	 430D
VARIABLE AREA SIZE = OOIOH 	 16D
MAXIMUM $TACK SIZE = 0004H
	 4D
31 LINES READ
0 PROGRAM ERROR(S) IN PROGRAM UNIT RUNLMT
0 TOTAL PROGRAM ERROR(S)



















ASMSO tFitTIMEFPFSRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS-11 $080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER ► WoO	 TIMEFP PAGE	 I






COMPUTES FLOATING POINT VALUE OF TIME IN SECOND$ BYO'
	
q	
T1-FLOAT(IH*160 +IM )*F6O+FLOAT( ITS)/FIO
10 ;




























30	 GALL.	 INTLOD 1160 t
31	 MVI	 APIMULT
33
	 CALL AMDCMD ;X
34	 CALL	 INTLOD iIM t
35	 MVI	 Ar1AD
















48	 CALL	 AMDLOD ;F10 t
1	 MUIL	
AMDCMD
52	 CALL	 AMDCMD ;+











IRTOD i N MULT A O
gi








ASSEMBLY GOMPLETEv	 NA ERROR$
.rT.
ASM80 IF1',TMP12#SRC DEBUG
ISIS-II 8080 38085 MArRO ASSEMBLERP V3.0
	 TMP12	 PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT





 WHERE X12=XK1 OR XK2









0000 El	 16 TMP12S POP	 H	 iSAVE RTN ADDR OFF STACK




0006 CD0000 E	 19	 CALL	 AMDCMD iVEL t
0009 3E12	 20	 MVI	 AiMULT
0000 CDOOOO E	 21	 CALL	 AMDCMD iVEL*VEL
000E 42	 22	 mov
OOOF 4B	 23	 MOV	 CvE
0010 CDOOOO E	 24	 CALL
	


















AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000	 AMDSTR E 0000	 MULT A 0012	 PUSHT A 0017	 TMP12 C 00.



























ASH80 :F1:TRMI.SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75)
ISIS-11 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3+0	 TRM1	 PAGE	 1
LOC	 OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
i NAME TRM1
3 ; SUBROUTINE TRM1(Ti ► BMWrANGrALT ► RL)
4;




0003 8 COS EQU	 03H
0012 9 MULT EQU	 12H
0010 10 FADD EQU	 10H
0013 11 FDIV EQU	 13H
0004 12 TAN EQU	 04H
13 ;




































; COS( ANG ): ( ALT... ): w
;(( ALT...)/COS( ANG )t- f —:—
, BMW t
;2. t
MAW/2. : t ALT... ANG >
;TAN( BMW/2.):( ALT.... )t :-
;TAN( .. )fit ALT... >
; TANt .. W ALT... > TAN( .. W ALT, .. )















MULT A 0012	 PUSNT A 0017























ASMSO SF1tTRM23,SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(7S)














;HOLD CY OF OR ADDR IN RP(HL)
;RL t
i TAN (RL )
i TAN(RL )' TAN(RL )' -: —
^^	 41, TAN( RL >,




'TMPI ;TMPI ^TANt RL>2;--
;SAVE CY OF TMPI
;1, t






ii TRM=( -TAN( DR WAN( RL )+SORT( TAN( RL )**2*( TMPI-1, )+TMPI*COS( DR )**2—
{ 1, —TMPI *COS( DR 4*2 ) e
WHE
NN
















































;COSD'oCOSDt(TMP1,,, ): — t-



















GET E 0000 GIVE E 0000
COS A 0003 FADD A 0010
MULT A 0012 ONE C OOC6
FDIV	 A 001
PUSHT A 001







































































,jSAVE CY OF COS(DR)**2
iTMPl t
iTMP1*COSD**2'0(# *. )
i((TAN**2 ^.. —i. )t^t-t
'SORT(... >
CALL








iCOS(DR )**2 ti ( TMPi*COSD**2) t SORT(..
iit, t
i t TMP 1... ) t 1 t', SORT( ...) t
i1^^tTMPi. ^)tSpR'Tt.. )














AMDCMD E 0000 AMDLOD E 0000 AMDSTR E 0000
USER SYMBOLS








A 0004 TRM23 C 0000 XCHF A 0019
247
o• Or P300,





LOC 08J	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT

























ASM80 :F1tTSECS,SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(7) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS--XI 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMRLERr V3oO	 TSECS	 PAGE	 1
LOC 08,1 LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 ; SUBROUTINE TSECS(ITS ► ITNrIHDPIUN)
r3 NAME	 TSECS
4;
5 ; EVALUATES SECONDS BY:
7 i ITS=10*( ITN+IO*IHD )+IUN
8;
9;
006C 10 IAI► EQU	 6CH
006E 11 IMULT EQU	 6EH







0000 E1 18 TSECSI POP	 H	 ;SAVE RETURN ADDR
0001 CD0000	 E 19 CALL	 INTLOD	 ;IHI► t
0004 013200	 C 20 LXI	 BrTEN
0007 CD0000	 E 21 CALL	 INTLOD	 ;10 t
''2 MVI	 A r IMULT
OOOC GD0000	 E 23 CALL	 AMDCMD	 ;X






















AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
INTLOD E 0000	 INTSTR E 0000







ASHQO tF1^UNl PACK ^ SRC D(:BUC FAGELRNCTHkJ7) F'AQLWlr*Oh90}	 |





LOC OBJ L. 	 NI E SOURCE STATEMENT
NAME UNPACK
FUNCTIOW UNPACKS 53 NIPSTO 50' 61 [tl,13^
C(BC)-ADfK OF NI p 8vAPUT BUFFERt ^^D
C(DE) = ADDR OF E, /Tc vOUTPU[ BUFFER^
PU BLIC
 |!NPACK,RR0
0000 03 11 UNPACK^ INX B iSKIP FIR3T 2 NID3YFRAME SYNC PAN'T 1
0 001 261B 12 V, v I H P81BM VTE COUNVER= /`
0003 OA AX B fGET SYhC @lB 3 AND FRAME hrR
0004 1'41 14 STAX D ;STORE AT B/r[ I L0CA710ri
15 f
0005 03 16 STEP to INX p ISET POINTERS TO NEXT
0006 13 17 INX D PHTEi STnINIAll	 AT MID	 5
0007 OA Is X B YTE IN ACCUM
H	 E
FO 20 ANT OFOH NIB
OOOB 1900 C	 21 CALL RR0 #ROTATE ACCUri 4 BITS RIGHT
OOOE 12 22 X E UPPER NIP
OOOF 13 23 INX it A
0010 7D 24 roov ^L /
0F 2 fo ANI OFH IP OU T
0013 12 26 X E AT Nur Bal
H ;SUB 1 FROM BY7E COUNT
0015 C20500 C
	 28 JNZ STEP ;LOOP TILL DONE
0018 C9 29 RET
0019 OF 3 1 kR4B0 E
001A OF 3-) RRC 'YACCUM
001C OF 34 RRC AF4 POSITIONG
PUBLIC SYMBOLS
RR4B	 C 0019	 UNIPAClk' C 0000
EXTERNAL SYMBOLS
USER SYMBOLS
RR4B	 C 0019	 STEP	 C 0005	 UNPACK C 0000





ISIS- , II FORTRAN-80 V2 ► 0 COMPILATION OF PROGRAM Uii'll' VALID
OBJECT MODULE PLACED IN 'Fl!VALlrtO8J
COMI'lLER INVOI%'Cl, BY! FORTSO ::'I'fVALID * SRC VEPUG
SUBROUTINE VALIE, ( DLYDFF IOVi !VAL YrWd, )
C *******	 VAI.,IDATES NERDAS DATA VALUES UriLL lj'.'j THE G'	
"
FLAG I'a
C SETS	 IF VALUE IS OUrg lll ► 	 F"RESIT L IMITS: IMI )	 rliC rl'-l AULr 	 VALUE	 10 U4jrlb
C WHELNE.VER r'EFAULr VALWC.S Aix':' UGE- J." AN	 r..H,G	 iis, scr,
INTEGER*l	 IOY,%5)vIVAL
11IMENSION	 E, L(5v2)sT!r'(	 5 )
4 LOGICAL LZYUZ






7 DO 20 K=IY5
8 IDFG=o
9 IF(IOV(K)oNE^0)	 GO 'TO	 10
to LZ.1,(PARM(K)oGL,DLQyl))
11 UZ=(PARWK)tLE#VL(kY2))
12 IF(LZ, AND .UZ)GO TO 10
13 FARM( K ) z f., F( K
14 IDFG=i
is 10	 CONTINUE






CODE AREA SIZE = 010AH 266D
VARIABLE AREA SIZE =	 001.211 lar'l
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE = 000614 6 D
29 LINES READ
0 PROGRAM ERROR ( S) IN PROGRAM UNIT VALID
0 TOTAL PROGRAM ERROR(S)
















ASM80 #'FltVWPSRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(7Fj) PAGEWIDTH(90)







COMPUTES VELOCITY IN METERS/SECOND',































































































AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
USER SYMBOLS
AMDCMD E 0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
IAD
	 A 006C	 IMULT A 006E
AMDSTR E 0000	 INTLOD E 0000
	
J
MDSTR E 0000	 DIV	 A 0013	 FLOAT A 001D
	
NTLOD E 0000	 MULT A 0012	 TEN	 C 0040
1.	 252
" 11
ISIS-II 8080/808; MACRO ASSEMBLERP V3,0	 VELFP	 PACE
	
2
VELF P C 0000



























































ASMSO ;F1;XK12 * SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)






;;; XK1 z 4,/t	 LM A*(F































;PULL RETURN ADDR OFF STACK
iBNDW t
iF1)OP t










i4/t SLMDA^t FDOP»-BNDW/2) )^*2;FDUP+BNDW/2;2/
f '	 "I . r ..
264	 ")r P"K't^,
ISIS-II $080/8085 MACRO ASSEMOLERr V3#0 	 XK12	 WAGE	 2
LOC OBJ	 LINE
0064 C0 0000 E b4
0067 A MOO E 9v
006C 3E17 667
E













AMDST5 $SAVE RESULT IN XKI




	 A^{ CY	 $4/( SLMDA*( FDOP+BNDW/2 ) )**2 t--o ,
POP
P. 	





XK 12 C 0000
AMGCMDAE 0000
OL5
 AMDLOD E 0000
INTLOD E 0000	 INTSTR E 0000
AMDCMX^YCB0000	 AMDLOD E 0000
FDIV A 0013	 FMUL	 A 001;
1NTLOD E 0000	 INTSTR E 0000
XK12 C 0000
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE+ NO ERRORS
AMDSTR E 0000	 GET	 E 0000	 GIVE E 0000
AMDSTR E 0000
	





E 0000	 GIVE E 0000
PUSHT A 0017
	
ROL	 A 0018	 TWO	 C 007E
255
it






ISIS-II ASSEMBLER SYMBOL. CROSS REFERENCEv Ool 	 PAGE I
ASCDV 5 210
CO, 29 66#
#44CPO 3739 41 52#
CPl 46 49 59	 61#




STP 31# i t J.V
STPO 30# So	 55	 63
CROSS REFERENCE WokiPLE', E
257













AMC X5/6511 Device Routine Listings
260
ASMSO SF1tAMDCMD * SRC DEBUG
ISIS- 1 1 5080/8055 MACRO ASSEMBLERr V3o0 AMDCMD
	
PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 ;ROUTINE TO SEND A COMMAND IN THE A REGISTER TO THE AMC 95/6011
3 ERRORS ARE TREATED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER;
4 ; 1) UNDERFLOW	 RESULT = 0#05 ; ^	 V RF OW
	
ESULT "	 /- 2**63
UESULT "7 /^ 2^k 634 ) ^gRTDgR Y ZERFi A
8 ; NEGATIVE NUMBER	 RESULT = 0.0
9 +
10 0
S) ARGUMENT OF INVFRSE
TRIG6 OR EXP 0!T





OOFO 16 PORT EGO OyFOH






0000 F5 23 AMDCMD! PUSH PSW ;SAVE COMMAND





F1 27 POP PSW ;GET COMMAND
0008 D3F1 28 OUT PORT+I ;SEND COMMAND
OOOA FS 29 PUSH PSW ;SAVE COMMAND
400U
RgF1 30BUSY: IRA AORT41 ;WAIT TILL NOT BUSY (COMMAND DONE)
OOOE FAOB00 C 32 BUSY
0011 D5 33 RUSH ;SAVE DE REGISTER PkIR
5F 34
IEH0013 34 ANI ;STRIP OUT ERROR FLAGS
0015 CA4800 C 36 JZ NOERR ;JUMP ON NO ERROR
0018 3E18 37 MVI A+PULL
001A 0FI 38 OUT PORT+l ;PULL BAD VALUE OFF AMD STACK
001C 7B 39 MOV ArE ;GET STATUS BACK
001D E61E 40 ANI LEH ;STRIP OUT ERROR FLAGS
001F FEO8 41 CPI 08H ;SORT OR LOG OF NEC NUMBER = UNDFLO
0021 CA3E00 C 42 JZ UNDFLO
0024 E604 43 ANI 04H ;UNDERFLOW
0026 C23EOO C 44 JNZ UNDFLO
0029 3EFF 45 MVI Av0FFH ;TREAT ALL OTHER ERRORS AS OVERFLOW
002B 1603 46 MVI DVO3
002D D3FO 47 LOOP: OUT PORT
002E 15 48 DCR D
0030 C22D00 C 49 JNZ LOOP
0033 7B 50 MOV AvE ;GET ERROR FLAGS
0034 17 51 RAL ;GET SIGN
ANI
0037 F63F r3 3FH ;MAKE MAX EXP WITH PROPER SIGN
0039 D3FO 54 OUT PORT ;SEND TO BOARD
4-
xSISMII 8080t8085 MACRO A5CEM0LERr V3,0
LOC OBJ LIME SOURCE STATEMENT
0038 C34800 C	 55 JMP NOERR
003E 3E00 56 UNDFLO" MVI APOOH
0040 1604 57 MVI ;,^04
0042 D3F0 58 LOOP2t OUT PORT
0044 15 59 OCR D
0045 C24200 C	 60 JNZ LOOP
0049
NOERRt












PULL A 0018 UNDFLO C 003E












ISIS—II 0080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERP V34
	
AMDSTR PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
1 $ROUTINE TO STORE A FLOATING POINT NUMBER (IN INTEL FORMAT)
3
FROM THE AMC 95/6011 INTERNAL REGISTER AT THE ADDRESS IN BC
4 ; ERRORS ARE TREATED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
5 $ 1) UNDERFLOW	 RESULT = 0o0
6 i 2) OVERFLOW	 RESULT " t/—
 20127
7 i 3) DIVIDE BY ZERO	 RESULT " +/— 20127
8 i 4) SORT OR LOG OF A
9 i NEGATIVE NUMBER
	 RESULT = 0.0
10 i 6) ARGUMENT OF INVERSE
11 i TRIG. OR EXP OUT













0000 D5 24 AMDSTR: PUSH D ;SAVE DE REGISTER PAIR
0001 03 25 INX B ;MOVE POINTER TO BEGINNING
0002 03
0003 03 `7 INX B
0004 DBF1 28 BUSY: IN PORT+l ;WAIT TILL NOT BUSY
0006 B7 29 ORA A
0007 FAA400 C 30 JM BUSY
OOOA 5F 31 MOV EPA
OOOB E61E 2
33
ANI IEH ;CHECK FOR ERROR
OOOD CA3800 C JZ NOERR
0010 3E18 34 MVI APPULL ;PULL BAD ENTRY OFF AMD STACK
0012 D3FI 35 OUT PORT+l
0014 7B 36 MOV APE ;GET STATUS BACK
0015 E61E 37 ANI 1EH ;STRIP OUT ERROR FLAGS
0017 FE08 38 CPI 08H ;SORT OR LOG OF A NEGATIVE NUMBER = UNDFLO
0019 CA3200 C 39 JZ UNDFLO
001C E604 40 ANI 04H ;UNDERFLO
001E C23200 C 41 JNZ UNDFLO
0
'' 17 243
MOl; APE ;GET ERROR r'LAGS
022 RAL
0023 E680 44 ANI 80H
0025 F67F
45 ORI
7FH ;MAKE MAX EXPONENT WITH PROPER SIGN
0027 02
0028 3EFF 47 MVI ArOFF1t ;SAVE MANTISSA
002A OD 48 BACK: DCX B
002B 02 49 STAX B
002C OB 50 DCX B
002D 02 51 STAX B
002E OB 52 DCX B
002F 02 53 STAX B
0030 D1 54 POP D ;RESTORE DE REGISTER PAIR
.41
AMDSTR PAGE	 2ISIS-II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERP V3,0
LAC OBJ	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT
0031 C9 55 RET
0032 3EOO 56 UNDFLO ► MVI SrOOH
0034 02 57 STAX
0035 C32AOO C	 58 imp BACK
0038 DBFO 59 NOERR: IN PORT
003A 07 60 RLC
0038 pp7 61 OCA SKIP,0030 F24500 C	 62003F C6FC 63 ADI OFCH
0041 3F 64 CMC
0042 034700 C	 65 JMP SKIA2
0045 C6FC 66 SKIP1 ► ADI OFC
0047 IF 67 SKIP2t RAR
0048 IF 68 RAR
0049 02 69 STAX B
004A DBFO 70 IN PORT
0040 17 71 RRAL
OF
004E 73 PCX B
004F 02 74 STAR B
0050 DBFO 75 IN PORT
0052 O2
R0053 02 77 STAX
0054 DBFO 78 IN PORT
0056 0B
sQ STAX C0057 OS
POP D
0059 C9 82 RET
83
;UNDERFLOWf THEN RESULT = 0+0
'GET BYTE 3 (EXPONENT)
'CONVERT EXPONENT TO INTEL FORMAT
iSAVE BYTE 3
'GET BYTE 2












0000045 BACK C 002A
SKIP2 C 0047 UNDFLO C 0032
ASSEMBLY COMPLETED NO ERRORS





ASM80 iF1tAMDLOD * SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)














0000 DBF1 13 AMDL,OD: IN PORT+I
0002 B7 14 ORA A
0003 FA0000 C 15 jr, AMDLOD
0006 OA 16 LDAX B
0007 WO OUT PORT
tz
OOOA OA LDAX B
900B WO OUT PORT
JOOD 03 21 INX BWe
ORIXOOOF F680 23 HSOH
0011 D3FO 24 OUT PORT
0014 17 26 RALX
B









001E D23400 C 33 JNC LABEL2
0021 IF 34 RAR
0022 3EBO 35 MVI ArBOH
0024 IF 36 RAR
0025 C33700 C 37 JM" LABEL3
0028 FE7C 38 LABELI; CFI 7CH
002A DA3400 C 39 JC LABEL2
002D IF 40 RAR
002E WE 41 MVI Ar7EH
0031 033700 C 43 RAMP LABEL3
0034 C604 44 LABEL2: ADI 04
0036 OF 45 RRC







AMDLOD C 0000	 LABELI C 0029	 LABEL". C 0034










;MOVE SIGN TO CANRY
;GET BYTE 3









LABEL3 C 0037 POET A OOFO
w
264
ASM80 SF1 ! INTSTR.SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90 )
ISIS-II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERF V3.0 	 INTSTR PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT














	 13 INTSTR: IN	 PORT+1	 ;WAIT TILL NOT BUSY
0042 H7




0006 03	 16	 INX	 B
0007 DBFO	 17	 IN	 PORT
0009 02	 18	 ST X
	
B	 ;SAVE N'ITE 1
OOOA OB	 19	 DC	 B
OOOB DBFO	 20	 IN	 PORT










INTSTR C 0000	 PORT A 000
ASSEMBLY COMPLETEF NO ERRORS
265
i4 NAME GIVE
OOFO	 7 PORT EOU OOFOH8
9 PUBLIC GIVE10it CSEG
120000 DBFI















0012 IA0013 D3FO0015 18
0016 IB0017 IB0018 C9
ASM80 ;F1'#GIVEo$RC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS-11 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER ► V34	 GIVE	 PAGE	 I
LOC OBJ	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT
I !ROUTINE TO GIVE A FLOATING POINT NUMBER (IN AMD FORMAT) AT THE





GIVE C 0000	 PORT A OOFO
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE ► NO ERRORS
266
ASM80 :F12GET ► SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH( 75) PAGEWIDTH(90 )
ISIS-I1 8080/8085 MACRO AsSEMBLERY V3.0 GET PAGE 1
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE STATEMENT
I ;ROUTINE TO GET A FLOATING POINT UMBER (IN AMD FORMAT) FROM THE
3A MC 95/6011 INTERNAL REGISTER AN STORE IT AT THE ADDRESS IN DE
4 NAME GET
J






0000 13 13 GET: INX D ;MOVE POINTER
0001 13 14 INX D
0002 13 15 INX D
0003 DBFI 16 BSY: IN PORT+1 ;WAIT TILL NOT BUSY
0005 07 17 ORA A
0006 FA0300
	
C 18 Jo BSY
0009 DBFO 19 I PORT
OOOB 12 20 STAX D ;SAVE BYTE 3
000C 1B 21 DCX D
OOOD DBFO 22 IN
OOOF 12 23 D ''SAVE BYTE 2
0010 1B 24 DCX D_
0011 DBFO 2`5 IN PORT
0013 126 STAR D ;SAVE BYTE 1
0014 1B 27 DCX D
0015 DBFO 28 IN PORT










	 GET	 C 0000
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE' NO ERRORS
PORT A OOFO
267
ASM80 ;F1;XNTLODoSRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75) PAGEWIDTH(90)
ISIS—II 8080/8085 MACRO ASSEMBLERP V3,0	 INTLOD PAGE	 1
LOC OBJ	 LINE	 SOURCE STATEMENT
;RTNPIA^CT9 LOt 











0^ DBF1 13 INTLOD; II PORT+I
0003 FA0000 151 JMAC INTLOD
0006 OA 16 LDAX B
0007 D3FO 17 OUT PORT
0009 03 18 INX B
OOOA OA 19 LDAX B










ASSEMBLY COMPLETED NO ERRORS





ASM00 ► F1#z32LOD«SRC DEBUG PAGELENGTH(75)






1 iROUTINE TO LOAD A 32EDIT INTEGER NUMBER AT THE ADDRESS IN BC INTO









0000 DBF1 13 132LODi IN PORT+1
OOOJ B7 14 ORA A
000FA0000 C 15 im I32LOD
0006 03 16 INX B
0007 03 17 INX B
0008 03 18 INX B0009 OA 19 LDAX B
OOOA D3FO 20 OUT PORT
0000 OB ^1 VVEX
OOOE D3FO 23 OUTX PORT
0010 OB 24 DCX B





00 15 OA 28 LDAX B
0016 D3FO 19 OUT PORT
0018 03 30 IN B0019 03 31 IN B
001A 03 32 INX B
0018 03 33 INX B





I32LOP C 0000	 PORT A OOFO
ASSEMBLY COMPLETE' NO ERRORS
WAIT TILL NOT BUSY
;SEND BYTE 0
;SEND BYTE 1
i BEDip YTC
'SEND BYTE 3
269
